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Forrest Moreland, of lleuvelton, N. Y.,
in writing to the Country Gentleman
says:

file farm of the careless, slothful, igfarmer, is separated from that of
Ills more intelligent
neighbor by boundaries ni«,re plain than line fences'!
Mr A
while driving a poor team attached to
an
inferior drag by a malicious
harness,
which had already taken its
rev0110*0 on
tie poor animals
by galling in numerous
p laces, suddenly strikes a stone and breaks
>in<v .ltfsorving a pension
‘‘rao
I t previous
injuries. To quote Mr. A.’s
vvu words.
This i- just my luck." In
iact. as last as his tools
grow old from too
much expostu to the w eather and lack of
'“■l O’!
it- is jusi his
luck to have
when lit is in a hurrv.
‘his
..
means uncommon accident.
espiti lm the horses, and a
uev to Mt
A.’s favorite haunt—the
blacksmith-' shop.
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Cattle.

The

The price ol' cattle fattened for market
depends upon the symmetry of the anima
as well as the fat
“style,” as shippers tern
it.
1 want hero to stale that good blow

ouId we but know
1 lie“land that ends our dark, uncertain
travel,
'\ lie re lie those
happier hills and meadows

low,

Ah. if beyond the spirit's inmost eavit
A light of that country could we
surely know.
Who would not go?

is important, but not absolutely
necessary,
to make what is termed a good seller,
ii
order to fatten a steer that he
may bring
the highest market price lie must be
kept
in a growing condition from a calf, and in
no case allowed to
It
is
tin
go

starving the first, and

Might we but hear
I he hovering angels’ high imagined ehorus.
Or eafeh, hetimes, with wakeful eves and
cl ea r,
One radiant vista of the realm above—
With one rapt moment to see and hear
Ah. who would fear'-

hungry.

second winters, whiel:

wilts and shrivels up a steer, that cause?
him to be sold at a reduced
price. JSc
amount ot feeding will make him a firstclass seller, no difference what his color 01
blood
An animal well-led—1 care not
wtiat the blood, Texas or not—from a call
until the spring he is three
years old, wil

Were we quite sure
To tind the peerless friend who left us lonely.
Or there, by some celestial stream aw
pure.
To gaze in eyes that here were iovelit only.
1 his weary mortal coil—were we
quite sure.
Who would endure?

be smooth, with bones well covered, am
will sell at a protit: while a half-starvei
animal becomes crooked in the baek.bone?
projecting, and shriveled up, takes tin
ties! part of the summer to
get ill condition to live, and will not be in condition
tor market until he is four
years old, ami
then will bring a price which is uusatislactory to the producer and to every one
that handles him.
1'his is no theory, but
a tact deduced trom close observation, as
1 have tested the plan for several
years. It
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It certainly was very pleasant. Miss
Filch lived in one of the broad, clean,
quiet streets of the good old town in a
pretty two-story house, rather tall tor its
size, as houses are apt to be in those parts
The pillared porch was overrun with yel-

low' honey suckle, and the magnolia rose
(beautifulalike lor its Powers and foliage),

also the root ot the picturesque and
convenient appendage peculiar, 1 believe,
to West Jersey houses, and called a

“Summer
kitchen.”
Everything that
could be painted was painted with white
or green.
Everything else was whitewashed. tor in West Jersey you cannot be
a Christian unless you whitewash twice a
There were two great linden trees
year.
in front of tile house, just now in blossom
and resounding witli the “murmur ot innumerable bees.”
fisc air, just, slightly
salted, w.»; heavy with scent of yellow
honeysuckle. The only gloomy things
about tlic place were the black ribbons
which Puttered irom the shutters, and
Miss Fitch's own dress, which was of tile
deepest black, only relieved by a plain
collar ot clear muslin.
As Miss Fitch learned from the window
an old colored man
passing in the street
took oil’ his hat to her.
•( lood
evening, L’nele Jacob.” said -Miss
Fitch.
Wait a moment: I want to speak
to you.”
-Miss Fitch put on her hat and
went out on the steps to question the old
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timothy and clover sowed on
the wheat ;n the spring of the fourth year;
ia

as

vvliat one soil lias in

then

then Jet it lie in gaass two years.
tther systems of rotation have their advantage suited to the surrounding circumstances of soil, climate, etc., in wheat districts, where the soil rests on limestone or

plastei
ear-
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Potato©- A

found to be

plenty of

two

good,

manure

Ohio Funner.

Profitable

Crop

?

An- potato©- profitable
crop to grow,
and d
they run out, and exhaust the
iiuid
are the questions of a farmer in

Atarlo Me. According to his own
experim the
cultivation ot this indispensable esculent, potato growing is decided
profitable lie believes tiiev may lie
a n iu his
locality for thirl)7 cents per
imshei, taking one year with another.
fhe great mistake many farmers make,
is in p.:ti t oig too mil 'll land and
using too
ittle manure
Tin7y do not treat the poas
as
well
tin: corn field.
'ato)field nearly
He believe- it will pay as well to manure
the former as the latter, and after the land
suitably enriched, it must be well tended
It will not pay to raise potatoes and
field. It w eeds must
be grown m the farm at all. Jet them
have a lot by themselves, but keep them
out of the potato field.
A well manured and w, II cultivated potto field
just Hie place for seeding to
pa,- for permanent and prolitahle mmvig. il is the height ot folly to seed down
poor run out land to grass, expecting to
.hi,am paying crops. Mis advice to his
brother farmers is to plant fewer acres to
potatoes next year, but to manure those
acres better
mu, h better than is com
moldy done -and then tend the tops
while growing, and sec that no weeds are
1
interfere, with the gi*owth of
ihe potato, -, or to exhaust the land of its
erti1 it)
then seed down to
grass and
s not belt,
I if
ee
than bv the old
way
of hall manuring and hall
hoeingr> the
land.
[ N K Farmer.
ence

A balky horse is understood to be an
animal which, wlnm harnessed, fetuses to
start. Various expedients, many ol' them
ruel. are resorted to in overcoming such
obstinacy, and it may, therefore, be well
enough to please note the California
method
It is to put a rope under the
horse’s body, behind his lore legs, and to
let two men, one at each end, draw the
rope backward and forward, as if ‘sawing”
at the legs It must not be done too roughly, but still with force suffieent. The animal, to escape something he does not understand. will soon move a few steps, and
after lengthened but quiet application of
■such a “persuasive” process, will not fail
to move on.
Repeated applications will
work a thorough cure.

or

his numerous
Sal. v or Hud 1;,

—

What

beautiful Powers!” aid die,
the bunch ol laurels which the
old man carried. “1 had not realized that
the laurels were already in blossom.”
“1 lining ’em along a-puppus for Miss
1 'member
Fitch,’’ said Uncle Jacob.
just how your mil used to like ’em. 'Member just like ’twas yesterday seek,’ your
■

looking at

ma a-settiif in the
wagon, and Matt Garri hi a-bendiu’ down 'lie bushes for
you to
break oil the posh-.Matt was a nice
boy: you don’t know what’: become ot
him i s’pose."
“i believe lie lives in South America,”
said M iss 1- itch, accepting the Powers witli
thanks. “Good evening, Uncle Jacob.
Send ^ally up ill the morning.”
Miss fitch retreated to the parlor and
sat down behind the half-closed shutters.
She looked fit the llmvors, tmt .-.lie 1441 not
see them.
Another picture was belore her

She saw her mother, even then all
invalid, sitting smiling and plea.-ed in the
little carriage the half-cleared spot iutiie
j opening— the pond with a bank ol bright
orange-colored sand rising behind it—the
varnished leaves ol the holly and oak scrub
reflecting the sun—the velvet shadows
and warm solid lights of the late afternoon ; and amid all herself, a
young girl ol
eighteen, reaching up to gather the exquisite pink and white and crimson buds
and flowers which Matthew Garrison bent
down to her twenty years ago. In another
moment the picture was gone, shaken, as
its reflection in the pond might have been,
by a sudden gust of sobs—blotted out by
a rain of tears.
There was no rebellion,
ami hardly any bitterness, in her grief.
Even in the midst of it her heart was saving again and again, “It was all well;'it
was best so.
Not my will, blit Thine be
done.”
eye-.
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lady was nut bankrupt. It was perfectly
solvent, ready to answer in a moment, and
in the purest gold, any call which might
be made upon it. She was quite composed
again in live minutes, and rose to put her
flowers in water. Having arranged them
to

Fanner.

her satisfaction, she went out to the
an ancient black woman

kitchen, where

presided.

Icf.-IIoi si.s
Set up posts in the
feet apart, and closely board
them ou the inside, so as to make an enclosure ten feet each way in the clear,
with a loose flooring, have a step roof,
with a door in it on the north side.
Pack
in the iee in blocks as close together as
possible, vv ith an interval of halt a toot or
more between the iee and the sides ot the
structure ; till this space with cut-straw,
saw-dust, or tan, and ram it down well,
witli six inches depth of tiie same on the
floor and a foot or more on top. Structure
and packing need not cost forty dollars.
The floor or ground should be on an incline, so as to carry off any water rapidly.
It is the air coming between the
pieces of
ice which causes it to melt rapidly, hence
il water could be slowly introduced on an
intensely cold night the whole would be
a solid block
by the morning, and would
last two years for one ordinary lamilv. In
some cases the crevices might bo" filled
with pounded ice on a very cold day, or
witli spare tan or cut straw
'fake out the
ice as quickly as possible, cover up the
place and shut the door. It ice lias to be
brought from a distance for the sick il will
keep a long time between two feather pillows; or if put in a stone jar, stand this
on a pillow,
lay another pillow around the
jar and cover it. with another, and keep the
till;a

ground

e
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"I think 1 shall go to town to-morrow,
Aunt Katy," said .Miss Fitch.
"Ho tell!” returned Katy. "Cornin’
i home at night ?”
"J think not.
1 believe 1 shall stay all
night, and come lmme in tiic boat next

I

day.”

"L)o tell!" said \unt Katy again. It
remark which she considered pertinent to any subject or event. "Well,
I’ll have your breakfast
bright and early,
and 1 guess I d better speak to the omnibus
was a

to-night!”

.Miss Fitch had always been called
"Miss Fitch." Even in her youth she had
never been called Mary Anne by any one
but her mother. She might lairly be
called an old maid, seeing that she was
nearer forty than thirty.
Her soil brown
hair showed no (races ot gray, and was
equally guiltless of cushions or frizzles.
Her dress looked like, a dress, and not like
a
rag-bag, though it was sufficiently in the
prevailing fashion not to be singular, and
il was absolutely neat and delicate even in
its blackness.
Miss Filch was an orphan,
her mother having passed away some six
months before. Edward Garrett, who
ought to know better, says somewhere
that orphanage is not touching at forty, i
believe it is oiten far more bitterly felt at
forty Ilian at fourteen. I read in the paper
the other day of a lady who died at the
whole in a shady place.
age of one hundred and ten, leaving a
single daughter of eighty. 1 do not be•We read, says the New York Tribune,
lieve the world held a more desolate
ol one Ohio farm which several years
orphan than that maiden lady of fourscore.
since was wet, unproductive, and
agueish. Miss Eitch did not recollect her father.
i wenty bushels of inferior corn to the
She and her mother had li ved on quietly
and
from
five
to
ten bushels of wheat,
acre,
together ever since she could remember,
was all that could be raised.
Sheep would neither rich nor poor,
having enough to
die about as last as they could be produced.
themselves and Aunt Katy, and someNow ii is underdrained with five miles of Keep
besides to give away.
They were
tile and yields eighty bushels ol good, tiling
great readers of all sorts of books, and
sound corn, and from twenty to forty Miss
1 itch had inherited a
couple of shares
bushels ol superior wheat.
On grass in the
Library, which gave
lands the difference, in quantity is not the usePhiladelphia
of a good many volumes in°the
great, but the quality lias been vastly im- course id' a year. She and her mother
<
'hills
and
fever
have
ml.
disappeared, iiad been all in all to each other. Now
prm
So satis- the mother was
and sheep raising is profitable
and the daughter
the
results
of tile drain- felt lorlorn and gone, as if
been
have
factiory
her work in
lonely,
the
that
owners
estate
intend
ing on this
the world was done. But she did not give
more
ol
“crockto burv at least ten mile
up life lor a bad business even now. She
ery."
lived quietly and cheerfully on in tlie little
house in Lime street, reading her books,
The Canada grain crop is said lobe studying her Bible,
teaching her regular
light and the corn crop very poor, as the evenings in the school which a few chariseason has been cold and wel.
l’he hay table ladies had set up for the iaetorycrop was excellent.
Potatoes are badly g'rls, making baby things lor a friend in
atlected with the rust or rot, and will he town who dealt in such
mysteries, and
both poor in
quality and small in quantity. waiting on Providence.
am
wmi aim
strong," sue reasoned
within herself; “I am as like to live as
ever 1 was; and 1 have money enough to
gle bushel ot plaster added a full ton of support myself and Katy. it stands to
hay to the yield ot an acre in live succes- reason that i must have something to do
sive mowing, two crops being taken otf in the world yet, and I have faith to believe
the ground each ot the two years succeed- that my work will be shown to me when
the time comes,”
ing the sowing of the plaster.

hxperiments at the Michigan agricultural college are said to
prove that a sin-

So she sat still, watching and waiting
opening, and doing meanwhile such
things as came to hand.
According to her third cousin, Ira
Horton, there was neud of all this watching and waiting. “It stood to reason,”
according to that very well-to-do and
prudent tanner, “that there was no sense
-in Mary Anne's occupying a house which
she could rent for two hundred a year, and
keeping that old black woman, not worth
her salt. There was enough else she
might do.” So argued Ira, whom Miss
Fitch disliked, and came as near hating as
her gentle nature and Christian principles
would allow; and that for several reasons.
He was always assuming the right to meddle in her affairs, he annoyed her by calling her Alary Anne, and lie wanted to
marry her. Ira had lost three wives in
twenty years, and on the two first bereavements, after an interval of some months,
lie had ottered himself to his cousin,
lbhad not yet repeated the offer since the
demise of Number Three, but Miss Fitch
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that I gained a great deal by
making up so ladylike and refined and delicate; she's affection for herself. Carry eoiud rememmy mind beforehand.”
just like one of the tall tree-ferns we. ber very little of her former life. She
That's just as true as you live. What have down in our
parts, and 1 am like told in her imperfect English of her papa
a nice woman she is !" ruminated the
cap- nothing but a great—walrus,’ concluded and Madrina and tin; big ship, and poor
tain as ho took his way to the boat. "1
Madrina in the water, and then invariably
Captain Matthew despairingly.
suppose she’s too tine and delicate for
Elizabeth smiled :
never saw a walcame .such a rush of leer and horror, so
common use, like my wife's old china. rus, but thee doesn’t resemble mv notions much
passionate weeping and clinging to
And yet 1 don’t know; that same china of the
creature.’
her protector, that Miss Fitch ceased to
has outlasted a good many sets of earth"Hut really, now, do you think there question her. As Carry's health improved
enware."
would be any chance ?'
the stoop in her shoulders disappeared,
“1 am not given to
quoting poetry,’ and her face rounded out and lost the terIII.
said Elizabeth, -but, Matthew, i’ll repeat
ribly old, suffering expression which had
Miss Fitch was sitting in her pleasant thee a verse 1 read in one of
Alary Anne's made it so painful to look upon. She beparlor window sewing on a child's pink books!
came a very lively, attractive child, and
frock, tiic little stranger who had fallen
who had begun hv wondering at
•'He either fears his fate too much.
people
into her hands two weeks before was
Ur liis deserts are small,
Miss Fitch for taking such a burden on
bolstered up in one corner of the comThat dares not put it to the touch
herself, began to think she iiad not been so
To gain or lose it all."
fortable old sola. She was provided with
foolish alter all.
a doll, a
Matthew rose and went to the window.
picture-book and a kitten by way
it*
uiuuria
» vi c
.u
unit uu
ti
accuuu I
of amusement, but she seemed to find her As lie did so lie heard the whistle of the
time when Miss Fitch anil her nurseling
greatest pleasure in looking at Miss Fitch City ot Bridgeton on her way up the went to make a visit of some days’ duraas she sat in the window.
river, lie turned and seized iiis hat
tion to a triend in Greenwich. Klizabeth
••Is thee going up to
Captain McGregor had made all due inBridgeton on the Howell was a maiden lady like herself,
but
lie
boat:”
had
asked
learned
quiries,
Elizabeth.
very little.
but of more than twice her age. She was
1 ho woman had come from New York
Tlte captain was guilty of another slip. a 'Friend.'’ and lived in the old house
knew the event was impending, and she with the child a lew
He
turned round at the door and answer- which had
days before, and had
belonged to Her family for
taken lodgings at a decent little tavern ed with emphasis. You Oct
kept out of his way.
generations,
waiting till the change
near the waterside. She had no
"I think,’ said Elizabeth to herself
baggage.
pres- should come which was to restore tier to
11.
She had paid her
way, but seemed very ently, as she examined her work—-1 think all she loved best. Miss Fitch had many
Miss Fitch hail linished her business in silent and reserved.
The woman of the 1 have taken that stitch up pretty well, triends in tile beautiful old
town, and on
.She
had
of
her
house hud discovered that she took
Philadelphia
disposed
opium, considering how long it had run.’
this particular day she had gone to visit a
work and acquired a new stock of materi- and believed that she
Ira Ilorton was harnessing up his old
gave it to the child
lar-away cousin, taking Garry with her.
als; she had bought, a new dress for her- l" keep her quiet. The little girl seemed horse to go to Bridgeton.
Matters had
Klizabeth Howell was sitting in her
self and one for Ivaty ; she had visited the weak and
sickly, and rather afraid of the come to that pass with the house, the rocking-chair, meditating and perhaps
library and carried oil' Hakluyt’s Voyages woman, but she was very good and never children and the milk, that lie felt he
dreaming a little, when she was roused bv
and \Irs. Oliphant's new novel; and she
complained. I lie landlady thought both could do without a wile no longer.
a
manly footstep and a greeting from a
had bought a box ol candy at Whitman’s were
Anne
was
kind
ot
on
Spanish or Portuguese.
about
“Mary
put
stout bronzed and bearded man, whom no—a ladylike weakness of whieh she was in
“Fliis was all the captain could find the girl,- (thus he communed with himbody could have taken for any thing but a
her heart a little ashamed
She was now out. and this lie
imparted to Miss Fitch. selt) “but she'll have got over it all by sailor.
silling in the upper cabin ol the neat, and He also confided to her some ready-made this time. It stands to reason that GarWell, Aunt Klizabeth, here you are.
pretty little steamer, quietly amused with garments which he had purchased in rison will take the young one away, or
just where 1 left you I''
the bustle ol the wharf, and waiting to town,
lie
felt
as
it
allow
he
a
had
kind
saying
something handsome for her board
■Why Matthew Garrison? It is never
open her novel till they should begin to of right to do something for the child. and education. The board won’t count
thysell ? exclaimed Aunt Klizabeth. rethread the tortuous windings of Cohansev Miss Fitch thanked him, and said the much, and
Mary Anne can teach her and turning the greeting with equal warmth.
Creek.
the others too, or she can
things were very nice
"liven so. aunt.
go to the disBut l didn't believe
A little beiore the boat pushed oil, the
"What do you call her?' asked the cap
trict school.
I won’t take less than three
you would know me.”
attention of Miss Fitch was attracted to a tain.
hundred a year, anyhow.1
"1 don't see very much change; oulv !
woman who walked hastily down to the
readied Para she made oil with her misIra fastened his horse before the house thee iias
grown old, like the rest of us.”
a
alter
or
and
two
wharf,
asking question
tress's valuables. At any rate. 1 never in Lime-st., and knocked at the door, said
Klizabeth, surveying him. 'Where I
came on board and up into the cabin, l’he
could hoar of her again."
which was opened In Aunt Katv in high has thee been all this time?’
woman was poorly dressed in a shabby
•How very sad !’ said Fllizabeth.
'Thee holiday attire.
In a great many place—mostly in
rich
and hand- was
silk whieh had once been
quite sure of the child's death L sup“Mary Anne's at home, 1 suppose'" South America.'
some, and she held by the hand a child pose ?’
said Ira in an oil-hand way
Well1 well ! Sit down and let me call
some six years old, attired in the same
•W ho?- asked Katy, alllicted with deaf- Hannah aud
•Oh, yes; there could be no doubt. The
get thee some supper. Jam
wav—a thin, wizened, seared little creaand
both
but
on
ness.
the
captain
died,
so
to see thee again. Matthew
surgeon
glad
ture, with great black eyes and a stoop
record
were
the
names of Maria
•Miss Fitch —is she at home
asked
surgeon's
'And so am 1 glad to see you, aunty—it
which almost amounted to deformity. The Hernandez and child. Maria Hernandez Ira,
thinking at the same moment. 1 hall I may call you so. :is I used to.’
ot
the
was
lorlorn
in
the
pair
appearance
was her godmother, and Carmen was
soon send you adrift, old
lady !
‘Surely ; why not? Thee was brought j
extreme, and the woman in particular had taught, to call her ‘Madrina,' as the fashion
There ain't no such person as Mi
to do it
up
though thy mother and I were
a wild, haggard look ol utter misery.
is there."
Fitch no more,' answered Katv.
,Ju>t let mi call Hannah
not real sisters
Miss l ileli had a heart which always went
‘W hat do you mean ? She ain't dead, and
•.Madrina!‘repeated Elizabeth, that is
>ct her about supper, and then I want ;
out toward anything like a foi lorn child. what
Mary Anne Fitch’s little girl calls surely
to hear all thy adventures.”
She watched the little girl with interest, her. Thee remembers
‘Oh dear, no !• cackled Katy- 'mute the
Mary Anne, Matt here were not many adventures to I
otiered
Her
a
cake
which
ami presently
thew ?’
•••«••« been
contrary, I do assure you
tell, after all. Captain Garrison had comThe child went
sin took from her bag.
a ...
ansniTHi
in<“Katv
a
found
washed-out
mark
on
urytv.
manded various vessels, and latterly a tine
timidly toward her, and then, as if at- ■so she is married J To Ira llortuu, 1 sup- some of her clothes, out of which I can steamer
trailing between ltio and London
tracted by something in her face, sit. down
?’
so
make
out
(
we
call
her ai- 11\‘ had been married, but bis wile was '•
pose
only 'Car,—'
tin a stool at her leet.
•Oli dear, no! She has never married ry, and she seems to like the name \ery
dead
Yes. \es,' said her companion in brokany one, above all Ira,’ answered Eliza- well."
111
11
i'll >ue n
en English, ••you stay by the pretty !:id\ :
belli more emphatically than logicali\' T
“Carry, then, it that was her inline, sat
nil'', nnd 1 lust her,’ said Captain
•Only
she be good 1<> y<>u
was speaking of a little girl she
has in the corner trani|iiilly contemplating
Garri-dii, ladly. T’oor tiling', she was
•■Is she sick! asked Miss Fitch.
adopted, and who came to her in an odd Miss hitch, and Miss Filch tranquilly pm- very delicate, and alter her lumber's death j
The woman shook her head as if not
way. See. here she conies now 1 wonder sued her occupation, when liotu were dis- she \va- taken liy a lady, a friend of Car- [
understanding the words, and then leav- it she will know thee?—Mary Anne, here turbed by the entrance of Ira ilorton. men’s
they went im hoard a vessel
she
went
out
on
the
little
cabin
the
11 an old acquaintance.'
ing
Ira had heard of the child through I'm kbound tv Para tor the sake of the seawhich
it
and
stood
to
deck
opened,
Mi'S Fitch was perhaps just a little pale Jacob, who had
upper
imparted the additional
but the yellow fever broke out on !
looking at the shore and ships. The little as she met Captain Garrison, but her information that “folks t; l Mis Fitch ; voyage.
The nurse’s!
board, and they both died
of
and
drowsiness,
was
it
girl showed signs
what
should
have
was
to
been
her.
just
greeting
a-goin’
adopt
name did not appear on the doctor’s list,
Miss Fitch lifted her to the cushions by
—cordial and friendly, but not fluttered in
“Not it L know it," said Ir.i to himself.
and 1 rather suspect that when the vessel
her side, where she was soon asleep. Mi -s the least.
■•1 ain’t going to have no such child round and
got married this morning to Captain
Fitch became engaged in her novel, glanc•And where is the litl ; oil.
asked among my young oups. Mary Anne will ; .Matt garrison, as w e her beau
years and
ing now and then at the child’s guardian, Elizabeth.
have enough to do with them, and sinyears ago.’
The
who -till stood gazing at the shore.
Eunice
Filhian
has
taken
tier
in
to
lias
Oh,
just got to hear reason."
Ira drew l.m l. as if some
•.Married
boat was now passing the fort, and il j 'how her some new kittens. Here she
■Accordingly, the next morning Mr. one hail boxed his ears.
was growing too dark to read, when Miss comes now. Come h
re, Carry, and shake Ilorton “caught a ride' with a neighbor. I
■Marr'ca this very morning, in the old
Fitch looking up, saw the strange woman : hands with this
and came up to Bridgeton, tor the double
gentleman
the hill, and went away
suddenly spring ovei the railing of the I
But Carry, for once, did not .bey. She purpose of making ids cousin hear rea- church up on
clock car
in tire two
deck and disappear under the wheel.
They didn’t
stood ... the door, gazing on the captain son ahd taking the afternoon boat for
have no wedding only a few particular
Hliers besides herself had seen the leap. with wide,
irightened eyes, and, glancing Philadelphia. Miss Fitch rec.-:ved lumas friends—or
1 dare say they'd hijife asked
I he boat was instantly stopped, and every
a! Matthew Garrison, both women were
usual with due politene
and omc stiffvon.* chuckled Ivaty
‘They are going to
effort made to save her, but in vain. She amazed to see him
«
as ashes,
ness.
pale
looking
about for a couple of weeks, and
struck by the wheel, for as it he had seen a
was probably
journei
in
the
of
“So
that's
the
i-.
it
?
child,
said
reIra,
ghost
shape
me. and Carmen's going to keep house
she never rose
a pretty little
A nice time !
girl.
galling the little Carry
with Elizabeth Howell till she comes
“Well, I’ve done all 1 could,*1 said
■Carmen !' said he at last, in a husky you've had of it1
Y
dioiildn't have
Then Mi— Fitch—Airs. Garrison. I
Capt Mdiregor. coining into the cabin eel.
let yourself be taken in so. Man Anne | track.
miy little (Jauneu
mean—is a-going to rent her house to the
unert* Sits- l-’Hi li uas holding on her lap
1 he child made no answer, but the I shall
,.f
mv
give .McGregor
pic.-c
“Poor thing!
new mini ter. an I they're a-going South
the still sleeping child.
sprang forward. The captain caught her mind."
till the captain can settle lii-. business, and
she’s gone to her account sudden enough. in his arms, and in a moment her arms
-'llss i- ncii um lie*
cciu to think tli
rethen they‘re coming hack again. And
I mistrusted something wrong about her were round his neck and her head buried mark called for
an-wer.
She
measany
Elizabeth Howell -lies a-keil m> logo
from the first, and 1 rather guess she in his breast, while lie
clasped her close ured one slip of eamle'ie hv another, and and star with her down to
meant to do it when she came aboard. and murmured endearments in some soil remained silent.
Greenwich,
•cause her Ham all's a-going to get marIt’s a wonder she didn’t lake, the child too. foreign
"However, there's 110 great harm done
tongue.
ried too. So it all works in just right,
Poor little thing! how sound she sleeps !
‘What does this mean ?’said Elizabeth yet,” continued Ira.
‘I'm going to town,
see.'
don't she ?"
Is this the child thee thought this afternoon, and I’ll take her
last
at
ami you
along
j It was even so The captain had solvKather too sound. 1 am afraid,” said dead. Matthew
hand her over to the proper < tli. ei\- I
and Mi-s i-iteli was Miss
I fear she lias been drug-|
Miss Filch
lliis is my child, however she came There’s no reason in her being a. burden I ed iii- problem,
!• it' ll im longer
lien answered the captain; ‘there is no on you or on this town.”
ged."
“Likely as not. It might be a mercy doubt of that.’
“Not in ilie least,” a iswered .Miss
She'll
it she never waked, poor lamb!
•And tin wretched woman wl.o destroy- Fitch placidly; “1 don’t mean she shall !
fm ■tM.iv'' WT inkied brow-and silver j
.v
soim
k
fm
tool
be
taken
care
have to
ed lie.-self was doubtless the nurse.
But lie, either
locks are attractive when the dimpled
night. and to-morrow 111 carry her back, how should she have come to Philadelphia,
"Well, then 1 knew you’d hear rea- tingers ot babvgrumlrhildren smooth them* j
anti hand her over to the authorities.
I wonder ?'
son,” said Ira, relieved to lind hi- task li seem to us that a
glad, lmppy smile
“And what will become of her after
ever discovered the
easier than lie expected—•• 11! c il] for
Nobody
mystery.
may lurk in a wrinkle as well as in a dim- i
that? asked Mis- Fitch, looking down at Probably, as Matthew Garrison surmised, her this afternoon at two o'clock."
pie. Indeed, when the both begins to
the little dark thin face, so unlike any- she had run
"It is not worth while tor y ou to take wear
away from Para with her
away, md time furrows the cheek j
thing she had ever seen, and which yet mistress's jewels and other valuables, and that trouble,” said Miss Fitch, 1 ran take and dims
the eye. then it is that the beauseemed s unt- way not utterly unknown to oamo t New York aud drifted across to the child to
Philadelphia myselt when 1 tv ot the soul shines more serei.eiy through !
her.
But
the
whole matter was am ready to have her go.”
Philadelphia
it
.1.
file person may 1
the decaying tenement,
."111
11
shrouded in mystery which was never
“Now, I know what that means. Marv be filled "I
but for every grace of
charms,
It
and take her chance among the rest.
cleared up.
Anne,” said Ira impressively, and rising
person thus lost a thousand adorn tile I
seems a poor lookout for a girl, don’t it
at the same time.
"You are thinking of mind. And
why should not old age be
—worse than tor a boy.”
iixiug tile young one up with cloth s or | lovely and attractive
The setting of the
IV.
Miss Fitch '.lid not answer for a moment
some such nonsense.
There’s no use in sun is more beautiful than iiis
••Time seems in trouble, Matthew."
rising, beTin'll she said, as if changing
or two.
it
is
that;
time
and
wasting
money
eause hi- golden light is sottened to rosethe subject. “1 suppose this will make us
Capt. < iarrison did indeed look both puz- You have only
her
and
I’ll
take
her
o(l
ready,
ate hues as they eimic to us through the I
zled and disturbed. As Elizabeth Howell
rather late ?”
1
your hands at two precisely."
purplish shadows ot twilight. Said Lord
“Well, yes, I’ve lost more than an hour spoke he leil the window where he had
At two o’clock precisely Ira Horten
fin
vine
when
ihicon
and
sat
down
his
been
yields
|
young
standing
with this business, but it,couldn’t be helped
opposite
drove up to the door in a carriage, and more
grape-; when old it bears better
1 he poor thing wasn't much good to her- aunt.
out
entered the liousi without
■•Well, aunt. 1 am in a good deal of jumping
grapes, because its juices are more perself or anyone else, I dare say, but of
Miss Fitch was working nL
trouble, mil 1 don't see my way out at ceremony.
fectly concocted.” \\ e do not. know a
course I had to take just, as much pains to
the window as before, and looked up with more
plea-am way "1 spending a Christfind her as if she had been the best wo- all.”
an expression, if one may say so, i.f emuina- than in company with an old couple.
You saw her when
“Perhaps thee is looking too far away,”
man in the world.
"Id times,
They can carry us back b
sail! Elizabeth, who was given to moral- posed surprise.
she went, didn’t you ?”
"Well, where’s tlio child?'’ 11it asked1 and speak ot “by-gone-.
lb
have
in a gentle sententious way
“The
at
Miss
said
izing
Fitch,
■Yes,”
shuddering
impatiently, “I thought you’d have her thought that those whose recollections
the recollection: “I had my eyes on her lirst step out usually lies close at hand, if all
ready.”
bisect a century, have joys that we, who
we. have but the gift to see it.
at the moment
“Carry?” asked Miss Fitch, inn. eently are young, never dream ot.—soberer, it is
’1”
T wish you would show it to me, then,"
“1 >ii! she jump or fall, think
"She is up stairs taking a nap; -!:. ifile, but lor that they are more satistae“Oh, she jumped; there could be no said tli captain sighing.
to -it. up all day
1 hose who have reached the L’isgah
“What is thy trouble
torv
asked Elizabeth. liardly strong enough
doubt about it. 1 never saw sueli a glance |
Ira
wlrit
started; 'Why, Mary Anne,
twixl time and eternity, can,
ot old age.
••If 1 know it perhaps 1 may help thee.”
as she cast behind her.”
do you mean? Didn’t 1 tell yon i deal!
look back upon the
on this coming day
“It is about Carmen,” said Capt. Garri"Well, well, the Lord’s merciful,” said
tor her at two o’clock precisely and take
which they came, and count the
’Aon see i must go back to Rio;
by
path
the captain, “Very likely she didn’t know son.
her back to town ?”
"atiuivcisuries” which dot the way as
But what to do with inv business and my property are both
what she was about
"And I told you, if 1 remember, that 1
and 1 have engagements that 1
the girlV”
••tinger-posts" by -cores l’he memories
My wife's down to Salem and there,
because other people depend should take her back myselt when I n idl- which are awakened may Ire memories of
our house is shut up. so 1 can’t take her must keep,
ed her to go. At present 1 have no in-Ji the dead : et in
on them."
communing with the dey
home.”
wish.”
can catch the echo ot voices
Well ?' said Elizabeth.
parted
they
“I will take her home,” said Miss Fitch,
“You don’t, mean to keep licr•■aid Ira long silent, and tecl the warm ci ,sp ol
“Well, 1 can't leai e Carmen behind me.
decidedly. “She needs care and watch- She is all I have, anyway, and it seems as Horton.
hands that y ears ago stiffened in ilea h.
ing- 1 am sure she has been drugged.
Sueli is my present intention, Mr
Old friends I you have reached the vinif she had been raised from the dead.
“Well, I’m sure— But it’s just likeyour But there is no one to take
Ur of life;
care of Horton.
may the Star of Bethlehem
proper
folks,” said Cap!. McGregor, “L’ani rather
her; and‘then how can 1 separate her
“Now, Mary Anne, you won’t go and j shine more brightly in y our souls becaus
afraid you mat get into a scrape, though. from
Mary Anne Fitch? It will break be such a tool ?” said Ira, forgetting liis the trees have been stripped of tollage
The child looks to me as though she was
to obstruct the light. |
both their hearts.”
prudence in his vexation.
"Adopting i1 and there F nothing
down
sick.”
getting
“It would be a pity,’’remarked Eliza- children is
flying in the face oi Providence.
“So much the more need of care, an- beth.
‘.Mary Anne does remarkably well anyhow, and if you must have one there'-, j
swered Miss Fitch. “I have no one to
1 lie Spnnglield RepubA !)■". f\u
by the child in all ways; I never saw any them that lias got some claim on you.'
of
but
and
Kat
think
v, you know,”
I'll.; latest dog story concerns
myself
child improve so fast.
1 make no doubt
i know of no children who j lican says
"Indeed!
she added with rather a tearful smile, lor that
on its morning
have any claim on me.” said Miss I-'itcli. | a black-ami tan, which,
Mary Anne’s care saved her life.’
she had been much shaken. “We have
“Just so. She lias a kind of right to her delicate color
trip to this city with its master, has been
a little.
rising
both had the small-pox, and il can’t well j < aianen
assailed ty a bigger
; and yet, you see,there’s a trouble,
“And you don’t know the least thing of late frequently
be worse than that.”
■
on Stale street
iix it how you will
Friday morning the
log
about
said
his
her,”
Ii;a,
argupursuing
About three o’clock in the morning the
Elizabeth seemed to meditate while she ment. “Like as not she’s got nigger little dog i-.une with a big comrade, but
little stray, wrapped in warm, clean flanthe State street dog did not appear. Nothpicked up an obstinate stitch and knitted blood in her; I shouldn’t wonder a bit.”
nel, was laid in Miss Fitch’s owe. bed. round to
ing disturbed, the two dogs sat down and
her seam. Then she laid down
Miss Fitch made no reply.
She had reused a little—enough to drink her
waited awhile then the big dog deliberwork and spoke : “If thee Could take
iiow
it
“Now,
Anne,
really, Mary
some of the coffee which Aunt Katy had
hid himself behind a tree, and the
ately
Anne along with the child, now?’
Mr
-Mary
continued
looks,”
Horton, growing
little one, barking furiously, ran towards
ready for her own nursling, but she soon
it l could : but that doesn't seem desperate as the time
"Yes,
short.
"You
No
his enemy
dropped off again. Her under-clothing, possible. 1 don’t oppose she would go as don’t know how folks grew
will talk—going up the city t ast the home ot
and the little one
though much worn, was both line and a governess or anything like that.’
to town this wav, and coming back with fighting dog appeared,
clean, but there were no marks to be
the manoeuvre, this time calling
“1 was not
thinking of a governess a child that nobody knows. It ain't half repeated
found.
The little dog ran straight
assilant.
his
out
said
“Men
sometimes
Elizabeth.
1
think
exactly,’
way decent. did
you lid some sense,
to his friend, who lay perfectly still until
The next day t apt. McGregor came tip marry a second wife, thee knows.’
Mary Anne.”
within a rod of
1 he
to see Miss Filch.
“Well, what about
"i tniuK, Mi-. Norton, that 1 have sense
pursuer and pursued were
captain swore ; l am sorry to reAm 1 to take her back!'” cord it, but he did.
the little girl ?
He looked at Eliza- enough to manage my own affairs,” said him, when he Hew out from the tree and
iu a second.
“Not to-day certainly,” answered Miss beth, and said softly, ‘By Golly”
Miss Fitch, rising and speaking with em- killed the State street dog
Fitch. “The child is very sick, and l>r.
“Matthew !’ said Elizabeth approvingly. phasis. “Allow me to say that your con- The big dog and the little one then gazed
Klsnmre thinks her recovery a matter of
“Well, aunt, 1 beg your pardon, but, by stant interference in them seems to me to tranquilly a few seconds at their tallen
off
great doubt. It, never would do to move dingo !’ said the captain, repeating the be both unauthorized and impertinent. I foe, after which the little dog kited
down town, and the avenger plodded soher.”
offence, with a difference.
there
be
of
it.
Good
no
more
beg
may
“And hardly worth while il she isn’t
“1 used to think thee liked Mary Anne afternoon.” And Miss Fitch left the room, berly back towards Wilbraham."
likely to live,” said the captain. “It is pretty well,’ said Elizabeth, ignoring the leaving Mr. Horton more amazed than ii
making you a good deal of trouble, second transgression.
a hen-partridge had flown in his faca.
(Toon Advice.
Keep the hands em“Like her! 1 never saw the woman to
though.”
“Hullo, Horton! time's most up,” shout- ployed in some avocation, the feet dry and
“That does not matter,” answered Miss hold a candle to her—not a
and
young woman,’ ed the driver from the gate.
warm, the head cool, the body clean,
Fitch. “My hands are rather empty of said the captain, with a general idea of
“And there’s a dollar for the carriage, the stomach filled with plain, healthful
work at present. 1 am only too glad that excepting present
Keep
company. “If I hadn’t when I might just as well have walked!” food, taken at suitable intervals.
she was guided to me, as she seemed to believed she liked Ira Horton better than exclaimed Ira. “I
declare, it does beat good hours and remember that, night is
be.”
she did me, 1 never should have left these all!
Stole
tne
rest.
Very well, Miss Fitch! you’ve lost: the time to sleep and
“Well sues in good hands, whether parts as 1 did.’
your chance this time, my girl! You may mind with proper mental lood, earetully
she Jives or dies,” remarked the captain,
“Thee was in rather too great a hurry,’ live an old maid till you die, for all me.”
avoiding all kinds of trashy literature,
rising, “If 1 find out anything about the said Aunt Elizabeth: “Mary Anne has reIf Miss Fitch heard this threat, she did that would act upon and stimulate the
slie
was the mother—
fused Ira more than once, to my certain not wither under it. Jslie
mother—supposing
pursued her animal passions. Keep the thoughts pure,
I’ll let you know. Suppose the little thing
knowledge.’
tranquil way, making pretty frocks and and do precisely unto others as you
“But then there’s such a difference!’
lives; what will you do with her?”
aprons for the little Carry, who was grow- would have them do to you ; then you will
“I shall see when the time comes,” re- said Matthew.
“Why, she’s read more ing stronger every day, and seeming to make progress towards a healthy soul and
plied Miss Fitch. “I have never found books than I ever heard of. Then she is find great comfort in the child’s vehement body.
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OV.A-,

over-abundance,

[Working

about some one ol

grandchildren—Mel indy
who wanted a place.

'•

another liia'v lack.

was

as

>

second, exits; third, clover
in and sowed with wheat in the

oil

the rain!”

1

iiaimred.

I-iicli, setting

a

meant going to Philadelphia, as a matter
of course.
“It is likely to be a line day, 1 think.”
continued Miss Fitch, leaning out of the
w indow far
enough to catch a glimpse of
the western sky. “How lovely it is after

1

pi >ughed

said Miss

dainty little pair of socks, and
contemplating them in rather an absent
I think 1 shall goto town tomannermorrow.”
Miss Fitch lived m Bridgeton,
and when she talked of going to town she

■

■

think.

liic table

1

■

Fitch.
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Lippincott’s Magazine.
Miss

will and does pay to lV-ed corn to calve?
and to yearlings.
They start out on grass
in tin- spring, strong and
vigorous. You
are then able to market
your cattle the
iii'-roin
'ecuu.u
the agricultural
spring they are three years old, weighing
1 ;
pa>s tin* boundary
1,4no pounds, which is heavy enough to
'ties tuat M-juiatcd tiieu condition troni
I wing the first price.
I he best steer I sold
-‘‘.at
lie :.i
>r’ .mate sons of Mr. B
in hS7“ was a common nativ e.
lie had all
lies that
boundary
hedged them in, he could eat from a call and was nevei
■'
ogfuig them cio. s, s, until they were I hungry. tie was a handsome animal and
driven :i disgust fn>m a vocation tliev
was worth more per pound than any 1
should liave learned to U»v e.
in 1S7’J.
He Weighed in Chicago
shipped
i be siiiistanl i:u i» nee tliat separates Mr. 1 .L'.’ii
pounds, age three years I now have
!a:
.in’ o| All B.'s is second
a steer call 11 months old. from a
very
tie- ssioi.g
me .-I contrast that
ordinary cow. The calf now (May L‘l)
n
.irates u.en
:l cir iartherest extent.
weighs .iom pounds. 1 think it will weigh,
"
! « hand
: inn
< 11 laid out and
when three years old, l,7nKJ pounds.
cuts
; a farm
1 do not wish it understood that 1 am
gem
:
a-.;
....!
s,'. oi l.:,. <,{ tile
highest not in taxor ot improving the blood as
< >
’lie
a t
iher hand, a tarni well as feed.
1 shipped two Texas steers
'as
cr
pi inianenth laid out, this
which were three years old.
spring,
is
and out anew, year after year,
they were smooth and nice, and 1 sold
•i.vcr "lanes
and varying them with a lot of lbu
hams, four years
! Ac owuic.
t-‘su
Y ariety is the spiee
old, at the same price, and they were worth
Mr A .las only to look at his as much
per pound, and weighed better
-arm
alal th
\
*\\
(thel’e is so lliUcli
according to age. They were raised and
Mini make him feel
quite fed by different parties. Mammoth, overhe
u "t\
in the sha]>es of his
*pit-.v
grown steers have had their day, and wr
-hn- is
a
piv astonishing. His now come down to the neat, compact, wellaaiar an i .rregular; angular, fattened
animal, both in .hogs and cattle.
• lang.ua
and q
rungular \ two of Lo accomplish this in cattle, good feeding
lb ids a <
ike
n (.me the stones have
from a call is necessary
[Drover1?. .JourTen li
n
and his drag; have wor- nal.

Bug
,y< Air A., “it never did
Pasture.
give that 'em held an extra work:
'•on :
give halt a rop anyway/1 The
No one variety of grass, hovvevci
Ju-m
ja
a*'* stones
get a permanent able. can alone till the requirements of a
another there is an obvi- lirst class pasture.
A variety that in -Mat
icA.ug t. a
1
••■»
’"ant
m.u
rdraming, and Air. A. blooms in its prime and juicy sweetness,
a
l. •'!:
miewhere ’bout withers and fades in July, becomes brown
d.cru -a;
u«
aly did believe and woody in August, and ere the frost ot
o
O"
re *:iii*bw-mio
.Mr. A/s farm
September, decays. Most grasses are conlc ",
i
iar pleases the
eye or the genial iu their natures, and in order to se
iner, for ids
cure a good turl, ever Iresli, ever
green,
that tliev do not pay for
ps «re so
through all the warm months, sev eral vao-"U
in- po. r cultivation.
Seasons are rieties of seed must he used. An
early
e
awl.i
oiisurtin/ says Air. A.; in variety shades the tender
coming plant ol
n
i- ‘l>
not eein to be as good for
a later one, front the
of
the
scorching
rays
M:
i irm
; <
lie began selling his sun, which would suck the life
sap front
hay an-' gram nstead d feeding it on the it, and when its
prime is spent in decav,
hu*m
M
A
c
practical (J) tanner. nourishes it. In their turn, the latter v a-Men ot ii.
stamp arc found in ev ery rieties shade the roots of those before them,
farming •ommunitv They have been un- as the dutiful child, remembering the many
the] stay kindnesses received in youth, returns them
the -l ac workl moves
they do not.
again to the giver. And when the last
varieties are nipped by (lie frost, thev too
Rotation.
spread their protecting folds above all
A judi< "ii- rotation ol crops is abso- these before them, front the ehillingldasts
• ■
kiti
in maintaining the fertili- of tlie- coming winter; and in ease thev
I In- needs no demonstration, should not give .sufficient protection to inty o!
in:
uover-aih admitted.
But how to sure a certain return to their order another
tat*
-eeur. lhe
greatest advantage, is season, kind nature has provided that above
>• hem shall U‘> spread a pure and virgin
main question
\o speeifie c:m bo
given If -nil evert use. because “circum- white mantle of snow. A thin coating ol
stanees a u r e i-,
very much in regard straw, evenly spread through the summer
tin' pi,inThe -vstetn that wouldsuc- and tall, will greatly assist nature in tin
■■ed ‘i. oio I a rm won Id utterly fail on an- respect, and cannot, be too highly recoma
It serves the same purpose that
tler and
tfoverned by gen-I mended
era; j>: irn pies, the farmer must decide I the decay ing grass does, keeping the earth
i.l.i- matti.ii for himself.
Kadi crop ex- moist and cool in summer, and warm in
;iae:
ni the soil the elements essential
winter, and while it protects, it nourishes
i" its ■_: iwtli and
maturity, and by con-] as well. Should any part ot the pasture
•. muons cropping, however judicious the | seem to be failing, seed should be sown
mil
rotat
thi si i 1 will eventually there, and with a sharp toothed harrow
lit nci
he elements nl>- scarify il well, run 1 cover alter with a thin
stracl I must be returned to the soil in the coating ot straw.
Timothy, red. white
itpfc d ferlilzer.-. This settles one point and alsike clover, red top, blue and June
-that farmer* must keep stock, and the grass are all desirable, and well adapteil
oarer they come to
keeping stock enough to most pasture lands. The late summer
ootis.cue what their farms
produce, the or carl)' fall is the best time to secure tlie
.■carer ticy came to the most
improved desired results, although the early spring
eu] to r e
may sometimes do as well. If you wish
1 he usual rotation
from the soil—- a gooii pasture, be sure that no weeds shall
at.ai,
barley, wheat, and then escape the scythe and go to seed. Gypin good soil two crops of wheat sum, or land piaster, wood ashes, salt,
grass
• an
be grown, clover being sown on the lime and other fertilizers should be used
first, n the spring, which will furnish one when the soil is deficient in them. Your
lie to
rop. and
plough under for second measure ot success will depend very much
rop ,; wheat, oil which grass is sown for on tlie knowledge you gain of the wants
iadow or pasture lands. A prom- of your own soil, and supplying them. No
ini : t igi ic ilturist recommends the follow- rule can be given by which you mav know
ing 'ix years rotation First year, corn, in vvliat point your soil is deficient; von
potatoes a i roots, with ground heavily gain that knowledge by actual experiment,
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America.

The old story of the discovery of America by Norsemen,
long before the days of
Columbus, is told anew with enthusiasm
and confidence
by Mr. Anderson ot the University of Wisconsin. His book, “America
not Discovered by Columbus,” is an historical sketch of the earlv voyages to ami
from Iceland, it is interesting and vivacious, with sonic ineleganeesol expression
which set in to mark a foreigner who has
not quite mastered English Mr. Ande rson
lias the most ardent praise for everything
Icelandic, even going so tar as to say that
tlie early literature of Iceland is equal to
that of ancient Greece; and that while literary darkness overspread the whole of
Europe for many centuries, letters were
highly cultivated in Iceland. The voyages
and discoveries of the Norsemen during
tlie tenth and eleventh centuries were
written in Sagas, which are only recently
becoming known to scholars, through the
celebrated Codex Ftatceensis, a skin-book
finished in 1387. The original is in the
Copenhagen archives, and a copy in the
library of tlie University of Wisconsin.
Mr. Anderson thinks there can be no
doubt that lijarne with an Icelandic crew
discovered Nantucket, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland in the year y*0, but did not
land at either place. Their stories excited
tlie interest of Leif Erikson, and in the
year 1000 iie bought Bjarne’s ship and with
a crew of 3o men set sail lor the new country, and landed near Fall Kiver in tliiState. Ho called tlie place Finland, ami
passed tiie wint -r there. After this, voyages to America were frequent until 1317,
when the blae' plague swept over Norway
and Iceland and left no surplus population
for voyages to America or elsewhere. The
record of these early discoveries was clear
and lull.
Jn 1417 Columbus visited iceland and must have heard from tiie learned men there ol tlie great country beyond
tlie ocean disoov ered by their sailors. The
story of Finland hail been told in Rome
by Gudrid, the wile of Thortinn. who had
lived for several years in the lair region,
and only returned‘home after the death of
her husband : and Columbus must have
heard about it in Rome, and imi-t have
seen the map ol Finland at the Fatican.
Moreover, being an educated man, and
deeply interested in geographical studies,
lie must have read the book oi AUaui of
Brenian. published in 1073, in which the
author gives some account of Vo.land,
not from fable, but from positive
statements ot the Danes
Columbus then
based Hi> conviction of finding i md. not

gathered

upon inspiration but upon previous discoveries, as ho himself say-, upon tie authority ot learned writers
no

mo-n

cuiineniwruers am:

111-1

*••*

i»>

ol this country ami
no

Europe, with aim -t
exception, agree in giving to the .Vu—•

moil the honor ot the discovert o| Ann Iea; and in thinking it highly probable that
tlm knowledge obtained by ( ulumhus .in:
ing his visit to Iceland wasone ot the no

powerful causes which led to liis re-,:.,
covery of America. Mr. George Bam : :t
early took a position adverse to the civ:
of the Icelanders; as ho considered tlv
Sagas on who those claims were founded
mythological in form and obscure in mean
ing. Since Mr. Bancroft published the
first volume of his history, which so sum
marily disposes

ot tins

subject,

tin: authen-

of tin: Scandinavian records ha» been
fully established, and the evidence in lav. r
of Erikson is overwhelming
fhere a.c
also hints ot a very early Irish discovc y
and settlement of the C'arolinas, but that
does not come within the plan ol Mr Anderson's hook, which is only to give a concise and interesting account ot Iceland,
•■the nursing mother of the ancient history
ot the North,' and to call the attention t
readers to a movement made by Norwegians here for the erection ot a monument
iu memory of Ecit Erikson, the discovi-r
of America. To be sure this reason appears only in a modest foot-note, but its
importance m the mind of the w: it* r can
hardly be overlooked. <)le Bull lias already
given several concerts here and in N* rwai
lor the ause ; and the famous Norwegian
orator and poet Bjornstjorue Bjurnsuu,
has promised to write a poem and to conic
himself and deliver the oration, when the
monument shall be dedicated
Our readers will remember that at the time of the
removal of Senility's building. Mr. T. G.
Applet'in published in me Atlantic Monthly an account of Erikson, and warmly ad-

ticity

vocated the plan of erecting a monUillei't
him in Scoliai sipeu*
It' Mr Anderson's book finds favor, as it certainly
to

should, the monument may become a national enterprise, fostering and fostered by
the growing friendship between Iceland
and America.
[Boston Uailv Advertiser.

A CoL'KAijKOl s Chief.
The Pall Mali
Gazette says:
‘Letters from St. Petersburg speak ot a reuiarkabie teat of determination on the part of Gen. Trepotf. the
bead ot the St. Petersburg police, who
had given in earlier life extraordinary
proofs at personal Courage. A fearful
double mu'-der was recently committed at
the military academy of the
city bv a
policeman, who being attached to the
female servant of the doctor of the establishment, lancicd he had cause to suspect
her of infidelity. Having entered the doctor's quarters to upbraid her in* ended

by taking up

a

carving-knife

and

killing

the unfortunate woman on the spot ami
then slaying the doctor himself with it ir
his study. Here he looked himself in
with tin instrument ot his crime, and
vowed In: would despatch the first man
with it who attempted to arrest him The
police stimmoud to the spot were awed
by his apparent determination, while some
wild beast,
proposed to shoot him is
and a party went in search ol a lire-engim:
with a view to drench him into surrendei
A report ot the occurrence reached General Trepoff. springing inf. the dro-chky
which is kept ready U r emergence s, tin
General was on the scene in a tew m. antes
He ordered tHo door to be. bur-t op* a. and
then entered unarmed. As lie expeco !.

tile murderer retreated into a win : pm
1 n Gem
pared to sell his life dearly
approached him unhesitatingly within
words
‘Well. ni\ fnV’id, you li.ic rmumitted a pretty pair of murders a d 1
hear you are going to stick any one win
tries to take you. A- w st ok me; tor 1
have comi on purpose to take you my »e t
file wretched man was so a wo u o. tii
quiet and authoritative manner ol his
former superior that he lowered his weapon and made no reply to the ehailengi
and turn of the police oflieers who Lad
followed General frcpotl' sprang on him
and Secured him without further resistIt is not surprising that the -St
Petersburg police, in relating the .-ten

ance.

b’clare their chief
Russia.'

to

be the bravest

u

m

•

Tiie Son, of the Kish of Uan<>vu.
Thu blind King ot Hanover, says lire Paris
correspondent of the Xew York Times,
lias returned to Paris to have another luuk
at the art treasures ot the city. fur. al
though an indefatigable sight seer when
with us a year ago, lie could nut get
through all there was to be seen, ihis
may seem an odd way of speaking "t *
blind man, but there is nut much exaggeration about it. King George see? with
the eyesol his daughter, who lias a faculty
possessed by few \\ ith her father upon
her arm, site enters a museum or arypublic place and begins a conversation in
t
low, running voice, giving in a few
words a general idea of the room and.of
the people in it, then going into details
as they go on.
The King enters like a
man with good eyes, and. when on his
daughter’s arm, never fails to return the
salutes addressed to him from whatever
direction they may eonie. It is evident,
therefore, that there is some system of
telegraphy known to the two, and from
long habit the King lias become so expert
that lie rarely makes a mistake. At a soiree
lie is led up to the host or hostess, bows
rt the right moment, and goes through
the ceremony with all the ease of a man
who can see. He even pays most unexpected compliments, when the daughter,
without saying a word, telegraphs that a
lady is young and beautiful; and when

surprise is expressed, King George gallantly replies that lie secs with Iris soul.
The

mildness of Bermuda onions is

forcibly illustrated by a grocer who sells
them, and who says that “there is not a
tear in a bushel of them.” This spoils
their sale as a requisite at funerals.

W oldo

^—

County Agricultural

Fair and

Jesse Townsend, Belfast, \ arieties of Fruit.
A. J. Stevens, Montville, All AVool Cloth,
Butter. 2 Cheeses. Maple Syrup, Maple Sugar.
Fickle.-. Bread, 2 Boipiets, 2 Pair Stockings.
H. I,. Kilgore, Belfast, 1 Case Photographs.
< 'din Shihles, Morrill, Foot
ling.
J. D. Tucker, Lincolnville, Basket Golden
Pippins, Basket Sweet AViuter, Jar Butter Solid,
and one of Ball. (1 A ariety Potatoes, I Coop

Show.

Cattle

I'!Fair of the Waldo County Agricultural
I air and Cattle Show opened at the
grounds of
!hf Society on .Monday last. The weather was
d that could be
desired, soft and warm, but
the display of cattle was not as

large

as

on

former occasions. T’nder the
present
management the affairs of the Society have been
adjusted, and it is hoped that next year they
-oini'

Poultry.
Mrs. G. 1
While. Belfast, Pillow Shams.
Danl. AVadlin, North port, Basket Apples.
J. B. AVadlin, Belfast, Cook Stoves, Grate.

I!

-tart with
everything favorable and make
the 1- air w hat it
should he—a sieves-. Our reporter wa- ou the grounds and f
d them in
v.

AV

good order.

There were the usual tints from
which were vended gingerbread and cider and
which drew around them the hungry and
Iliii-sty. A Wheel of Fortune decorated the
fence, ,o itv turn of which (ihe wheel not the

ship.
Miss

"

pulled a dollar out of some one’s pocket
transferred it to that of the
proprietors.
almost wished that some of our
rela-

1

pious
in good

would die and leave us one
runIt was a happy illustration of

ti.e-

ni’ig order.

riety Grapes.
Mary H. Johnson. Brooks.

■■One good turn deserves
another.’’ We believe
the owners of this
unique little toy -disgusted,”
M aid
says, tile name of Wheel of Fortune,
and called it
Pool—probably feeling that: a rose
by any other name would smell as sweet.
from the Secy’s book we found that the
nitric- were

forty-four,

a

list of

w

hich

we

in full below.

1 Hair Wreath. I
Worsted Wreath. 1 Worsted Vase.
Airs, A. J. Merrill, Belfast, 1 Case Millinery

and Fancy Goods.
Mrs. Danl. L. Pitcher, Belfast. Bark from
Mammoth California tree.
ls.ott.ie ami Emma Pitcher. Belfast, 1 Box

o1

give

Mmature Hen's eggs.
Lizzie Kittridge. Belfast. *2 Crochet Scarfs, 1
Pin Cushion, Wax leaves. Wreath, and Cro«.
Worsted Sofa Pillow.
*L C. Condon. Belfast. Two Kits Mackerel.

nn: stock.

H.

1

Lain*, Soarsport, one 4 year old Colt.
Howard Murpln. Belfast, Man* and Colt,
ble d)

Morrili. Belfast,
Flock of Lamhs.

'■n«*

B

Mcrirhcw. Nan-sport. Span

'oils,

<

1

Flock of Sheep,

one

•

Mahoney, Lineolnville,

ot

M. I». Page. Brooks. Worsted Wreath.
Mrs. F. B. Frederick. Belfast, 2 Hubbard

.Matched

Squash.
Miller, Belfast. .2 Sewing Machines.
Mrs. i. \ Miller, Bid fast, 1 Calla Lilv. JGeraI. \

Colt.

A

*

1’ijn r,Belfast.one Buck and six Lamhs,
i\ >h«'ep, one four
year old Colt, one three
i: old Stallion, one
two year old Stallion, one

B. F. Wells, Belfast, Specimen of Yarn and
Worsted Patterns.
Mrs. Harry llayldrd. Belfast, l Cochin Cliina
Kgg ill Wool Wreath.

Pitcher,

\

one

three \ear old Colt,

one

Heifer.
lo vuolds. Brook'. Flock •.*t
invp. one CoDwold Buck
’1

I

\\

'•‘hcjdierd. Belfast,

H. H. Johnson A. Co., li
Millinery Goods ami Lae*.
N\ K. Morrison, Belfast, ;;
Augustus Parker, B.dfa-t.

Oxford

Yoke Fat Oxen,
Min h Cow. Durham stock Cow, one
Durham Steers, one South down Buck.
fc
ibner, \\ aldo, one Yoke Beef Oxen.
C
linker Lineolnville. one Boar -even
on-

n
■

1

h

Ti-wnsend. Belfast, one't oke >xen.
adlin. Northport, three Jersey Milch
one c ow, one Jersey Heifer, one Yoke

year

iini;> Mare, one Yoke Working Steers.
A. H. Clements, Montville, one Cow

Coop Scabriglit

Agent

old steer-, broken, one Pair Matched
Horses, one Pair Pruning Forks.
’melius Whitcomb, Belfast, one Colt, one
r

I

VS aldo Cheese Co., Waldo, < hec-se.
'1
I'. M oodcock. Bella-1. <'a <• Faiie\ articles
I M. Bourdinun, Belfast, afor the

-e

w

Maeliines.

Sewine

Mrs. Win. Staple'-, Belfast. Wroatli Wax
Flowers.
W 111. < 1 little, Belfast. < uVe of Photoeriipb*

A. A\

are.-

show Case

tJunianis.

mouths old.
t‘

I fed, \

Mount Hope Iron Manufacturing ( o. Mode]
of 3 Patent Windlasses.
W. Burkett, Bella t, Ca-e Fancy article.-.

-oven

Horace Thurlow, Belfast, l oop Poultry,
Whitt Cochin
Partridge Cochin aim Light

Morrill, one Bull Cali.
Cronker. Lineolnville, one stallion and
she k Horse.
‘lilies < lark. 'Northport
one Gelding Colt

Brahmha.
i lie display of Apple-:, Pears and Grapes was
good, and showed that the boys of the present
day have better fruit to hook than they did years
< base.
Messrs
Poor. Boardman and
tgo
Pii-ne exhibited some of as line varieties of

old "Hi1

ars

alt six months old.

t

lo' ah W. Cross.

!■

4

oM, Fmrlish Stoi k.

\e.11

Cult.

one

year old

two

'ante.

Pears

as can bo found
anywhere. Mr. Hiram
base presented a basket of Peaches, which
iooked so tempting that we did not allow ourself to get within reach of them. Mr. David
Fierce showed some Black Hamburg, Black

Flunk L ink-. Belfast, on. Yoke oxen.
F C
l'-wnsend. Belfast, one Pair Draft
Horses.
1 i.Huiv

N. -il. Lila rty, one Horse Baku.
Clements of Montville had a calf G
iiiouti'
oid on exhibition which was a beauty,
li we had got i<> be .i ealf. we should choose that
1J.

A

It

ic

d

ai

in

running with its mother and

was

a'

hie.

A'

not

we are

j

was

familiar with farm

won

we hardly kuow how to describe it: hut
Itv parlance would call it a “roitser.”
Jann- Clark ot Northport showed two geld-

h rni'
m

ing colts of

specimens.

and the other :? years old turned the beam
i ne .! veai* old weigh more than we
lid at his age.

1 do.i.

it lotto,

.■

a

h'

<

be (-died prelt\. he was. Tom said he was
in.' iiiiii tu run for some
prominent office a>

ill

lit u■
• -1

*

In-

little older. His pu was a
kyJack,but then are so many jackasse*that wc have forgotten his name.
was a

1 HE TiiOTTINii.

Monda\ afternoon tnere were two trots by ‘1
and t year old horses.
Hi the ;j year old class two horses entered.
Best -j in ;; half mile heats.
1 horn as Grad)
named.
Nellie Mae.
Moses Gilkey.
Nelh. Mu< u
1

ra»*t-

Honest John.

in t\v-»

straight heats,

J.Y

iiiiic.

in the

••

iht-

"f 4

B< st *j in ::
\\ M
I
Mahoney.

4

named.

hoi

s

entered.

Black Jen.
tiolden Uate.
Little Fred.

M. Vmng.
How.-.
Mae.
I.ittle Fr.'d ivun tin- race. in -t time 3.00
Mi Reynolds luul a ven line otswold Buck
In-*'C Vein-? old. Il w ould dross some -J0U lb.?,and

1

v.-i-\ »mart bit of mutton.
As wo gazed
him. it occurr-d ton.? that v .■ would not like
in'.i- 111in run intou?
suddenly from behind,

i?

■

d.

ii

we

were

bending

over

picking up

sotm-

W e are onfident it would bruise us.
hiny
-'It- R- thinks th-re i? money in that kind of
‘h'-.-p. He showed us two lamhs wliieli he had
■el

sJ4.
Selling lamhs at *pj.un each i?
than running for office .I not
being
ted. though both tend to make one feel rar r

tter

liter

sheepish.
1

1 h'

-■

\

ini.

till’. II.U.I

lie Hall u’as slim comparts!
ii should he.
It showed a lack of
a

i

imong (,m- citizens in not sending in
triiclcs iiiai would have made the exhibit
>■■•11 aliractive and interesting.
W hat display
iirav iva- oi 1 ruit and
Vegetables was line.
111 lv .mod I.. bo a
off of Bed
r.

o

falling

l

obuiily owing

to

the

Quilts,

weather, though
very iiandsome ones exhibited
WV noticed one silk
Quilt, and wondered il the
•■cupants ot the bed it covered did not lie
awake nights and keep the gas
burning in order
lo look at ii.
It was with a
pang of regret that
w e missed the accustomed
"rising moon" quilt,
on w inch that ort> ol
night is represented by a

’here

warm

w ere some

piece

yellow calico, rising out of a
green
alico ocean, while a lot of red calico stars
twinkle out through a blue calico
<

if all tin-

back-ground.

through
pass in this
runny life, there is nothing that w ill stir a
man dear
through and through, like the sight
of one of those
bed-quilts,
H

scenes

which

we

append list of articles on exhibition.
I. M. Boardman, Belfast. 11* Varieties Fruit,
and Specimen of Honey.
i rank Banks, Belfast. II
C
e

a

abbages.

Punip-

kins.
G. O. Bailey. Belfast,9Squashes. Box
Celery,
l Pin Cushion made
by himself.
* has.
Baker, Belfast, Basket of Beets.
G. W

Burkett. Belfast, 1 Cashmere Robe.
Montville Cheese Co., Specimen of Cheese,
M. Davfc. Belfast, 3 Pieces Worsted Work.
John Damon. Belfast, 2 Steel Horse
'1

a

instinctively

clutch at his

stylish

I bread Lace collar ought to be run
through
a
wringing machine and then hung out in a
scon-himr -un. Perkins Bros, exhibited two
lit?Hi road Buggies weighing respectively l:r*
and 1.V2 lb-. They were tine pieces of worka

j

man-hip.

Kilgore'- case tilled with pictures ot
pr. tty girls, wa- locked up to keep the fellows away from them.
\
little Hanging

our

Basket of white cotton was very beautiful. It
so light and
leathery that it looked as
though composed of -now Hakes. We surmise
that utter giving the flies a summer's run at it.
that it will need to be run through a washing
was

machine.
ol

W

It

the handiwork of Bertie Doe
Mr-, snow of Winterport ex-

was

interport.

carriage A tlghan the center of which
a horse.
It was so natural
that ii was covered with a piece of mosquito
bar to keep the horse flies oH'.
Daniel Faunee
entered for premium a clam of the Daniel
wa>

;i

the

tigure of

Luiubcrt pattern; it was about the size of a
Move coM-r.
M. P. Woodcock’s show case of
Albums, Stereoscopic views and Russia Leather Goods
attracted considerable attention,
while his samples of gold pens seemed to be
about the irrite tiling. An easel of ( hrom<»>
added to the appearance of the exhibition.
Mrs. Richards A Miss Soiiihworth had a ra-tof

millinery goods on exhibition,containing

hats

all kinds, of the feminine gender only
We
a glance at
it. that, for one or two
hundred dollars, a lady ought to get a waterproof roof to her head, that would la-t her till
the fashion changes.

of

judged by

HACKS.

o’clock Tuesday afternoon the race foj
•*> year old horses took
place. Mile heats, h.-t
'•> in
#12,Ou to first. #s,()o to -•mud. Twt
horses were entered.
V\ m. If. McLellan.
named
l». m. Fannv,
Dr. E. Hopkins,
eh. g. Loafer,
Eannv had the pole, wliieh Loafer took on

Shoes,

••

iirM

turn, which lie Kept once round, when
took the lead wliieh she held tilnear the stand, when Loafer passed her
coming
under the wire ahead, time 2.52 3-4. Ii was evi-

Fanny again

dent that Fannies’ driver held her back.and the
at which sin
Wii> withdrawn.

Judges substituted another driver,
2r> IIKAT.
Loafer's

driver

sent

him round

twice

ii

2.00 3-4.

i lie next race was for the I ountv Purse u
8.iU open for ti year old horses, £25,00 to 1st

#15.00 to 2d, and £10.00

to 3d.
Mile heats, lies
3 in 5. Four horses were entered.
P M. Moody.
named
s. g. Sorrel Fred
M. W. Frost,
Ii. in. Fanny Fern.
*•
.1. S. Ayer,
b. g. Ayer
1. Dunton,
hr. s. Young America
Ayer had pole which he kept thro' the heat
Fanny coming in 2d and Fred 3d, time 2.47 3-4

very smoothly,
—time 2.41.

making the mile

Show Case Ladies’ and Gents Boots.
Hiram Chase. Belfast. Basket Peaches, 2
Basket Pears, 2 Boxes Honey.
Mrs. Elisha Conant, Belfast, Web all Wool
Cloth.
l

A. D. French,
Belfast, 2 Cook Stoves.
R. W Ellis, Belfast, Varieties of
Apples.
James Goodell, Belfast, Butter.

Hills, North port. Corn,

Grain

Fruit.
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enterprising individuals in New
York Hooded the mails with circulars of-

the organ of

Missouri, thinks that

Journal, would have paraded the fact as a
rebel attempt to ruin the country
by debauching the eurreuev. It. will certainly
do no harm for tormer slave-owners to
with Mr. Helen, and pay bis little
we venture to say that when the
Democracy get into power t,he party will
have enough to do to provide for the na-

register

well dismiss it
1'iesident Grant
will close his public career with the present term, and
give place to a successor.
Rut tlii is not all that tne Ohio and Ina-

tional indebtness and settle for the swindles
ot their predecessors, without
paying an

alleged debt that the constitution expressly declares never shall be paid

diana elections decide; they go a good
deal further. The Republican defeats in
arc not. mere

temporary

verses; their effect on individual

but

fee-

An

Appreciative

Header
Journal.

re

Repub-

A

licans appears to indicate that they have
shocked the party to its loundations.
There i< no such spirited defiance of the

now ibting a large and
wholesale business at “(lie
sends us a note concerning the

Hub,

Annals oi

Emery Boardman Secy., Joseph Parks, Jason
Hills, David Lancaster, and I. M. Boardman
Trustees, Chav. Baker Treas.
The Journal is put to press too
early to give
this week Hie result of Wednesday afternoon's

The Centennial.
Oct. yy.

Ballast,

locality whereof he
disaster as Republicans exhibited on pre- knew
something in his youth. Although
vious similar occasions.
The'- accept it not intended for
publication, wo are movwith a submissivenoss in which there is ed to
lay his rejections before our readno sign of a determination to retrieve it.
ers.
lie says:
but which

seems

rather to admit that the

Having

ferent party, must take its place. The
compact public ('pinion in the North, on
which the party lias securely reposed for
ten years, has been honey-combed through
and through by such corroding agencies
as the Credit Mobilier, the salary bill, the

transpir-

ed.

It has seemed to me that for a man to
go
back for half a century, must be quite beyond
the power of memory. But in
your last two
papers, he recount.- i neident-of thirty-four and
five years ago. the tir-t of my recollection, and
most every incident i- as fresh in
my memory
as it it had occurred the
present year of 1^74.
W hen he -peaks of vessels built, the Comet,
W yandot, Hualeo, A:c., he recalls with vivid

moiety frauds, the
Shepherd business, the Louisiana outrage
Sanborn contracts, the

and

linaneial

seems to

be

mismanagement, until it
succumbing at last, and bring-

force, the

time- I visited the yard-, the
interest 1 lrlt in the progress of the work, and
the (anxieiy with whit*h I looked forward to

ing the party that rested on it to the
ground. The Northern people have borne
Jung and patiently witii Republican blunders and crimes, they hate endured ten
times as much from that party as they
would have tolerated,
from file

or ever

Democracy—a

Ham.-

see him now.
His reference to
several tires during the years of
and 40,
seems of quite a- recent date a.- later fires on a

Hit'

in their joy
have reached

somewhat larger scab',where 1 took more stock,
but lm more interest. The review of the Hard
< ider <
ampaign i- of especial interest also, the
description of the log cabin in particular, a- 1
was in luck on the
day of tlie great demonstration, having the high privilege of riding in the
celebrated log cabin through the streetthe
grove. You have a living witness with you in
the efficient cashier at the savings Bank.
He
no doubt will remember the incident, as lie bathe reputation ot a good memory, sometime-

triumph—but they
point \\ note they will endure no longer.
As the Republican party would not reform
itself while in power, they have delefremove

it from power and force

it to penance and purification. There is a
majority of the states—lit of the f!7—

that

are

anti-Republioai this day,

and

there arc two, if not four others prepared to go over to that side at the Novem-

ber election.

This is

very significant
of the administra-

Republican majority

going hack several years before lie was a resident of Belfast, and for aught I know may
have aided in getting up the “Annals.” I look

a

iact; it is a challenge
tion in power at Washington and of the
in the

present

con-

gress, elected two years ago, and a condemnation of the policy which this administration and this congressional ma-

And in the mention of the
Master Roler.-oii, i which I have not
of before for many vear-iit ,-eem- as

though I could

a

mined to

ot

thought

will tolerate

forget

ot their

main

launching day.

iact which Demo-

crats will do well not to

a

I'.OM ON. Oct. 24, 1n74
read the “Annals of Belfast by an
♦ Md Settler,” since
you (‘onuneueed the publication. 1 have often thought ln>w could
any one
recall so many incidents
long since

rule of their party lias come to an end,
and some different policy, if not some dif-

i

with interest each week for your paper, as being the lirst on the list with me in early recollection a id present value, going back quite 40
years, to the quiet chimney corner, with the
old fashioned wood-lire, the tallow candle, and
tlie old folks at home, where “fond recollection
presents them to view.”
i>. \i ,n

jority are pursuing. It proves that the
The indictment found by the (irind
country is governed on a basis disapproved by the people, and that the people will •Jury ol this County against one Wiimot
not submit to the inconsistency much Curtis, ot Frankfort, tor eonunitting a
lorigei. Nearly till the great cities of the nuisance by ringing a bell on the
Tnion. Boston, New York, Brooklyn. Fourth ot July, reads ipieerly in view
Cincinnati. Chicago and St. Louis, have oi tlie usual custom for that day's obceased to be Republican—an unerring servance. John Adams, addressing himself to posterity, said the day
sign of the drift of intelligent opinion.
ought
to
1)0 solemnized with pomp and parade,
in
six weeks, and it
Congress will meet
will be a little curious to see whether it sports, guns,
jells, bontires and illuI'o make the accusation oi
and the president will conform to the new minations."
expression of the popular will. It is too nuisance complete, i: should have added,
much to expect that the president and ■‘being incited thereto hv one John
congress will become Democratic, but it Adams.”
is not much to demand that they shall be
I he relation which 1 ells hold to
popless Republican. If the president is wise, ular liberty changes somewhat with
he may do much to give benignity to tlie events. Seward used to
ring his bell
close of ids term. lie can do justice to and order citizens to
prison, and yet
the wronged people ol Louisiana, and lie was never indicted, save in
public
throw on congress the responsibility "f opinion. At that time those who demaintaining tlie Kellogg usurpation; he clined to join in ringing tin* bells every
can
assist the despoiled tax-payers of time the citizens of the
republic met
South Carolina to a just deliverance from and shed each other's bio id, were in
their oppressors; he can arrest Atty.-Gcn. danger of persecution.
It
was about
Williams’ partisan and lawless scheme for this time that a citizen o: lieifast was
earning Alabama; tie can dismiss the threatened through the columns of me
mischievous office-holders in the South local administration
paper, because in

region,

so much of the trouble in
and till their places with

men

; lie can assist the

same

tranquility

which lie aided to

inauguration.

The kind of tools that the administrauses is working up the southern out-

rage business, for its effect on elections,
may be judged from an incident at the
trial ol a prisoner at Mobile. He was accused of making disturbances in Sumter

letter lie
effigy ot

the standard

give fluctuating-

to Arkansas and Texas; and lie can, by
other similar measures, restore the whole
country to that peace which he invoked at

tion

a

down.

people upside

ot all the disturbed Southern states to the

his first

The Election of Officers for Hie
ensuing yeui
took place at 2 o’clock
Tuesday. Danl.L. I’itrhe]
I res. \ inal Hills and Geo.
Woods Vice Pres.

the

gentleman

reputable

skij

of

sueeessful

trotter

3d heat.
The horses came in as they started, time2.49
Ayer taking 1st money, Fred the 2d. and Fannv
the third.

Philadelphia,

backs that could not be told from the
Had these proposals come from
a southern city, the
bloody shirt shriekers,
like the Bangor \\ big and Providence

—of which there were considerable proofs
a few weeks ago—those who entertained

these states

s’dollar, green-

genuine.

several questions, and says that we shall
probably not hearanythingmore about the
third term. ()hio and Indiana have settled
it, and if it ever was seriously entertained

it may

lo sell at '-'o cents on

fering

Democrat ic victories have settled

the recent

getting dilapidated

some

sent

Republican,

shirt is

their loolislt heirs.
The northern
cities are full of these harmless little
swindles, that operate upon the perennial
crop of fools. It was nut long since that

Meaning of It,

Tint St. Louis

bloody

from

£*jrln sending money, state THE POST OFFICE

the conservatives in

as

appear as an attempt to cajole greenbacks from the pockets of credulous individuals who formerly owned slaves, or

abates & Locke, 54 Park Row, New York,
authorized agents for procuring ad ertisemeiits

are

The

far

as

when it needs to hang on a peg iike that.
To the average mind, not intent on the
pursuit ol the outrage business, this will

have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper liu- been sent as well as tin- one to which
it is to go.

which the paper is

in before the war,

name, age, and sex, and also the market value,
in specie, of each slave held prior to Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation, i. c. January 1.
1863. Said registry to be made in well-bound
books, that are to be kept in tire-proof vaults.
This is doue with a view to getting pav for
them at some future day. The list should lie
sworn to before an officer authorized to administer oaths for general purposes. The fee for
registration is ten cents for eaeli name on the
list. Clubs containing one hundred names will
be recorded for live dollars. Address,
M. W. RIDEX, P. S. Claim Agent.
Gainesville, Hall Co., Ua.

R. Niles, No. i» Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent lor the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders nr** always recognized.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates,
l'heir orders will receive prompt
attention.
4Wr*HoRAOE Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
js an authorized Agent for the Journal.

to

was

possible; that the confederate debt is to
be paid, and slav e owners reimbursed for
their lost property! As evidence of this
the following advertisement is copied from
a
Georgia paper—
The undersigned proposes to open in Quinesville. Georgia, a register for the entry of tiie

proprietor.

SUBSCRIBERS desiring

the
the

ground that the purpose of the Democratic
party is to restore the south to the condi-

three cent

1’lie work at the Centennial grounds and
Fail-mount Park is progressing rapidly
Crop, There now exists no doubt
of the compleof the great
undertaking by the required
Frank A. Howard, Belfast, 1 Case Honey.
time.
The massive foundation of the
Flora Hall, Belfast, 1 Worsted Wreath.
memorial hall is finished, and at least twoJoseph Jewett, Searsmont, Butter.
thirds ot the granite base course is comJohn Keating, Searsmont, 1 Trace Corn.
and the interior brick work is
pleted,
up
O. Murry.
to the second
Montville, Fruit and Turnips.
story. The work on the
Sorthport Cheese Factory, Cheeses.
finer granite is
rapidly progressing at the
Mrs. A. X. Noyes,
quarries, and the stones will be ready foi
Belfast, Silk Bed Quilt.
Miss L. B. Mathews,
Belfast, Patchwork for delivery and setting in the early part ol
next Spring.
Quilt.
Nearly all the grading on
the plateau of eighteen acres
airs, no warn .Murphy.
Belfast, While Rose
designed
for the exhibition piavilion,
in Blossom.
machinery,
hall
and
horticultural
11. A. Pitcher, Belfast. Butter.
conservatory has
been finished up to the river road. The
C. A. Piper, Apples.
work
of
laying the foundation of the exJoel Prescott, Nortliport, 10 varieties
Apples, hibition building has been commenced am
.'i Turnip Squash, C Iluhhard Squash.
will be rapidly pushed foward.
Wni. O. Poor, Belfast, Basket Pears.
Mrs. M. I>. Page, Brooks, 1 Patchwork
Quilt.
Judge Cutting in discharging a couple of ill
West India Leaf Pattern.
looking prisoners, just tried and acquitted bj
Josie Townsend, Belfast, 1 Rug. 1 Hair tuejury at Ellsworth on the
charge ot stealing
sheep, tersely said: “Young men, I shouh
Wreath, 1 Feather Wreath.
advise you to go home and steal
no
more
Mrs. F. A. Snow, Winterport, 1 A
Afghan.
sheep!

J. G. Harding, Waldo, Fruit.
F. A. Gray: Morrill, Specimen Wheat
I 1-2 Bushels.

EVERY

mailing

trotting.
and

PUBLISHED

who have made

officers elected.

Perkins Bros.. Belfast, 2 Road Buggies.
Bertie Doe, Winterport, Hanging Basket.
B. 1 Din-more A Son, Belfast,* Cases Boots,
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that

without

Shirt.

Bangor Whig republishes lrorn
Providence Journal an article taking

seeom

2D heat.

Ayer kept the lead and Fred tool, the
place, Fannie coming’in third. Aver

rotting.

Vinal

man

At

IIF. SHOW A'l

hi I >ii ion

what

to

it

hibited

year »i. I <*la
mile, heats.

aiv

a

<:ii 1 into the breakfast room, festooned
woman.
II. II. .Johnson A Co.
bad a show’-case of milliner} goods and Thread
Luces. One glance at it explained where a
married man’s money goes, but a voting husband that would begrudge the expense of seeing his wife arrayed in a French Roof Hat and
see

round

to

English breed which were tine
One. a 4 year old, weighed over

urious vegetables at tin* Fair
•i
a mule colt the
property of Thomas Morn
d NI<.ri i11
II. w .. born last May. and if a mule

d make

pocket book. He al-o had a Cashmere morning Robe, rhatjwonld take away oil •»’- appetite

an

Amongst the

Trenthem and Black Alaeante Crapes.
He
showed u a bunch he railed White nice, and
c. W. Burkett presented
they were nice too.
a Show
use of Fancy articles, a look at which

Bloody

The

uiuius.

-'hire Colt, seven Geese.
l

Augusta A\ ells, Belfast,C

luster of leaves,
1 Cushion,Beadworkfor Brackett, 1
Tidy. Sofa
Pillow, 2 Cases Artilieial Flowers.
E. C. AVoodbury. North port. Variety of Apples, 1 Pair Stockings.
David Pierce, Belfast.)) Variety Pears, tt Va-

letter1
and

ringer.' Parlor Stove and Coal llod.
J. AV. AVatorman. Belfast. Specimen Penman-

Another

Wliat

reported

a

accidentally got the
(ieorge Washington

It will be perceived that
of patriotism i
:i
very

one.

world ot trouble this is !

that the

Supreme

it i

Court oi Maine

is

preparing an opinion, supported by a
majority of its members, that women are
not eligible as Justices of the Peace. Coy.
Perham, in the goodness
heart, and tor the interest
lie

as

ol

his official

of the

people,

undoubtedly

believed, appointed a
to that high and respon-

very few women
sible office. (hie ol these i- a lady preachShe has
Co., the prosecutor being a C. S. detec- er of the gospel at Kittery.
tive named Hester. This Hester was in- joined in marriage many couple ot her
stantly recognized, by Capt. Semmes who church and neighborhood. And now the
whole proceedings, precedent and subsewas present at the trial, as one of the
crew
ol the steamer Sumter.
|llester quent, are to be declared illegal. What
is to be done? Shall these
came forward and at once confirmed the
misguided
Captain’s recognition by offering his hand. couples rub out the records of the matriHester was appointed master’s mate by monial slate, and begin anew ? And what
the Captain at Gibraltar. While a mid- if there are babies that can’t be rubbed
shipman he was temporarily in charge of out? These seem to be great difficulties,
the steamer.
Capt. Semmes states that and it is fortunate that the people can relv
Hester shot and killed

a

mess-mate who

in his bunk, it

was supposed
lying
asleep, and subsequently escaped.
was

The

1857—a fawning, treacherous wretch who
while professing the utmost friendship lor
the English, was plotting the massacre of
men, women

and children

by

the thou-

sand, with outrages that are nameless in
their horrible atrocity. He has since been
skulking and hiding, but now is in a fair
way to get his

it Gen. Grant

really has any third term
the speech of Gov. l)ix on
last caught Nina aspirations,

have at
Sahib. lie will be remembered as the
leader in the Sepoy rebellion in India in

English

upon the wisdom of the court to smooth
them till down.

just deserts.

Monday night,

will prove

crack.

a

hard nut to
to he that

The prospect seems
who came in with but little opposition, will go out with none at all.

Ulysses,

—In liell'ast, a man was killed by fallfrom a platform while unloading coal;

ing
in

the

liangor
same

thing

two men were hall killed in

way—which makes

of it, and

vantage.

we

an

even

won’t claim any ad-

j ANNALS III BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY.
13 V A N OLD SE T T L E It.
CHAPTER XXXV.

(1841.)

)\ ith this year came about another revolution of the political wheel; the
Whig
spoke which had been “down” for the two
came
years proceeding
“up again.” Edward Kent was once more Governor; as
a natural
consequence, such had become
the law of party, the official
guillotine was
again put iu operation. Janies V McClintock was removed from the office of
Sheriff and Joseph Muzzy, of Searsmont,
was appointed in his
place; William II.
Burrill from the office of Clerk of the Courts
and Solyman Heath appointed; Charles
l’almer from the office of Register of Probate and Bohan P. Field, Jr.,
appointed ;
Charles R. Porter from tin? office of
County
and
Attorney
Joseph Williamson appointed. Hon. Ralph C. Johnson was elected a
Member of the Executive Council from
this District, but declined to accept the
office'and Hon. Thomas Marshall was elected in his place.
The l-Jth volume of the
Republican
Journal closed with its issue ot January
28th. The next volume
began under the
proprietorship of Rowe and Griffin (Benjamin). Mr. Griffin, under whose editorial
charge it itad been in part for the four
months next
proceeding became sole editor.
His connection with the paper continued until he left for California in 1849
in the barque Suliote from this
place. He
was at one time, while connected witli the
Journal, a Member of the Board of Education of this State. After his return from
California he was for awhile editor of the
Providence Daily Post; afterwards of the
Syracuse Democrat. He died at Fayetteville, X. V.. March 11th, 1874. He was a
man ot high order of
intellect; his editorials were always characterized
by vigorous
simplicity of stylo and a
thought,
fairness which did honor to him as a man
and a politician.
On the third tun oi March Rev. Darius
Forties was installed Pastor ot the Cniversalist Society.
I’he inauguration ot President Harrison,
March 4th, was observed by a 15all at
Phu nix llall—the old battle-ground of the
Tippecanoe Club—and a supper at the
American House. Ralph C. Johnson. Paul
K. llazeltine, James \V Webster, Albert
Bingham, Henry Colburn, William 11.
Connor and Jacob Johnson were the manager-. Dancing commenced at 0 P. M.
Supper at 11; tiie good, old-fashioned
hours were observed it will be noticed.
Four of the seven managers are still liv-

developed.

To a large
majority of his audiences he was a “setter forth of
strange
gods.” “What will this babbler say ?”
asked the “Epicureans and the Stoics” of
our village,
They were not the first, nor
the last, who have seen works wrought
approximating to the miraculous and still
doubted or hesitated to credit the evidence
of their own senses.
It is too late now for
observing and reflecting minds to deny the
existence of the power, or
faculty_bv
whatever name it may be called—which
the Lecturer advocated and illustrated.
In November, for the first time, a Daguerreotype Artist, Charles W. l’erkius,
made his appearance in our village. II is
rooms were in the second store of tho building on High street on the site now occupied by Clark and Fernald, Marble-workers.
A new "t-oacn lane

Augusta,

on

lrom this

place

the New County Road,

as

to

it

infancy,

theory

but since that time

wonderfully

000 tire

oil

News of the

Newburyport

near

Monday.

had

u

$-jf*)0,-

City

Jlen thieves are now

|

and

County.

prowling about.

Augustin S. Fletcher lias been
Mrs. T. I?. Grose was thrown from a carriage
at Koekport last week, and seriously injured.
I postmaster at Burnham Village.

appointed

Charles Palmer has bought of W. B. Whit,
the house in which the hitter recently lived, on
Northport Avenue.

During State Fair week the Maine Central
railroad sold 11,‘MS excursion tickets ami return.
lion. Eugene Hale returned from Michigan
last Sunday. Boy No. 2, this time. [Ellsworth
American.

W «• don't
very often mention such thing'
but the woman who
dropped a flatiron on her
toe has our

sympathy.

The Journal attributes the result in Ohio to
aimless discontent. It might have been aimless. but it hit.

•I. 1>. PulsilVr, the skillful and accurate reporter. is attending .tlm present term of the
Supreme < ourt in this eii

Rumor says that New Haven offers* the Rev.
Adirondack Murray a salary of #X.Ooo, and
New York goes her $4,000 better.

wandering piper has recently been giving
adopted citizens a reminder of their old
homes, by blasts from bis bag-pipe.-.
A

to

Mrs Lizzie, wife of John Sinclair of Lowell,
Mass. who was killed on a railroad about two
weeks ago, died on Mondav of grief, aged 22
years.

our

The selling of French pools in the office ot
the New England House Monday
eveningdrew

The New York Graphic
then called, passing through Belmont,
suggests that if large crowds. I’lie money changed hands very
political troubles
in Louisiana the
Searsmont, Liberty and Windsor, was es- mime of the State continue
bad better be changed to casilv.
tablished this month by Thomas W. Lo- Louisiauarehy.
Capt. \\m P. 1 >y« r has bought u 11 interest
throp. The coach left this place three days
The twin or double-lurtl
(’a-talia, in the
Charlotte W.
was

in the week at .s a. m. and returned on the
next follow iug.

days

Christmas was celebrated at the L’niversalist Church by appropriate
religious services in the evening. The house was
very
tasteiully decorated and a Discourse delivered by the Pastor, Rev. Air. Forbes.
Among the vessels built and launched
this year were the
brig Tonquin lrom the
yard of Alaster Carter, the brig Ohio from
the yard of Alaster Burgin, the
ship Octavius from the yard of Alaster Uulerson,
and the ship Dumbarton from the
yard of
Alaster Palmer, each ot about tint) tons
burthen, the barque Ovando from the yard
ot Alaster Perkins, the
brig Lisbon at Russ'
Point, and the brig Arixer.e built hv dames
V. AleClintock.
At the annual
spring meeting Nathaniel
Al. Lownev.
Benjamin 1; Blackstone and
Samuel Ilaynes were chosen
Selectmen,
David \\ Lothrop. t'ierk, and
Timothy
< base, I reasurer.
1 lie onlv contest was
on
the election of Clerk; in which b;l«
votes were thrown
At the annual fall

meeting the whole number ol votes thrown
on the gubernatorial ticket
was7;!4; tor
Fairfield. Demo. 4:12; for Kent.
Whig,
•jyy; lor Curtis, Abolitionist,
Fairliehl

the successful candidate. Xehemiah
Abbott, Fsq. was elected Representative;
Kphraim K. Smart of Camden and Joshua
F. Klliot of Knox were elected Senators.
The memorable event o! this
year was
the movement here ail.I
throughout the
in
belialt of temperance; a movecountry
ment which originated in Baltimore the
preceding year, known as the Washinging.
the history of it is familiar to
\\ ith the inauguration of President tonian;
all. It was, briefly, a movement initiated
Harrison the sceptre departed trom the
by inebriates; the only weapon with which
democratic Judah of tiie Nation as it had it
contended and the banner over it was
from
that
ot
the
State.
Col. —Love. Love for the
already
intemperate, hate
Thatcher
of
Monroe
was
George
appoint- lor that which made him so rather than
ed Collector of Customs tor this Port in fur those
who placed temptation in his
place of Nathaniel M. Eowney, removed, path.
The results of the eftorts made
Norman E. Roberts, Deputy Collector, in were
almost miraculous.
Tens ot thousplace of David W. Eothrop, and Webster ands were snatched, or rather snatched
Kelly Deputy Collector and Inspector at themselves as brands lrom the
burning.
Frankfort in place of Isaac Allard In tli#
Love proved mightier than legislation, as
foregoing official changes Belfast was Cod’s law is mightier than man’s.
kindly remembered ; two of the three apAn association was formed here
early in
pointees being residents hero.
the month of May styled the Independent
it seemed good to the Whigs that there
oi Bellas!
It was
should be a change in the Post Office also. Temperance Society
of those only who “had been
A meeting was notified and held at the composed
in the habit ot using intoxicating
liquor
Court House for the purpose of nominatas a beverage”.
Prominent among its
a suitable
ing
person to be recommended members were
many who had been equal !v
for the office of Postmaster in place of the
in the large company ol recogincumbent, Hiram U. Alden, Esq. The prominent
nized inebriates; still more of those who
whole number ot votes thrown at the
had been known as moderate drinkers
meeting was seventy-five; fiftv-niue were No one was admitted as a member who
for Henry Colburn, and he was
according- belonged to any temperance society whose
ly recommended and appointed,but did not
contained the plank of legal
take possession of the office until July 1st. platform
force. Aleetings were held regularly in
Ili- held the office until the
in
change the this and neighboring towns, and similar
National Administration in 1845. During
associations were formed throughout the
his term the otlice was kept in the buildcounty. Why did not the movement consince
known
as the
ing
Telegraph Build- tinue until this day. and why like many
ing, in that part ot it nearest the Ameri- other movements inaugurated to promote
can House.
A brief biography of Mr.
tlie cause of temperance did the interest
Colburn has been given heretofore.
in it die out, are interesting questions; to
President Harrison died on the fourth
furnish an answer to them does not come
day of April. The announcement of the within the
scope of these annals. Cod’s
event was received here with becoming
law wrought better results through the
demonstrations of sorrow. The bells were
instrumentality of the Washingtonian retolled, the newspapers, the Journal and form
movement titan man's law lias ever
the Signal, were dressed in
mourning, and wrought since. Cod’s law has never been
on the Sunday
a
following funeral sermon repealed; and the human heart, for the
was preached by Rev. Mr. Forbes at the
of which it was enacted, is
I'niversalist Church. The Day of Nation- government
the same now, subject to the same influal Fasting and Prayer, appointed
by Presi- ences, that it ever was.
dent I ylcr, May 1-1 ih. was observed
by
A 1 eniperanco r (invention
Inr^clv atappropriate religious services at the I’ni- tended was held here on tin? 1 Sth ol' l)ein
tarian Clmr.-h
which the people united
An A.3;>ociatK»u .nty lc«t t tv Wul-.lo
oom|)(*r
without distinction of political
party or County
Total Abstinence
religious denomination. The house was Society Washingtonian
was organized and a Constitution
draped with the emblems of mourning and adopted. Among the Resolutions
passed
a discourse peculiarly
appropriate to the at the meeting was the following: “Reoccasion was preached by Rev. Mr. Mcsolved, that the laws granting licenses to a
Keen of the North Church.
certain portion of the community to sell
jvccoruingto me valuation taken tor the
intoxicating drinks are not founded upon
purpose of assessing the State Tax for this moral and
republican principles; because,
the
number
of
Polls
in
town
was
year
802, it tlie business be inconsistent with the
and the value of Estates was $058,523.
no law can make it
right;
There were owned in the county 3,851 public good,
and if it tends to promote the public good
horses. 5,108 oxen, 9,006 cows, 47,518 the
thus
established by law, as
monopoly
sheep, and 4,930 swine. The tons ol ship- well as the excise required, is
entirely at
ping owned by parties residing hero was variance with true
republicanism; and,
10,441.
therefore, all such laws ought to be reThe steamer Bangor made her first apSuch was the solemn protest,
pealed
pearance here this yeai on the third of the earnest
appeal of the inebriates of
April and her last on tile third of Decem- 1811—the poor, tempted slaves of
appeber. She ran regularly through the sea- tite
struggling for freedom. What anson.
swer do we, the men of this generation,
“A splendid and combined Attraction of make to them and those
following in their
Equestrian and (Iymnastic Performances, footsteps? “llo, every man that thirstwith a beautiful collection of Living wild eth!—Come up to out city ruin-shop,
Animals, comprising the Stupendous tii- sanctioned by public opinion and the law
ratVe, Elephant, and every variety of of the land, and drink your till of liquid
Beasts, Birds and lteptiles”—so read the damnation: ami to encourage you in so
hand-bills—was exhibited here on the doth doing we promise as a municipality that
of June,
l'he Manager “pledged” him- when all manhood shall be burned out of
self that the exhibition should be “of a you, when your eyes have become blearstrictly moral character.” When the ac- ed, your hands palsied, your wives and
count was made up the balance in lavor of children are naked and
starving, we will
the morals of our village was not alarm- clothe and feed you and them, free ol
ingly large.
charge, at the city Poor-farmT
The public celebrations of Fourth of
A Ladies Temperance Fair was held at
duly throughout the county were “Tern Phtenix Hall on the evenings ol the sixThe Hall was
perance Celebrations.” In this place the teenth and seventeenth.
day was celebrated under the auspices of beautifully decorated and the merchandise
the Belfast Independent Temperance .So- ottered for sale was of a very attractive
ciety. A long procession marched through character. 'The amount realized from the
the. principal streets to the I’nitarian 'ales made was about three hundred and
Church where an Address was delivered fifty dollars. A tew statistics connected
by Andrew T. Palmer, Esq. At the close with this Fair may not be uninteresting to
of the services at the Church there was a the fair—if any such waste time in readdinner at Plncnix Hall
"The 13 regular ing these annals.
The tables at the Hall
toasts” were drank in the best ot “Adams’ were in
charge of thirty-four ladies,
Ale”; the last one in order is worthy of twelve ol whom were married, twentyThis was thirty-three
preservation. “The Ladies I how rtn we two unmarried
oe temperate in our love tor them I—and years
ago; ten of the twelve, married
who would sign the pledge if it applied to ladies and fifteen of the twenty-two unthem the rule, touch not, taste not, handle married are now living; a wonderful tennot”!
In the evening there was a Ball at acity of life. Of the twenty-two then unPlncnix Hotel. The day was a happy one married, eighteen have since married;
to those w ho participated in its festivities four only have escaped
A strong enand to the community in general.
couragement, or warning, to all young
A course of Lectures on
Phrenology, unmarried ladies interesting themselves
illustrated by “suitable apparatus and pub- in Temperance Reformation.
lic examinations,” was delivered at the
Court House this month by Mr Vining.
Fishermen's Perils,
A seceding Shaker—Carter by name—lectured on Shakerism ; giving a description
(iiaaLCi.sTr.lt, Oct. 2.'1. George AI. Roll
of the ceremonies, songs, modes of wor- ert.s and James Austin, two of the crew ot
ship] &e. of the disciples of Mother Ann the schooner Marathon of this port, arLee; one ot the last subjects which might rived home last night after an experience
have been expected to be seen on the dis- of eight nays in an open dory at sea.
secting table ol' the lecture-room. Three without food. They left the vessel on the
Lectures on the condition and prospects of afternoon ol the 7th inst., to visit their
Poland were delivered in August by Major trawls on the Grand Ranks, but got lost
Tochman, a Polish exile. Poor Poland! in a heavy tog, and were unable to regain
The patriotic and sympathetic resolutions their vessel. They relate terrible .sufferpassed by the good people of the village ings from hunger. It rained during the
at the close of the Lectures, although grati- first night, and they were fortunate enough
fying doubtless to the Lecturer, rendered to catch a good supply of water in the
but little substantia! aid or comfort to her trawl tubs, which they hail. «>T this they
drank sparingly.
For eight days they
oppressed people.
During the month of August extreme watched for some glimpses ol a passing
drought prevailed in this vicinity. The vessel, but with no signs of relief, and
fields became so parched and dry that many their courage nearly gave out, it being the
were compelled to feed out hay to their
morning ol the ninth day that their dory
cattle. There was so great lack ot water was seen by the steamer Greece, which
rescued them from their perilous situation,
on some of the islands in the Bay that the
cattle on them were brought off to the both men being so weak and exhausted
main. On the 11th ot September came that they were unable to get aboard the
rain ; the first that had fallen with the ex- vessel without assistance. 'They arrived
ception of two slight showers, since the in New York, Wednesday, and were presented with twenty dollars each by the
26th of July.
Jlmmix Hull wasconverted into a “Dra- passengers and officers.
matic Saloon’’ lor a portion of the month
Captain Williams of th* schooner Laura
of September and occupied by a company Nelson of this port, just arrived, reports
of strolling play-actors, the most promi- the loss of Renjamin Griffin and Neil
nent of whom was a Mr. Forbes. They AlcLain two of the crew of the schooner
wore supplemented by a “home produc- Clara R. Chapman of this port, on the
tion’’ composed ot several of the young Grand Ranks on the 4th inst., caused by
their dory swamping while using their
men of our village under the title of the
Thespian Society, who occupied the same trawls, Griffin belongs in Shelburne, N.
Hall and gave several histrionic exhibi- S. McLain was a native of Cape Breton.
tions ; among them the tragedies of
—Prof. Curr is lecturing at Augusta.
“Douglas” and “Revenge.”
In the months of September and October His sayings are said to be very dogmatic.
Dr. Collyer lectured here on Animal Mag—The upholsterers are to have a ball in
netism, or Mesmerism, with practical illustrations of the
then new, and in Portland, and strange to say il will not be
its

Generalties.
Georgetown

was

on

tick.

steamship

ship

built to overcome the effects ot the rough sea
the English channel, has been tested and
neither rolls nor pitches.

command ot her

ot

Four vessels launched within three lav- ian event in Belfast
ship-building that has no

precedent.

up his

creed

i<

an enormous one. railed tin W ilk r Hang**
and Weighed about Pop pounds
How.
A Co. having taken a m u leu- ot the
-round on which they ha\e so long carried .»u

like

would forgive them the balance.

business,

< ol. Shaw has sold his interest in the
Oxford
Democrat to parties on Paris Hill, and be reto Portland to devote his attention exclusively to the Christian Mirror.

was
Was

st re. t.

a

in

J.uniat

Herbert. Morison. i." d 1-1 v. ar-, sun •! I
Morison, had hi.- arm broken mar the wrist
and that joint dislocated, one dav last week

!

l'M.lic.l from tin- Mhool-lmuie
u bile at
phv.

wa*
a

!.,

companion

Ley. John I.

Lock* late of the Mas-a a
unlcicncc, has left tin* mitustrv. m l wit
take up lit- residence in this
II* bus po.
ity
■ •based the
stor. and Mock ot < bar
I > f
:md Will engage in that busim*.-sett-

A bull gave battle to a coal train on a lVim
sslvania railroad the other day. Tin* w arlike
beast was killed by the onset of his ponderous
antagonist, but unfortunately tin* train was
thrown from the track, a train hand killed, and
fourteen ears w recked.

<

team owned l»y Freeman Shepard, •! Hr
laden with hay. wa-overturned la-t u
while descending the hill near tie
depot I'w
boy- seated upon the load were thrown -m.A

ta.-t,

The official figures of the Ohio election do
materially from those already given.
The Democrats have majorities in thirteen congressional districts, and tin* Republicans in
seven. Bell’s. Democrat,
majority for S-cretan
of State was 17,202.
not vary

listaiic.

but not seriously injured.

l he steamer<

ambridge was taken to Bo-fo
last week and docked. Her bottom yvn- I'ouuJ
to be but
slightly injured. We learn that s',no
will cover all the repair' ne* e«'
she
iry
he upon the route again this week

Mr. Jacob Straw, formerly a resident ot
HI Is worth, but lately ot Hancock, died on
Friday last. While eating bis breakfast be
complained of feeling unwell, pushed back bis
‘•hair, fell upon tin* floor and in a few minute-,
breathed hi* last. His age was about 72 years.

Next Saturday evening will be Ail Hail y\
v\ ben ghost' ami
hol>-gobliu' ar- -uppocd to be about. This is lb.
night when uninat
1‘ied ladie' cal nine piece' ot sail iLh, and
get
into bed backwards, that they may see thru
future husbands in their divam-. i.iris, try it.
lavc.

Whales are *till numerous in Vineyard
souml. The spouting of ten was counted at
time on Monday
Four in all have been
shot and sunk, but none have been recovered.
1’hese whales are attracted by the large quantity
of English herring in the Sound, upon wlmii
they feed.

one

apital

ot

He \\ ill
probably accept and Ifor tile Pacific eo a -1

Major Andrew

try to get till*

corner

1 tter. iale of the I nitarian .much
in this
city. ha- been appointed to the chur*I
mission :d Olympia. W a-hington territory

Jackson
Donaldson, w ho was born in the White House,
and w as at one lime the wife of a I 'nited States
Senator and a society queen, is now employed
in one of tin* departments at Washington.

to

on

formerly occupied by

I ’lea-ant

"U

the

spring and <
\arou H*vvard
sold at auction last Week, dohn H. i’-.oi
tlie purchaser. who will r.-move it To
|.,i

street',

Horse breeders are sending their mares to
Aroostook to be wintered. One lot of eighteen
ba> been sent from the Sampson farm in Manchester, west of Augusta, where are kept upward* of KM) breeding mares.

no Use

lion-,

I lie

William, son of s. If. Jackson, of St. George,
while on hi* way home. Wednesday evening,
was throw n from his
carriage and hi> shoulder
Was dislocated.
Dr. George East brook set ihe
injured limb.

It’s ot

m

The couples that mixed attention and astroii
omy in watching the eclipse, vs ill have to wait
eighteen year- for another eliaiie.Ihev’ll ^.-t
sobered otf by that time.

Seventy thousand dollars of the sion.uoo required to be raised to secure the building of the
Bangor water works, has been obtained w ith
good prospect of procuring the remainder.

“Why, you see," she began, “Votl take a
chestnut and cut round the bull with a sharp
knife, and you take one-half the chestnut in
vour mouth, ami your fellow
lakes the otbet
half in his mouth, and pull, ami tin* hull com.*
right off."

repairing the building and
lire proof vault for their -ate.

arc

strueting a

moves

of

shipping.

Frank Clark hi-i week furnished the Awerian House with the
largest stove in town. It

1

this; if the people in the world would only behave one-half as well as they know how. God

The daughter

The two ships and fw< schooner-

represent 2700 tons ot

debating society in Michigan had for n.
last question, “When a young iadv refuses an
offer of marriage can she justly be accused of
slight of hand?"
A

sums

Boston.

at

Gen. Butler “looks inward to that time when
the public conscience shall be intbnm-d ami the
public taste purified." What will beeoim- of
him then? [N. Y. Mail.

General Sherman

White, and will take
She ha- been under repaii-

he tug I low. 1!

I

Monday,

brought

from

Bangor,

on

party numbering aboui forty. to
witness tlie launch *.t the mu ship f rank
Pendleton from McHilyerv’s yard.
Aftet the

awav

from Washington it Washington is tin* kind >!
a town “Olivia" says it is.
Hear In
“It G
the great throbbing heart of a Republic whose
right hand grasps the beard of the stormy
Atlantic, while the left band is held out for tin
Pacific to kiss."

a

-iglit

was

Anici

ican

them

for

over, the party took dinner at fLeHouse, the \L>-r
In k rettini

elegant

all

meal.

“Which is Grant?" -aid a six-foot lV\au
when the Presidential party was in the Indian
Territory. The < hint Magistrate was pointed
out to him.
He then took a look at Sheridan.
Augur. Babcock, ami tin* rest, and exclaimed
“Gim nn* five dollars and Pll clean out tin*
whole party

number oi individuals who went to K » k
latiil in teams, t,» attend tin Fair lust Hmrsduv.
w**n* sonn what taken
iba. k when they ai
rived at l>urk Trap, in Lin* oluville, to learn
that the bridge ,\;i> up for repair*.
We win
omit their remark* i* they turned bin k and

Tile County Commissioner- lut<-|\ awarded
to Fred l\ Sport'ord. K-q., of
Rueksport tin
^iiin of *ls,l.'>o
damages against tie- Ru.-k—

sought

A

Ulie

a

in uitou* rout*-.

mol.

evening

Week t vV .» slraugel \ .ippe.o
im: young gentlemen attracted the attention •;
P« opl«‘ in the \ ieinity of lower Alain street

port and Rangor Railroad Company, for land
taken by the Company in that village.
I he
land was near the river and consisted of -.motive acres of upland and about lb of flat-.

last

lo

appearances they were intently watching
movements of other parties.
They were
only
oiiple of males in malt* attire, dug« mi
v *!
giug tin- loot steps ot their tellur*
tin I nothing luuh
tin-

yrus Lufkin, of IVabody, Ma-s.. caught Ins
n
*r..iifoot iii the Railroa.l ..l
linn self were unavailing, and he was held fast
for half an hour when a train of ears aimthundering down upon him. 'I he poor man
saved hi- life by throwing himself one -i,|e but
lost hi- foot, the ears running over and euttin-r
it oil*.
*

>

*■

\t

till

I *elt:l>t

Kll"\

hor-M

Wer«
elitel-.| fV.rhe pur**
horses that had ne\ er beat
1 hey were \\ <
Marshall’* black mare t^iteei.
:*»‘d 1-'. F. Pitch* !'* Aujciicju l.adv
the

^loO otic re* I

lo

We learn that some of the creditor- of tic
late delunet New Kuglaud Kxpress Compute
endeavoring to cited what tliev call a final I
arrangement with the stockholder- in this cit\ <jth-eti won tin* tir*t pur*e -t *mu. ami Ameiiby the payment by the latter ot .*'»<» each, '•an Lady the *c, .m*l -t jw. A pur*
S-00
t^iterv : Would the payment of this sum to a tor horses that uev* r beat .'..‘c was warn
ha*
portion of the creditors free the -thckhold. rIrom any claims that other*, might hawagain-t
gelding A \ * r. of Plernn
the company. [Rockland (Robe.
'I'll** eclipse of tin tin .a '*aiurdav until w a*
Two Pennsylvania farmers quarrelled for not a slice**** in thi* locality
Hie iiioou rose
tw.-nty years over the owner-hip of a lane be- 'dear, but wa* obscured
a*.'
belore ninetween their farms, which had been abandoned
o'clock, and before midnight the *k> wa*
as a highway. The sou of one and the daughter
of the Other managed to get acquainted, fell in
eovei-ed with Hying *eud through tin- break*
love mutually, and ran away to get mar: e I. iu w
hich brief glimpses of the satellite could
the
old
tcllows dropped their quarwhereupon
rel, stopped their lawsuits, gav. the tew m:i'*- In- had. The result was that most t,| the uioouried pair the land in dispute and built ami ga/.**rs went to bed disappointed.
furnished a house upon it for them.
A family living on High street wm- oidd.-n
Liu- t »w n of China, Kennebec count v. r« -ached
l> wakened one night la*t week by :idi*lu;bits one hundredth anniversary on
Friday, and
t »u luukllLm:
‘I t e
the day was made a holiday bv the people of anee ill the hell pell
that communitv. A history of China was window, tin* lady of tie- Imuse beheld two u
read by William Jacob, and many of the old dividual*
making oil'with her poultry in a bask
settlers related incidents o( the earlv davs in
el.
''he lustily h blooed
fli \.
the
its history, when the few inhabitants of the
when tlu-y became tr'glni-u-i. dropped tintown were obliged to travel by blazed trees t<»
the < obbossee ( • -litre, now (Rirdiiier. w hen- the birds and ran. Tin
lady went out and gutter
nearest grist mill was located.
« *.! in her almost <-»nti.sratcd chicken*.
Freeman Jewett discharged the contents «>t
‘hi Hinduy night, Mr. <i. n-g. Svv. t:
one barrel of a
six-shooting pistol at Calvin
Hubert Howe Swett. die I very *udd* nl\ c
Cleveland, in Skowhegan, Wednesdav e\.-niug
in the presence of Cleveland*- son; the bal: lather’s house in this
IF- w a* considered
city
grazed Cleveland’s clothing, but did him in in
good health, and oil that day had returned
injury. Jewett wa- arre-ted and put under
bed. and
$1000 bond- to appear before the s. J. Court. Horn a visit to L nity. H retired
I he trouble aro-e from a
disputed ownership about ten o'clock wa* *f i/.*-d with a painful
in vows. Roth are middle aged and line
"w.-i,
niuutes. Mi
*pa*m, dving in a a w
families.
w a* about Mb y* ar* old. a v
ting man n .-\,id
it*nt character, and greatly respected bv all who
What Gov. Dijc Thinks About It.
knew him.
are

■

Gov. I>i\, being called out at a meeting
in Cooper Institute, on Monday evening,
declared emphatically against a third term
lot Grant

or

any other

man.

lie leading *t--n up.a fp- .uitsid, -ft -day ’*
found like most l*>\, affairs- *
little mixed.
I’ll* I »r*‘U:aii ill m iking lip place t
I

paper will be

portion. >>t the tbird haptei into th*- fourth.
little ••\planation will enable the render t*
make U out. After the paragraphNVti..: f
you call her, Ac.," near the beginning of the
third chapter, read u next column paragraph
beginning—* but. found a washed . mark

a

lie said-

A

1 diil not conic to thrust any opinion ot
mine into this canvass
lint since I am
naked the. ipiestiou 1 will answer it iVank-

1\ lest a mi-,construction should be put
upon my silence. 1 -ay, then, distinctly,
that 1 am not in I'avor of third terms, 1
proposed sometime ago an amendment ot
the Constitution extending the President's
term to six years, making him ineligible
the next six. Ami. until this amendment
is made, I am ill favor ot the rule which
had

its

origin in the patriotic breast o|
Washington and was held acred b\ lb
successors for three-ijnat ters ot a century
and has acquired from practice a torcc almost as potential as it engrailed on the
Constitution. 1 do not believe such a purpose exists ant" hero.
W ashington and Jackson were raw ai ded

j

Ac.,"

as

I'lieii

a*

fai

a>

tln-y

the word “Vessel" m-urthc. lose
iu legal note. -*
go buck

*av

\S
the place ot beeitiuiiig.
will not oeeur again.

tr\i*t tie*

soil -i

error

Sw a I low ini' i.
.'.ii..o it > a
i-n
implr
process, bill w hen done in tie act .d latlghiUg
ti a
tie
.O’ !• u* .lint lead* t<*
itteliipt bi-Lon m
serious resulfs
1 his was the *-a*e of a man
on May
\ icw *’roet re.-ently, who attempted
thcabiNe feat.
flu frightful contortion* e\

hihited while strangling .canned tie faunU.
son mum-diutely ran toward a ncigt;
bor's for a**istaiii-*-.
Fnlmkdy for him he
by their country with the highest distinc- failed to observe tieclothe** Jim* that
family
tion in its power to give, and they volun.was unsuspectingly stretched across his path,
tarily retired from office after having
fob hed up muter hi*.
second time received the highest mark ot until tin* aforesaid line
1
about twenty
cam
confidence and gratitude from their coun- chin. lie subsetpieutly
feel distant upon the soft *:d« "I
huge bould
Gen.
Grant
has
been
rewarded
trymen
ut and on* cut nearly
er, hi* tliroaL partially
tor his great services to his
country by the
I
severed from hi* feud
y i;« now ** Well
same high distinction, and 1 do not doubt
that when the proper time arrives it will a* could be \p< •!*••!
he his express desire to be relieved iron)
**n
Mason it
Hiur-da) evening <<t iu-t
the cares of office and give liv his action
of t^UaUtebaeOok Lodge Wt
Week tllr oil*. «
additional force to the examples of hi ilI»111.*Ii*'I> installed at Gilmuiv'.s Hall. St-ui
lustrious predecessors.
110«iit, in 111i• presence of {\\o hundred person-,
l'be anti capital punishment advocate* including many ladies. Tie installation seiiees were conducted b\ II. W. Bl‘o Will
ot Maine should petition the Kngli.-li got
Poor, Junior Grand Warden of tie1 Grind
if active
eminent to spare Nona Sahib,
Lodge ot Maine, a-siMed l>\ IL W Bro. Geo. L
measures are not taken, that mild manWight, l) i>. G. M. .1 tie- mi, Masonic 1>.~
nered gentleman who cut tin- throats of Iriet and Bro. Charles W Haney. 'V M •!
and the

1

■

■

men

and children, and blew up

with gun govvder, may be in
his neck stretched.

women

danger

of

having

After serviceall elegant repast was partaken of. when uiu-ie
and some pleasant talk were had. During refreshments calls were made for the traditional
Phoenix Lodge—all of Belfast.

a
—The tug C K. Sanford, ot Capt. Boss’ Masonic goat, when colored individual, noted
for his musical abilities, was ushered in, and
fleet. has gone to Bermuda, where she
enlivened the scene with song. Altogether it
wilt engage in wrecking during the winThe following
was a very enjoyable occasion.

ter.

are the officers of (Juantebacook Lodge for the
W
M.; L.
—Capt. N. I,. Thompson has just launch- ensuing year—Fred S. Wall*.
Poor, S. W\; J. F. W oodcock, J. W.; Aned from his yard in Kennebunk, a
ship of brose Thompson, Treas.; L. M. Poor, Seer’y ;
2240 tons called the Ocean King—the
J. Colby Knowlton, Chaplain; Galen Keene,

largest

try.

merchant

ship

owned in this

coun-

S. l>.; C. M. Cunningham, J. I).; Geo. iMer,
S. W
Moody. L s.; C. II. Fogg, Tyler.

S.

F. White is

loatliug

sell. Florida with

Walix) On Monday, while Isaac Burns was
a hog
preparatory to slaughter, the an-

hay tor Jacksonville, Fla.

casting

The ludiau summer is doubtless the best invention of the nobh* red man.

imal fell upon his
low the knee.

We are sorry to
lias behaved itself

>a\ good-bye
mighty well.

October.

t<>

The Belfast City Guards paraded at
I air Grounds Wednesday afternoon.

Stockton.

It

leg, breaking

the bones be-

A tire 11.30 o'clock Wednesday

night, destroyed the dwelling house owned and
occupied by Lincoln Blanchard, situated about
midway between Stockton village and Sandy

the

Point post-office. Loss $.1500; insurance $1000.
Bark Elmiranda, of 000 tons, was launched
on Tuesday, from the
yard of Henry S.
Staples. She will be commanded bv ( apt.
Henry S. Staples.

One of tin signs of these rigid prohibition
tinii-s, last week, was a bov of thirteen being
led home staggering drunk.

individual ot the colored persuasion is
musing select audiences at the cornets by jerkAn

Frankfort are getthe

Unity. Mrs. Peter Moulton, an old lady. 75
years of age, has long indulged in the dangerous practice of smoking a pipe while lying
in bed. On Monday night she retired, as it

shoe factory suspended operation Wednesday afternoon to
witness the trot at the fair grounds.

with her pipe. Shortly after the bed
was discovered on lire, and Mrs. }\ rescued,
but burned in such a fearful manner that she
died shortly after.

ing melody

of

out

aceordeon.

an

1 he granite works at

large quantities of granite for
utenuial buildings at
Philadelphia.
out

"ng

in-

I

schools

itv

«

K

seems,

ami

Six car loads of cattle h it thi- .station fur the

Ford, pastor ot the Baptist
niiivii. lor a long time confined to Lis house
.hrough illnes-. has recovered and will hold
scr i. es in that church next Sabbath
\

*

west

Axel Hay ford has ereeto m-hicut house on Belmont
le-frame
avenue.
Frank Black ha- commenced the
nit.ling ot a .1 weiimg house >u l nion street.
Bin.din.,-

Nkw

I

nr

«-k
A

A

Frodei e-k

wiii launch

i.

George Hanscom. 12
shattered by the

uld. had his hand
idcntal discharge of
gun that he was playing \\ ith.
( apt. William
McGilvcry is this winter to
try the experiment of building a ship at Bin kvillo. s. (
a portion of the men have already
gone forward.
The workmen will number
about sixty in all, and will come from different

iioonei ouilding in « arter'- yard
M Keen and owned b> ) W. Fred<’
and other- ha- been named the

iicuti

completed,

.dgcit

iP

A.

A

furniture

*

i

next

'!!!**

eek.

v

be built the coming winter will be of
Moo tons, for (’apt. J. U. Nickels.
An affray happened at sea, on board .-hip
David Brown, in which the first officer, Mr. D.
I
Nickels, of this place, was severely stabbed
by one of the crew, lie i< on hi- wav home
from Brazil.

-hip

Richmond i> doing an
She put
m»vv.

in

-tcame-

freighting b.isiness
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make a beginning
the \\.i\ «it -nipping, and i- loading sell.
Tm potatoe- came ill
Vani:-,a
Baltina*.
* vet ‘t.r raiiroaih—»
apt. Parker 1-loading sell,
Albeit
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in

the cutting
won
*i (in -hoe factor*
was thrown from his
\ -rthpot" a\enuc. Minday. and
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ruined about the face ami shoulders.
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long time uncousiious. The
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sharpiv
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onping the wheel

v
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he parties interested, pe>* m -vviicre in the v .inky

[Advertiser.
tin- nauk there i- a little
“the hai l or." into which hose

mst

over

v\.

When r shall be pumped dry
ithictic tir-“.neu. the Atlantic can be inliewa\ if Turtle Head and fill

.i:vp»|»ci

*ut

te.

wtburn has ;*ut n a new stock of
>1 *•. -.i
tu>, nmbc
and is offering great
ai-H-atiier and trimming, trunks
vaiii'*
■: traveling !>ng'.
<»ive him a call.—An-

U

1.

••

tgain with another statement.—
! M»rses found bv Wm. Hall, Waldo.—
v.n
t,';.
W,-i!> advertis**> hi' new house for sale or
n Belmont avenue.-— Notice of thy Overv

mu

••

i'uor. of .searsport.

.if

Tuesday, Martha J. Pills•or\
•ainei IV-^hun
Aggravated assuult.
arm-' an- man .»nd w
idlining on Wald*)
v
Mari ha sav I bin < aim home Sunday
uuc
Found guilty
..ik. ami beat and ahU' -d her
!.
i.
ivcogni/.e in the sum of
up..carat*. * .»* ourt.| Failing to procure
the oond he went to jail.
i’oLii

u»i r

i-

Wallace. Saturda*..

llisto•«

Hefo:«

i

|

|

i’homas

.tin;

%ere

diunk<-ii row occurred on the dock Satur.ii
winch 1 :. Atinis, one of Belfast's im■-i!-c- :• a-.--*
* trailu 1
beating; hi> face being
t ai' recognition
He waseele»unded uot
A

made, not affecting the Smalls. It was urged
by defts. counsel as impossible that Small who
was not
standing well with the assessors and
who was dose in his money matter* should have
>o much money out «<*
long and not make more

arrival home, bv a jolly drunk,
lie w as taken to
.iiid got In:« bad compain
< iiv
•.
Marshal
flic* where he drew large
crowd*,

thought

it

a

practical temper-

illustrated with cuts.

h-ctuiv.

ance

The cuts

.lorry Flagg was arrestthe assault and came before Judge Jounnumerous,

were verv
tv

■

.at

•some

uesdav
say* he found Annia drunk
him home with him to sober off. That
wtidc ascemiint
flight of stairs Atinis fell
wii and -.truck across a barrel at the foot.
A Jnesses w* <• introduced to that effect. Was
-a

>

1

i.

aid

;

u

quitter,

»■

Alim

-av

id

Had

man

j

discharged. Those who saw
they never knew a flour barrel

utd

a

time-

on/en

on

both sides

the face.

of

Wednesday
-veiling Nov. 1 It It. "ur city is to be favored by
r f*
m the Boston English Opera OomVs

aii'.

.u

ica.

in.

HU-

vMi

composed

of first class

On

ing

ot

many

the most beautiful

the uiguage. The people of this
will take a iucal pride in the occasion,
wadir-a lady singer is Miss Clara B.
native of Seursport. whose musical

in

"•min,
dr

N

nation

asi.

that occasion will be preFi*dow's Martha, the w ords in English,

.ad'

a

as".•

iiti'’'.

iUtro«lii

ano

Ih.i.i

in

:,-r.k v

k

a

-■

-knowledged

bv

complimented
-titi
This company has just reui** ablest
i; i.ie11 t
on a western tour, during which they
»
i<
he highest praise on all hands.
From
nt

mi.

and

Kitn-cs v'itv Journal

ie

ing—
Vi'->

vv«-

copy the follow-

Nickels, sophrano, wasincomi.
1
M-h voice, of great.
deep
iftnesr- and delicacy of tone and sympathetic
x press ion. she filed the large auditorium with
die
must delicious music, and charmed her
oiditors, winning for herself frequent and
Mrs. Flora E. Barry, with
aroest applause
m ist
tutifiii contralto, was ant equal
Her
-■uccesyflining companion for the sophrano
! MisD.Ni.kels.
Mr. ( lark is a beautiful tenor
—his
soft smooth, and sweet. It was an
exquisite pleasure to listen to him, especially
’.n
he aria. ‘How So Fair." Mr. Payson has a
ious voi-.
with a faultless method, and is
an actor ■<i
unusual ability
The costumes
or
*xquisitei\ rich ami adapted to the per»!.>
adding ie little to the adornment of the
»

B

v

see lies.

visitor

>•111101

|«i *; •»11

r »\

city, who made himself
it ti :tl! who formed his acquaintin

our

ance.

have no doliht that a large and apprelutive
audience will greet the company at
their til'll appearance in this city.
Vv

«-

Monday from the yard of ( I*.
tin' ship Ransom B Fuller. 14o0
•onowned principally by ( apt. Baker Me
Near. I Boston. and to he commanded by Capt.
o.varU" ‘Lott. of Wiscusf>et.
This is the first
h
built in 111i>n yard foi a number of year4,
the
haudo* being rlie last. The Fuller is a
Lai nchks

urter &

<

h<

neatly built vessel, was courough!,
ii- ted
under the Freucli Lloyd’s inspection
iud rates \ 1* for eleven year*. Capr. Me Near,
an a know ledge, i judge of vesst
is, says
Nc
the best ship he ever had built, which i*
ami

■

a

nut

i-

who)))

builders. Sin
praise
ouipleted. and launched with-

li

for her

deemed necessary to pen
hei >iL now. as the next full course of tide ororied win month hence. She was taken tr
SmpMin's wharf where she will receive hei
blast and he rigged.)
her

mast

was

Monday

from the yard of Henry M< (Livery
'•tiip Frank Pendleton, of 1414 tons, owner
searsport and ‘Bangor parties, and to he comomnded by < apt. Win (4 Nichols, of Sears
who
aiso part owner.
The Pendleton
ol Mdiilvi-rv N
lvessels, and rates A
for eleven years in tin French
and American
i.ioy.i which is the liighesl class. She was
Lilly rigged on the slocks, and the launching u
very fine one
Large numbers of people were
present to witness the grant! sight. She wa?
n

i"

!

one

lowed to the Sanford wharf where she will
eive her ballast.
wu

irom

me \amoi

re

arLer iV

In.
a tiue double decked three masted schooner o
4 VI tons, called the S. >1 Bin!, owned by Joht
Bird A Co., of Rockland, ami lo Is* cominaudei
by ('apt. Merrill, of that city.
Same day from the yard of George Cottrell
saiuruay

single decked three masted schooner of abou
400 tons, named the John C. Smith, ownei 1
mostly by out-of-town parties, and to be com
inanded by (.’apt. Jere Jones of West Brooks
ville. This is the second vessel built by Mr. C
and is a very neatly finished and superior one
a

North pom.

Edwin Jackson, of this town
leg broken at the Dix Island quarries
last week, by a rock falling upon it.
had

a

Willie E. Chase, aged 16 years, sou o I
widow Flora Chase, who keeps the factor x
boarding house No 1, ou Cushnoe heights
in this city, started out on Friday
mornin;
last for the purpose ot hunting in tin [
woods, lie took a donble-barrelled sho
gun and was accompanied by his dog. lb
started for Beech hill, some tour or fivi
miles distant, where he had previous])
been quite often, lie did not return tha'
night, and of course his mother and friend:
became very anxious,
spending all tin
night without sleep and the mind harrowei
with fearful forebodings. Early Saturday
morning, the two elder brothers started ii
pursuit ot the missing boy, but returnci
about ten o'clock in the forenoon, tliei]
search unrewarded, but soon started again
Other parties also went out on the errand
The dog that had accompanied Willie returned home, about 5 r. m., Saturday,
panting, half famished and ravenous with
hunger. After being fed, the dog started
out again, and led another party to tin
spot where the body lay, which in the
meantime bad been discovered by those
preceding them, and the brothers returned
from their sorrowful errand with the painful intelligence that they had found I tie
body ol Willie, cold in death !
The body was found near the edge o!
Ballard's brook, that empties into the Kennebec above the dam. The stump ol a decaying pine tree, with bare branches lies
by the water’s edge. A huge boulder
slants oil by the side ol the same
Willie
had some traps set near this locality, anil
it is conjectured that lie was on his wav
His gun was
down to examine them.
probably resting over his shoulder, the
muzzle in trout ; while passing down the
slanting and perhaps damp boulder, bis
feet probably slipped, throwing the breech
ot the gun over into the tree, and bringing the muzzle against his left breast. The

Centaur Liniments
There is no pain which tin
Centaur Liniments will not re
lieve, no swelling they will no
subdue, and

they

l lie

November elections

•*

Mortland for deft.
The Grand duly rattle in

on

Saturday, and

ported fourteen indictments, as follows
Upton F. Treat. common seller of liquor.
Michael Battles, Mayhem, in cutting out

re-

an

need

George Moody, assault and battery.
< handler K. Merrill, common seller of
liquor.
Also an indictment for keeping drinking house
and tippling shop.
Wilmot Curtis, nuisance
Samuel Merrill, common seller of liquors.
Also indicted for keeping a drinking house and
tippling shop.
Catherine liopkius, common seller of liquors.
J. W. Knowlton vs. Thomas 0. Knowlton.
Parties are uncle ami nephew in Liberty, and

disagree concerning

the terms of transfer of
land, given into the latter's possession without
a deed.
Plaintiff claimed $193 due; defendant
offered
which he considered the true
ase referred to the presiding Judge,
who gu\e Hie amount claimed by plaintiff.
Plaint iff' appeared for himself, assisted hv Johnson.
Dell, for himself, assisted In MeLellan.
<

amount.

Samuel < Snow vs. Frederick S. Wall. Action to determine right to a buggy, attached on
writ by David Lancaster in suit vs. Freeman
Wentworth, and of which Snow had a recorded hill of sale. Verdict for pltf. for Imggy and
S'o damages. Hurriman and Hubbard for plfl'.

u

Johnson and MeLellan for deft.
The following divorces have been decreed—
Clarinda P. Wallace from Alexander M. Wallace.
Addle M. Perry from Amos Perry.
Ann M. Cunningham from Wilmot K. < nii-

niu,rhain.

not

I

fiiesday

Flour,
Corn M« al,
live M< ;u

Bye,
Corn,

Barley,
Beans,

Pea-,
Oats,
Potatoes, in--w.
Dried Apple-,
Cooking Apjdi
Butter,
Cheese,
Egg-,
l.ard,
Beef,
Baldwin Apple'
Veal,
Dry Cod

a

with

The New York

Oct

.'mOO Chicken per II,
per lb.,
l.uoul. V5iGeese per lb.,
55a(»u Hay per ton,

Ualb
1 lulti
Mala
$12al*:>
»uaao Lime,
81.vua0.00
ooaOO! Washed Wool,
43a00
lUa5oll nwashed Wool,
3: tabu
45aCO
Wool,
17:il s! Hides,
7a00
luo'calf .skins,
14auu
877.a 1.V."»
17als:Sheep Skin-,
-all Hard Wood,
8'*.U( as to
75a OOjSoft Wood,
84.OOaO.CU
4 s 5
7au,Dry pollock,
“aO’.Straw
$S.ucab

SAILED.
Sehs. I.uura Bridgman, Clark
Trenton, Witham, Gloucester.
Malabar, Welch, Bangor.
Ocean Queen, Parker, Bangor

21.

25.
in

■

H

.mi

SPECIAL

ashington Chronicle
“When Alary Walker reaches Turkey we hope the Sultan, that absolute
monarch of all he surveys, will make
her take her breeches off.” Alary won't
listen to such an inSultan proposition
She isn't that kind!

¥

¥

lyrIO

Philadelphia, Proprietors.
Carters with monogram clasps are now all
tin- fashion with prettv girls, 'l'he style is said
to be convenient and elegant, and we hope to

HALE’S
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL.
Tie- most reliable and sate vegetable substitute for
Castor Oil ever compounded.
Instantly relieves
Colic, ramps, Diarrhoea and all diseases of c hildren
natural
and
Causes
Teething.
healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulate- the bowels, as
siumlates the food, and builds the child right square
up from suffering, puu> weakness, to strong and robust health. A perfect MKD1CINL (. HFST FOR
1 .NTs, by all
ONLY 2h
OCR LI IT Li ON F.S.
dealers.

of it.

Many persons suffer with sick headache and
nervous headache, usuallv induced by costiveSuch persons will tind
ness, indigestion. Are.
relief if not cure, by keeping the bowels open
with small doses ol Parsons' Purgative Pills.
bo\

Milton, the blind author, was one day asked
by a friend of female education, if lie did not
intend to instruct bis daughter in the different
languages. “No, sir,” replied Milton, “one
tongue is sUlticenl for a woman.”
“Are you

afraid of the dark ?” asked a mother

of her little dauglier. “I was once, mamma,
when 1 went into the dark closet to get a tart.”
“What wen* you afraid of?”
*1 was aft aid I
couldn't tind tile tart.”
in the Cabinet.

Now that the President’s Long Branch

season

?

f

HAYFOPJ)

i

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID,
Published as a wauxim, and for the benefit of
You no Men and others who suffer from NKR
Vbls DEBILITY, Loss OF MANHOOD, etc.,
supplying the means tj SelfCure. Written bv one
who cured himseli after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent, five on receiving a post paid di
rected envelope.
.Sufferers are invited to address the author
N A 1 HAN I Kl. M A YF'AIK.
P. O. Pox 1Piiookl.ii, \ Y
F.molOsp

.Si

ill

WORSTEDS!

hou.Ni K’s MandhaIyi

mu mm!

!

%

repori

his discovery :
“On the 9th of September, at 2 p in.,
wind northerly, very light, and clear
weather, with sea perfectly smooth, observed on the horizon a large rock, in the
shape of a trapezium, about tour miles to
the windward, in latitude -to north, longitude 02.28 west, tried to beat up to it,
but owing to the lightness of the-wind,
could not do so. The rock laid north and

south, and was of a reddish brown color;
discerned the seaweed on it plainly with a
glass. The dimensions are as follows:
Length 100 metres, three feet, three and
one-half inches per metre, on the south
part; ten metres broad, and about six
metres out ol water, which was low about
2 3-4 p. m. The rock bore
north, and we
made, by chronometer calculation, that
the rock was in the exact
position of lat,
40 north, Ion. 02-18 west.

‘■Well, Bridget, if

I engage you. X shall want

stay at home whenever I wish to go out.1’
‘‘Well, ma’am. I have no objections providin’
you to

you

do the same when I wish to go oul."

Mortality Prevented. It would be a
moderate estimate to place the number of eases
in} which Consumption is prevented by the
timely use of Hale’s Honey of Horeliound and
Tar, at ten thousand pel annum. No cough,
cold, bronchial affection, sore throat, or other
ailment, of the organs of respiration, can ever
degenerate into a mortal disease, if this platabh*
and absolutely infallible specific be taken m
time and long enough perservered in.
Pike's Tooth-Ache Drops—Cure in
minute.

N. F. corner Sixthjand Arch streets, Phila.
And are for sale by .ill druggists and dealers
Dr. Schenek will he at theyriMA H«»usk, Ri»s
ion, on tlie following Wednksd\Ys
October 7th
and 21st, November ith and lsth, and December 2d,
Kith and 3uth.

HOUSEHOLD*"',^"
1

DAM AP[A
I

A ll A

U

L

A

\\|)

to secure

wealth—how few there are who seem to have a
knowledge of the fact that an opportunity is afforded them by the Masonic Relief Association
in Norfolk, Va., of obtaining a competency for

life, A n investment of a small amount in tickets
to the Grand Gilt Concert, to be given on the
19th of November, may result in obtaining a
For particulars, send for circulars to
fortune
Henry V. Moore, Sect’v M. Ri A., Norfolk, Va.,
or address Branch Office. 7S and at) Broauwav,
N. Y. City.

all persons

from

one

The Throng on Broadway, New York.
Among all tlie thousands of people who daily
throng the sidewalks on Broadway, intent on

accomplishing some object—generally

o

F

¥

Cran,ps
or

in

t,,<

stoincah, Bilious-

folic, Pain in the back
bowels or side, we would
say, mii*: Houskiioli
Pan At ka and Family
Liniment is of ail other?

[ A M I
1

A III I

| V
L I

I I il I A A T II T

LINIMtN I

remedy
internal
It

you want foi
and external use

has cured

“Ooutit
Tryi.
l“e
.sold by all Druggists.

1VPP32

to

$90 each.

ONLY 10

On<

•i*

■

■>

Remnant
From

(>i

MARTHA!
Hll' EVENING *»i

74,

KXoWl.JON.

large invoice of

ut

pair.

j AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

perfect

Rkx-k.

S

only s?c.
$1

drawers

all early if you would
member the place.

secure

NICKELS, S»j*rau«,
Sis. FLORA i. BARRY, Coutraito,

-L.

and

great bargains

EE

i.F.O \\

modern composers. Tinwith full and correct cos*

mines, and in all respects, except chorus and orchestra, the work will be presented as upon the Italian
1 he story will be told entirely by
u
E nglish stage
music. .Several members of tin opera, which are

usually cut, oil account of their difficulty,in the general presentations of the work, will be restored; and
one quartette placed in its original position, which,
with a single exception, has lien r been given In this
count n

Reserved Seats

75

“

! In- -iih ot reserved seats will begin on Suturduy,
Nov. 7th, ut the Book -Store .if Mr. M. i‘. WOOD
< l« Iv
Opera will begin prompt is at H o'clock. T'ermi
nates at lu 1;.
v!wl7

fry

to

'•1 the besr

manufacture,

Tin NY arc,

Mi le

specialty.

a

>

and best

JOB

business

am

Bellasi,

NOTICE. T. W. Pitcher takes

pleasure

purchasers

to all

announcing

j

A Iso Furnace

Lamps. < >ii,

nine
-tore

of DRY & FANCY

have

they
purchases

have been making

attempt to
enumerate goods or quote
prices, which will be given at
useless

the counter.

to

i.

|

largest

and

selected STOCKS of
liis

can give satisfaction.
R. F. CLARK.

If

Is sure
tion or

Sale I

Before

This class of Diseases

a

in aid »>i

Public

cf

Kentucky,

Notice!

AFTER

to

lorbid all persons

from

harboring,

trusting or publishing marriage notice of < Jeo.
\V'. Bowen, a pauper of the town of Searsport. l>dr
we shall not pay any bills of his contracting, as all
provision is made for his support in this town.
I. N HAKK1MAN.1
(HAS. F. GOKDOX,
OTIS BLACK,

Overseers of the Poor
of the town of Sears
3wl7
’port.

NOVEMBER 30, 1874

DRAWING CERTAIN AT TEAT DATE.
LIST OF GIFTS.
Out* Grand Lash Gift,
Lash (jilt,
L'ash Gift,
One Grand (‘ash (jilt,
'»ut* tirund L'ash Gift,

$*2.V. Oou
loo,MOO
;o,c >0

tint Grand
line Li rand

Cash Gifts, $l*o,oOo each,
lu 'ash Gifts,
14,000 aeli,
In ( ash (.d'rs,
10,000 each,

Cash Gifts.
( ash Gift',
,o Cash Gifts,
5u Cash Gilts,
100 Lash (..rifts,
:lo ('ash Gifts,
500 Cash (Vifts,
1 M.uoo Lash GifC,
■<j

5.000
4.000
Jl.uuO
L'.ooo
1,000
i00

each,
each,
each.
each
each.
ach,

■

100 each,
5o each.

Ticket''.

50,ooo
:;5,000
100,000
150,000
too,000

100,000
00,000
loo.oOO
100,000
ICO,000
50,000
050,000
$'^,500,000
0

25 00
5 00
500 00
1,000 00

BURKETT’S
STOCK OF

DR! AND FANCY GOODS I

CAME into my enclosure the
iuat.,
chestnut mare about six years old,
one sorrel horse with star in his tore-

|

***••>*

ouested to prove property, pay
them away.
Waldo Oct.
l!j74.-^3wK*

selling

at

tremendous

LOW PRICES!
Haveners String Band!
FIRST CI.ASS Ml SIC FURNISHED FOR

BA LLS, PAKTIES,

ASSEMBLIES, &-c.

also

HI.

uniici

charges

WM.

is

ri

and take
HALL.

J.

H.

HAVENER,
I IF. AD

!

noatly

WELLS,
Mniu

Street.

__

LOOK!

LOOK!!

NO. 8, MAIN STREET.
nir

{
Hock and
ersigned having purchased
trade of the above store formerly occupied by
T11E
W. 1 BEAN, ami added
fresh stock
the

un

to it

of
would say to the citizens of Belfast anil vicini
that he Intends to keep a first class
a

goods

GROCERY STORE.
Among the many articles too numerous to mention
you will find
EEOl'K of everv grade bv tin* Barrel or Bag. Mo
LASSES. Poilk, r.AKL>, SALT, Sl’UAK. To
BACCO. CHOICE I K.AS, ELBE SHI Ks
CIT KON .ENGLISH Cl'RRANTS,B< 'll
ED Ml AL, GRAHAM FL«H K.OAT
MEAL. CRACKED H ULA I
&U &.C., &C.
A

Crockery,

Do

a

good

assortment

of

Stem*, L’arthou ami Wooiltu Ware

Including

Baskets of man; kinds, all of
sell at the lowest prices.

!

which he

engages to
Goods delivered free to any Pi,rt of the
City.
C. H. SARGENT.

Having

above state,l sold out my business to (
me old customers and the
« -1111 of
goods In bis line
to give him a call.
\\
fBEAN
Belfast, October 15th, l\l tf 15.
as

H. Sargent 1 would invite
public generally, when in

$ 50 00

or each Coupon,
Whole rickets for,
1
Tickets for

Notice!
^

i

140,000

information, address
rilO. E. Rlt.lMLETTE,
hvlu
Itfeiu and Ttnnuirer,
l‘ubi:
Library liuilding, Louisville, lvv., or
I llON. 14. IIAlitVOO, Eautern A^,
009 Uroadnav, lew York.

>

^one

B. F.

tv

elsewhere

Notice!
is

rpms
A_

And all udik entrusted to her care will he
and tastefully '-xecuted

nu-:

Library

Is romiiloti’. ami

specialty.

THIS DATE, all persons are hereby for
bidden from harboring or trusting any persor
whatever, on my account, without a written ordei
from me.
EZRA ANDREWS.
Detroit; Me., October 17th, 1874.—3wl6*

purchasing

G. W. BURKETT & CO.

death to all men
if they be sutferers from Youthful Indiscre

Excess. The cause and cure of all Nervous
Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Vitality and Powand
causes which unfit for marriage, with the
er,
symptoms which designate Self Abuse, with its at
teudaut evils, are fully explained in our book oi
Lectures; and every young or old man should have
a copy.
Sent free upou the receipt of 2
stamps for
mailing and a self-addressed envelope. Published
authority
of
the
MASS.
MED.
by
INSTITUTE, 15a
Court, St., Boston.
3mosl7
N. B.

BLANKETS

Millinery Department

Sups, ami Color-*.

For tickets' and

LOOK AT OIU STOCK OK

ill take charge of the

-and set.

1!

the attention of the I.Julies.

;

F.

Halves,
feuths,

BLANKETS!

\Y

FIFTH & LAST GIFT CONCERT

in-

—STOCK OF—

ORNAMENTS

MRS. B. y. WELLS

ANOTHER CHANCE!

most

BURKETT’S

ONE OF THE NEW HOUSES WITH
one acre and a half of land, situated on BelL mont Avenue. Terms Easy.
Enquire of
twl?
GEO. G. WELLS.

AND

17

It is sufficient to

say that ho is daily receiving,
by boat and rail, additions to

of the

l.ch. H

returned from

just

the Boston market where

is

satisfied that 1

GEO, t BURKETT & GO'S,

GOODS that himself and hisjsister

<).

Whole

I

Work,

and examine the newest
in the world.

L‘0,tx*o (lifts, all cash,
PRICE OF TICKETS.

or

FEATHERS,

ic

Grand Fotftl

For Rent

large

W ORK

In almmlam'p. all

selves, learn prices, and purchase if satisfied

PRICES FROM $7 TO $40.00

S.

or

HOSIERY!

vited to call, examine for them

attracting

Felt Hats!

3I0BU1M I. (11 IMi
Hut iiig recently piirchh m! the ***ck and trade
Ill it>K "t
will ke.*p
mslsintlv on Band a
assortment ol'

description promptly attended to.
UtT People who contemplate purchasing atoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before go
dig elsewhere. Having had large experience in the

in

VELVET. AND

STRAW

Help

Of all

carefully

Are

ment. ot

Themselves."

I

BURKETT’S !

one

I'AISLEY SHAWLS

<L

(

Tlie WYOMENij STOVE

It

50 ets.

Who

just returned from
Splendid Assort-

a

STO VES Flowers, Silks,

for the fall and winter trade.

General Admission

BURKETT X’

Re

ner m an

masterpieces of the
opera '.sill be presented

Help Those

■

company, with the intention of
works in the best possible man

the

We have

Boston with

cheap

HI I

gymnastic*;, and therefore neither serve to illustrate
the ideas ut the great masters of music nor to gratify
tin taste of the general public. This fact induced

inexpensive style, and at admission prices
ol all, thus enabling lovers of this
charming mu-ucto become somewhat familiar with

:ii our store

■»-

•+

BLANK! I s, Ac

PAVSON, Basso,

within the reacii

illERS,
Bn! N'li BRIN IS.

Mr, l.c tumid

long time been generally known that
the people are weary of the ordinary Concerts,
which, without unite of design or tact in arrangement, are too frequently simplj exhibitions of vocal

forming of this
presenting operatic

A

TIC’KLN'U.

a

the

MILLINERY !

KI'i, BATTERS.

»'••* ct

01 all Shades. Sizes and Prices !

Pianist & Director,

tilt

FALL AND WINTER
I

YARNS!

Mi. CHARLES II. CLARE, Truer,

Oct. 0,187-1.

\Y 1. KKF.P ON HAM*

BLA( K ALL LIN ED 1*A NTS, onlv $
per pair
MEN'S li E A l-'EKs, onh $E.,u each
B( lY'S CHINCHILLA o\‘EKC« 'Al\
■") each
MEN’S BLACK BEAVER «.»Y EH( «>ATS, unit
t’J.OU each.
B1.A( K
MEN’S EXTRA HEAVY
HEWER
OVERCOATS, only $iJ.0U each.
MEN’S SALSBL RY
CHLVHIEI V
1.1VER
COATS, bound very handsome, -ml $lj.op each.
MEN’S ALL WOOL CHINCH ILL A Rl. A EE II
onlv $f?.(H), $10.00 and $ 10.0*each.
MEN’S (.KAY MELTON nVEih.'Al-, imlx
$6.0o each.
Wool. OVER
FINE BLACK & BLUE All
COATS, selling xeryoln ap.
on
hum!
a
liiu
as
;..i
meitf
.>i
fUl' (>!
Constantly
DIAGUN AI. & WORSTED mil m mv h>u pi icrj
ALL W OOL SLITS «mB $14-00
mi:.
(

j

pair.

per

each.

7o

is

will In*

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
Bellas!

SKI Ii T ft

1.2:7 Hint

Departments

made Low to Cash Customers

CENTS.

10

F V. I.T

all wool km

$2.00 each.

undershirt•< and

yyour Stock in all

Large and Attractive, and prices

Linen Handkerchiefs,
2-Butt,on KiiB.

Prints.

And other popular manufactories

LM AI.HA ALL III .MMLI)

ONLY

I

Batting.
House-Keeping Goods.
; Cassirneres from Warren,

cts

BLEACHED COTTON HOSE

\ I• !

Boston Clothing Store,
a

yard.

ro\

Blankets.

7

BEST GERMAN CORSETS,
Only GO fonts per pail'.

NOTICE]

Hay lord

perfeet, only

all

offered in this

ever

Will find as Complete an Assortment
(ioods for underwear as is usual i\
found in a Furnishing Store

! Sheeting,

Best French Corsets

Sis* (.'LARA R,

lwr

or

l'J l-_ cts.

Former price 25 cents.
1.AIMES' WoOLEN HOSE, Jo <* per

High

Boston Clothing Store No. 1 Hayford
mo r.
Block.
a. ANDREWS,
Or Cut t hi- out and bring it with vou.

\ OCALISTS.

It lms

<

G-ENTLEMEN

17 cents.

C1LOTIIING.

SSo. 1,

i

Howard,

i

Ladies’ Underwear,
Is the very Lest

IPrint-s

length,
per

HEAVY

where else.

no

M \nrd- in

io

hr

can

IT >THS, FLAN NKI..S, l
p.NISHJ ing Goods, Hat* and Caps &c., Selling at very
low prices at the

All

Mr. J. A.

oi l: stock

CENTS PER YARD.

THE CHEAPEST YET!

Hr. EllWARH S.

In all varieties and at Bottom i’rti

Th an/ Broun Cotton,
8 Cents per yard.
h/hth yard u ah Beached Cot-

>u—H/dendid (qualify, Only
/it /■ fj>icd.

Julmson, Jersey Oily, \. J.

Dr. Clark

Selling

ON

CLOAKINGS !

) ard With

fJnr ami

IT

Just received

I

lull assortment ot

a

JET TRIMMING GOODS.

Gent's Shirting Flannels,

IN VIGO RATES Mil. I.IYKR, Purities the
Blood, I ones the Stomach, Regulate* the Bowels,(Quiets the Ner\es, Acts upon the Kiilm > -,<*peuthe Pores of the skin, &c.

HALL. IMPORTANT

BOSTON ENGLISH

the abovt

complaints in thousand!
°* caaesThere is nc

Wo offer

srYT.ES, JUST RECEIVED,
$H

CLOVES!

Without exception the very Lest made.

goods in Belfast, selling at VERY LOW PRB'ES.
W e giv e one ot our DOMESTIC PAPER PA 1
TERNS to each purchaser of a Waterprool

Belfast, Oct. 22, 1S7-I.—tf 10.

REDPATH’S

suffering

Rheumatism, Meu-

ralsia»
,imbs

v°“

KID

idling a FOOD BLACK SH.K for $1.25
The Celebrated GLTNET SILKS, just
from $1.50 to $2.50 per vd.

received,

CALL AND TRY A BOTTLE.

Pill

appetite. When the bowels are costive, -kin sallow,
or the symptoms otherwise of a bilious tendency,
These
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
medicines are* prepared only by
.1. H SUJF.NCK & SON,

they

u-

BLACK SILKS,
\Ve are
per yard.

A VALUABLE REMEDY !

street, and

the

■"

ol

our

From

a

the close ot a praveryoung lady,
mecting, at the same time extending his bent
arm toward her. “Not of a gander,” she quiet 1\
replied, anil walked home with her mother.

THOMSON'S 5£ U1LESS anJ JOIVI.VS

cjcamine these good-?,
Specialty.

to

W ATERPROOFS.

goods over offered for salo at
place of business. All are

Mercury of Sunday, published an account is over, it is confidently asserted that there will
ot the finding of a rock in the middle of be a change in the cabinet, and that before the
from a disordered condition of the stomach or
tirst of December. It is known that the Presithe Atlantic Ocean, which it is
torpid liver. Persons so affected, if they take one or
supposed, dent and all heads of departments have bought two
heavy colds, and if the cough in these cases be
will prove a solution to the mystery re- largely of tickets for the next Grand Gift Consuddenly cheeked, will tind the stomach and liver
garding the fate of the steamships City of cert oi the Public Library of Kentucky, to draw clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost
Boston, President, Pacitic, United Kmg- November Jo. and they llattcr themselves that before they are aware the lungs are a mass of sores,
and ulcerated, the result of which is death.
kom the lsmalia, and other vessels that thej will capture one or more <>t the large Schenck’s
Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
which will make plent\ of chuntjc in
does not contain opium or anything calculated to
have never been heard from after leaving prizes,
the cabinet.
check
a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic
port. It was discovered by Captain Picasdissolves the food, mixes with the gastric Juices ot
“Take a wing
«.aid a presumptuous top to t he stomach, aids
so, ol the Italian bark Teresa, which ardigestion and creates a ravenous
a sensible
at
rived ut tjueenstowii, Oct. 2, from New
York. Capt. Picasso makes the following

be made

ELEGANT

i At the store of FRANK B

«

nly medicines that will cure Pulnionan
«
omumption. f requently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient, they
lock up the iiver, stop the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follows, and in fact, they clog the action
of the very organs that caused the cough. Liver
Complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes of two
thirds of the cases ot Consumption. .Many persons
complain of a dull pain in the side, coustipatioii,
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder blade, feelings
of drow siness and restlessness,the food lying heavily
on the stomach,accompanied with acidity and belching up wind. These symtonis usually originate
Are

tail

Fall A W hiter Sacks.

BURKETT’S

Co\M .Mi'l’IoN Can BF Cl KU>
kN Pl'E.Uo.Nli SYltC P,
Si HEX! K’S SLAW ELD To.SIi

s«

not

-:0:-

COXCEllT

management liave determined to have the
drawing ot the fifth and Last <iilt Conceit of the
.Public Library of Kentucky on 30th da> of November next. We believe n w that all the tickets will
be sold, and that the draw ing will be a full one. but
whether all are sold or not, the drawing will nevertheless certainly conn* ut on the day appointed.
1 tie special .object of this card is to call a meeting
of the ticket bidder-' at Public Library Hall, on the
20th of November, to make arrangements in con
nection with the committee appointed by the Trustees.to superintend th«-.counting of the tags representing the numbers ot'tickets sold. Whin* there is
no actual necessity for the presence ot ticket holders,
a.- under our arrangement the interests of all are
equally cared for, at the same time I would greatly
prefer that.as niauv of those interested as can, would
attend this meeting and -me ea di for himself how
perfect!) fair and impartial the distribution must be.
Even arrangement has been made for the drawing
—but little more than a month remains for tin* sale
of the remainder of tin* tickets, and whatever is
done mu-t be done promptly
I 11 MS. L. H It AM l.E 1 11.
Agent and Manager
K\
>ct.
22, ISM. -spaw 17.
Loui-villc,

Stop that cough! No one who has ever used
Dr. Morris syiup i.f Tar Wild Cherry and
lloarlioimd will be without it. As a remedy
lor all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup
and preventive of consumption it has no equal.
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all the
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium
and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles 10
cents—\Ym. O. Poor A Sun sole agents tor
Belfast. Alfred Hooper, agent for Sear>port: A. J Iordan, agent for Orland.
Morris A. Heritage,

Have you inllammatory son* throat,si itf joints
or lameness from any cause whatever?
Have
Have rheumatic or other pains in any part of
If so. use Johnson’s Anodyne Linthe body
iment, internally and externally.

¥

One Hundred Dozen

i

READY-MADE

hnriestou.

A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

lives in Delaware. He
acrose
at midnight, footed it half a mile and
awoke a stun* elerk and bought a tine eomb. He
I didn't want to have anv onehearhima.sk for
I it.

are to

IN AID OF THE

Omnipotent,

l'he sensitive

&

%

_

From *7 to £;>u Each.

FROST & HANEY,
&

I

ibm.—swir

This valuable and much sought r«*med>had In this city from the agents

PUBLIC LIBRA RYOF KENTUCKY.

It is now estimated that two thousanc
persons w ere killed in a single district it.
India by the recent cyclone—literally
swept out ot existence by a breath o

see more

hand, also

CARDIGAN J ACK I I S

ill.*

the

on

w. T. COLBURN
H^itu -t. Oct.

Prepared by

s?

$1.60.

Paisley Shawls,

Trunks. Valises and Traveling Bags !

|

NOTICES.

L1IT (.11 1

always

MILLINERY GOODS.
^ elvet, Felt anil Straw flats, entirely new
in fashion. Feathers. Birds, Flowers
& Lares for Trimming, at Wholesale and Retail.

RE.PTS,

1

says,

mill A11>

good

Stock of Leather

In all the latest Novelties,
Designs, Fabrics and Shades. Also Colored Merinos,
Black Ikibet, Black Cashmere, Brilliantines and Mohairs, and at prices
much lower than ever before offered

W. have tile J ARtiESI ASSORTMENT of these

<•

The scandalous \\

yard.

From 20 to 25 cts. per yd.

BLOOD SI RUP !

—

physics.

TYCOON

BUTTON BOOT !
A

|

to a

A T

..

see

heavy pegced Shoe

u

FRENCH KID

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

one.

For 25 Cents per

DR. CLARK JOHNSON'S INDIAN

&

yd.

Splendid Shades.

in

Aipacas

yard i

BLA< K AIPACAS <1 MOHAIRS,

JACKETS A LEGOINS

MARKET.

\\T:i>n i-.sj>.\ v, < >et. ol
At market for the current week—< 'attic4 tu" ; She* p
un.l Lambs 14.57‘i Swine h3,3tiu; numberot Western
Cattle 1434. Northern Cattle and WorkingOxeu and
Mib b Cows, t;.».
La-tern ( attle,
Prices ot Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Lx
tra quality $7 Ouas uo. first quality $t'« 7 3a 7
;
second quality $b -j.»a»i t<3 ; t bird quality S3 30hO Of;
?0a3 uo.
poorest grade of' course Ox.-u, Bulls, Jtc.,
1 .’a^c per lb. Brighton Tallow
Brighton Hides
liat'-l 3 per lb.
Country Hides 7 1 a-c per lb
Country 1 allow
1-3c per lb.
Calf Skins—Liable per lb She. p kins :;.c each
L amb Skin 7-jca$ 1 .73 each
Working oxen- 'V. quote sales of 1 pr, gth 0 ft
in. $170, 1 pr, o fit lu in. $17u 1 pr, It. *103, 1 pi
0 fit. 0 in, $ 11.3
1 pr, t', fit., 0 iu., $i:;o
1 pr,
fir, M in.
ft. .; in, $3o.3
$140; 1 pr. 0 Jt 4 in $.<7.3
j,r
Store! attle
la
'0
two
olds
$1
$ 1G
Yearling*
year
a'7 three year olds $3:3a45 per head.
MiiohOw-; We quut extra at *55 a*-e
•ljiuary
335&50 per lo ad.
Sheep and L.ambs— From the West there was a
light supply, all owned by butchers costing, at
Brighton, from 3 1 ,'ao 1
per lb. From Maine one
butcher bad 3iK)0 head, which cost, from 5 1 7at>
ac
per lb. From the north there was u large supply
uud trode -low for poor grades.:
Swim—Store Pig- wholesale.--7a3c per lb. re
1 y
tail, 7 3a0c peril'. Fat Hog- 13,o.io ut market;
a7 1 4c per lb.

to 75 cts. per

From 25 cts. to

■*—ibmm—uaaa-mm

——i

Good

IX SPLENDID SIIADLS i OK

*

At 5u cts. per

Ulgaut Shades,

Serges, 37

HAND, ALSO

BOOTS A HD SHOTS
From

Dress Goods

at 81 cts

IDI-A-GrO 1ST ALS,

LADIES' AND MISSES

30a3;'.jPulled

BOSTON

ok out for a Democratic ava-

man

23.

wide, All-Wool Merinos

1 yd,

KIP,

CALF BOOTS!
ON

Wish to call tl)o attention of Customers
to their Extkxsh k Sto< k of New ami
Seasonable

th- Trade

to

SUCH AS

In

Schs Malabar, Welch, Boston.
( arrie Jones, C’olcord, New 'i <>rk.
Ocean Queen, Parker, Gloucester.
P. M Honey, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor.

v.ooa3.uo|Duck

Muni;AY, Del. 70.
BETTER- We quote line full dairies at 3ba40e;tinesummer dairies at 7<>ah7c good do at 33a35c, tine fall
Western ai 35a3.'c: good do at 31a34c: medium at
Vba-'C.e.
( HEESE—( hoice lot
oi August cheese are linn
at 10c, and good do at 15a 17* 1 be; medium cheese
sells at 1.Suite; common at Halve per lb.
EGGS
l lie market is very firm, and fre-h lots are
scarce.
\\ c
quote Eastern'at 5-uVbc and Northern
at v7aV.-<‘ per do/..
BEAN-.- There is no change te note iu the mat ket
and prices are
at 8V per bush for medium-,
87 4uaV 07 j*« bush for pea beans, and $ : -,'a'tic per
llosv e\ e*>bush for
Fruit
Apples are -trong at SvuV 7*0 per bbl.
tit apes are plenty at 3a7c per lb for common to
< runberries -ell at $7u7 50
choice Catawba.-.
per
bbl for country, and 8-a- 50 for < ape.
VEGETABLES—Eariy B**se Potatoes are selling
at 05c per bush. Sweet potatoes are tinner, owing
to light receipts, and we quote ut 8'V .50 per bbl.
lor Norfolk- and Jersey.-,
unions are firm at 8V 80
per bbl.
IIA1 —There is a moderate demand at $v.»aV4 per
ton foi prime lots of coarse bav, and 81l.*uv; lbr
commonjde Straw is selling ut $lbaV0per ton.

without eyes?’ ‘lie
dr.’ replied the readywitted youth ; and the whole class shouted
with delight at the triumph n\ er old Metasee

COWHIDE,

ARRIVED.
ict. 20.
2”.

offering

are

H. If. JOHNSON & CO.

GREAT BARGAINS!

MEN’S BOYS’ & CHILDREN’S

BELFAST.

OF

And

stock of

lyis

rest.

ma.v

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Bki ast, w ednesday, Oct. vl, l-.t
luauO
OOul-l-OOjBound Hog,
8loaoO Clear Salt Fork,
$v Tab's
Sab
8 l.V0u0u|Mutton per lb.,
i l.i7ia00|Lamb per lb.,
7a.*>
l.luaOO Turkey per lb.,
Uals

Marrowfat

Ves. sir! was the prompt
How. sir.'cried the amazed pro

lessen. van

ami mothers

('urrrcteif

without eyes 1”

can

cry

!

CITY BLOCK.
1 have a large portion of my stock directly of the
manufacturers, and am prepared to give as good bai
gains as can be found in this city. 1 have a large

SHIP NEWS.

BELFAST

lanche.

Change
A Mid Ocean Rock.

substitute for Cas-

u

PORT

eye of Charles Averill.

Stephen Thurston, adultery. Also, another
indictment for open and gross lewdue.ss.
Alonzo R. Wentworth, cruelty to animals
Edward Reynolds, assault with intent to kill.
Joseph M. Lurrabee, assault and battery.

than

ar

SHOE STOHE.

Opening!

ks Mi aid Millinery!

FALL AND WINTER STOCK

W. T. COLBURN S

and 6 months

years

prime stock of the above
prices, cull at

Autumn

•|

—OF—
If you want to see a
tides, ami at very low

fn Hope. Oct. 9th, Mrs. Betsey Buzzell, aged 80
years 7 months and 2 days.
In Thomaston, Oct. 9th, Elizabeth Paine, aged 65
years 8 months and 4 days.
In Thomaston, Oct. 12th, infant daughter of Henry
A. and Helen E. Willis, aged 4 weeks.
In Bristol, Oct. 8th, Peter Smith, aged 41 years.
In Bristol, Oct. loth. Jacob Paul, aged 7' years.
In Yinalhaven, Oct. 17th, Mrs. Mary A. bulham,
aged 34 years and 17 days.
In Rockland, lOtii inst., Elsie J., wife or David M.
Mitchell, aged 50 years, 7 months and 29 days.
In Rockland, 25th inst., Charles E. Kaler, oi Wal
duboro, aged 35 years, i 1 is remains were carried
home for interment.
in Yinalhaven, Oct. 15th, Rhodu, wife of Frank
Carnes, aged about 32 years.
lu Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 25th, Allen
Orcutt, son of George and Eleanor J. Dyer, aged 4
years, 2 months ami 15 days.

cipe, &c., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
and mules, or lbr screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them.
White \\ rapper for family us.-Yellow wrapf»0
Sold by all Druggists.
per for animals.
'■cut- per bottle: large bottles. $1.00.
I. B.
Rush- ,v Co.
New
York.
Broadway,

occur next

answer.

The jury after being out more than :: hour*
returned a verdict for pit. on both notes Si 020.30. Deft, tiles a motion to set aside, as against
e\ idenee.
MeLellan for pif.
Knowles with

62

limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors, A:c.- have been received. We will
sen 1 a circular containing certificates, the re-

Received their

Have Just

TRUNKS & TRAVELING BAGS!

Long Island, Bluehill, 13th inst.. Deacon Samuel
Carter, aged 74 years.
In Hallowed, 19th inst., Mr. George S. Stevens,
formerly of Bluehill, aged about 36 years.
In Rockland, 16th inst., Nathauiel Maddox, aged

frozen

more

LEATHER & FINDINGS !

Belfast.
Jn Castine, 26th inst., by Rev. .1. W. Winkle, C’apt
Wm. P. Dyer of this citv, and Miss Fannie Wescot
of Castine.
In Surry, 13th inst., Mr. Nahum Hinckley am
Miss Evelyn M. Treworgy, both of Surry.
In Hope, 17th inst., Fred L. Hastings of Waldo
boro, and Sylvia L. Hewett of Hope.
In Rockland, Oct. 18th, Mr. Edward E. Sherman
of South Thomaston and Miss Sarah A. Farnham o:
Rockland. Get. 17th, Mr. Moses Mills and Mist
Lizzie T. Jordon, both of Rockland.
In Appleton, Sept. 1.3th, Mr. Erastus Proctor and
Miss Susan M. Lermond, both of Appleton. Oct. 3d,
Mr. Eben Walker of Rockland and Miss Clara Whitney of-.
In Rockland, Oct. 20th, ('apt. George Kucklitl' and
Mrs. Angie Rivers.
In WaTdoboro, Oct. 15th, Mr. Alden M. Wetherbee
of Warren and Miss Hattie D. Scales of Waldoboro,
In Bristol, Oct. 11th, ('apt. D.
Sproul and^Miss
Addie J. Fitch, both of Bristol.

years, 7 months.

Liniment, white wrapper. More than
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including

a

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers G W. Burkett & Co

Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, Name and A g
must be paidfor. j
e
In this eity, Oct. 20th. Mrs. Hannah, wife of ( ’has.
Miles, aged 83 years.
lnMontville/Oct. 17th, Mr. Benjamin,son of David
and Elizabeth Norton, god 32 years.
In Surry, 8th inst., Mrs. Emma R., wife ot Luther
T. Smith, aged 22 years, 7 months.
JnBrooklin, 16th Inst., Air. Samuel Hall, aged 17

Centaur

C vstoki

_MARRIED.
In this city, Oct. 23d, by Rev. E. F. Cutter, Mr
Enoch C. Hilton and Miss Sarah A. Walton, both o

HIED.

wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell be
cause they do just what they pretend to do.
Those who now suth r from rheumatism, pain
or '\velling deserve to sutler if they will not use

libel, which is the be-1 tiling lie could chIt had a very dim foundation.

$200 note. Judges Dickerson. 1 Inboard and
others testified i>< the genuineness of both notein their opinion.

mens.

it

This

strong language, hut it is true
1 hey have produced more cures
of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns
salt rheum, earache, Arc., upon the human frame,
and of straius, spavin, galls. Are., upon animals
in one year than have all other pretended remedies since the world began. They are counterirritant. all-healing pain relievers.
Cripples
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the

—Air. Vose. of Augusta. Jut-- dropper
his suit against the Kennebec Journal lot

A sharp student was called up by a
worthy professor ot a celebrated college
and asked the question. Can a man set

The defense introduced the famous writing
master and expert, A. R. Dunton, who testified
that he knee1 the $500 note was a traced note,
and not the same hand as the $200 note, that
the words “and interest in one year” in the 2*
note were traced from the first, while toe other
words were probably traced from other speci-

lameness whiet

no

will not cure.

tor oil.
li i- the only safe article in existence
trigger catching in one of the limbs or which
i.- certain to assimilate the food,
twigs, one of the barrels was discharged, the bowels, cure wind-colic ami produceregulate
natural
the contents entering the breast and pass- sleep. 11 contains neither minerals, morphine
ing through the heart, producing instant or alcohol and i- pleasant to lake. Children

fuss about it.
It is admitted that the $5o0 note is *imilar in
its general look to the genuine writing of the

i-

at undan-’e of

ii

Political parties may rise and fall; throne
crumble and republics spring into being on thei: :
ruins, yet the name of Adamson's Botanic G’ougl
Balsam will ever be rememoered and clierislici |
as the greatest and best cough remedv in tin
world.

Court.

$500 legacy to W. t Small was erased and $5<>
*ubst'ijted. Mrs. Small’s name was erased
from the list of creditors. Other changes were

s>

aiing I*:'

Affair.

He was found lying upon his face,
death
with the gun under him. ills head was
lying upon the stock of his gun, and the
.ICIHIE BaKROWS, I'KKSIDINii.
flic faithful dog
skull broken by the fall
Harrison Small vs. Robert 1*. Clewley admin- had remained by the side of his young
master all through the weary night, the
istrator of the estate of Win. Clewley, of Storkmoonbeams falling coldly upon the sad
ton.
Assumpsit on the note* of the following i
lie lingered there until the evenscene,
tenor:
cd' the next day, and then returned
ing
Stockton. June 7. lst>4
$-00.
home only to save himsell from starvation
For value received, we promise to pay 1\
Warren or order the sum of two hundred dol- and to lead friendly feet to the body ot his
lars and interest in one year
loved master. Wiiat a story of a dumb
Wm. Clew ley,.
animals devotion 1 A gentleman living ia
Enclosed Without recourse."*
the vicinity says he sail Willie pass into
i\ Warren.
the woods Friday afternoon, and early on
$500.
Stockton, April 14. ISOS.
For value received 1 promi*e to pay 11. Small Saturday morning heard the yelpings of a
or bearer ti\e hundred dollars and interest in
dog, and at intervals all the forenoon.
one year.
Wm. < lkwi.f.y.
The young man was a nephew of George
Defense. True, Wm. Clewley did write and
Chase, connected with the Belfast Foundry.
sign the $200note but it was an accommodation
note, incomplete, never used, not endorsed till
No Bloody Shirt in Alabama.
after Clewley died, and was without consideraNew loin;. Oct.An Alabama cortion. The $500 note i> a forgery throughout,
“t tlie Times, who is vouched
simulating Cle\vle\*s band writing, a traced respondent
for editorially us a strong Republican,
note, a jaunted note. void.
says lie lintls no “reign of terror” in AlaReply. Clewley wrote “we** in the $200 note bama—no “war ot races” anil no pretense
because he expected me to
with him and that the recent .-rimes in that State have
get the money of Warren, but 1 told him I would been instigated by political motives. He
.‘ash the note for him, and did so. The $500 lintls the alleged murderers of Air. Bilnote was genuine.
I paid cash for it.
lings to be men totally unlike the bloodThe ease shows that Wm. Clew ley w a* >n j thirsty riillians they had been painted,
intimate terms with the Small family, that he ; and he appears to think that the so-called
evidence against them is ridiculously indied July 10, 1809, leaving property valued at
adequate. (tin- negro at work with others
some eight thousand dollars and a will dated
in a field, when asked for information
February 7, 1808, disposing of it: that he be- about the recent
outrages and Kin Klux
queathed $1500 to his widow : to his namesake said,
1 don't know noffen ’bout
’rages,
Wm. C. Small, sou of plf. $500.. and specified an’ l aint see d no
Klukluxes; the pork
certain indebtedness in his will, and among aint no
so fat as it used to be, that
ways
others that he owed Mrs Small $200. Wm. the
only trouble will this 'ere nigger'
widow
his
will
for probate, At this the boys in the held exclaimed.
Cieyley's
presented
showing several erasures and insertions. Mrs. “Dat’s so; dat's wliat’s the matter,” and
Small had a copy of the will showing ilie con- went on with their work, apparently adition before the change, ami her copy was al- happy as people could be.
Judicial

lowed to correct the original, which after being
reformed was probated. In the original, the

respectively.

he

Sad

the Augusta Journal, Get. 20.

■

Lbim-i 'MiCt-han common drunkards,
committed to jaii for thirty and sixty

khci

to

Supreme

GI*ill*-ester, M:»—.

.oi

\.t

tir-t

e

i-

art

on the Penobscot.
The work will be
under charge of Master E. Dunbar, of ibis
town,
a line three masted schooner wa< built
under his charge at Bueksville hist winter. The

Parlai

ti

war-

places

.Main stivci. ha- been purchased
Maliirw-. (ate of Field amt Mathew-.

at

-.

a.

•.

nc.ii

soon

t

»i-.*

he

—

Monday.

badly

11.-v\

tpt

on

SraRSPORT. A fine bark uf 5ou, tuns called
the Wealthy Pendleton, was launched from the
Carver yard.
She is owned by Searsport
parties, and to be commanded by ( apt. William
Blanchard.

A
l'rom

Prompter.

QUARTERS

AT

HAVENER'S OYSTER SALOON
PIERCE'S BLOCK.

Belfast, He.

FOR ONLY 50 cts,
Ladies’ l mlerskirts
AS BE

OBTAINED

A I'

Deo. W. Burkett & Co’s.
KTotice!
SEARSPORT SAVINGS

BANK !

received on terms as liberal and fa
or
orahle to depositors as any
Savings Bank i„
the State, and diudeiid declared on same the tint
Of May and November, office hours from v
to l- \
M. and 1 to 4 P. M.
*LVs*. li. PENDLETON, President
CUAS F. GORDON, Treasurer.

DEPOSITS

ZoslT

Ornaments. Gimps. Bugle

Trimmings,-

Jet

Fringes,

Yak

Laces, Malta Laces,
Buttons & Dress Trim-

mings

of all kinds

Cheap

!

GEO. W. BURKETT’S

R®grot.

:ach themselves to trees. 1 have seen two vaieties, one with a leaf resembling a carnation

ISY MARY E. BRADLEY.

«»ib'red

bright yellow flower, and the
>ther, a vine running from tree to tree, and
trailing: to the ground, with red flowers. To
t»ink, with

in the morning—
1 rolbi) turned aw ay ;
F«*r an idle w ord that'l overheard
Had rankled a night and a
day.
1 knew, in truth, it was
nothing
That he would have blushed to own,
! h«‘ point and
Ming of the trilling thinj
<- ! w out of
my heart alone.
Bui a \ exed. unquiet
h-

W

kis>

a

matter aright.
And a sour smart of a jealou* li« *n
Tuts v, ason out of sight.
1 let him go in the morning
Without the kiss he sought;
\nd the day was long, blit 1 milled
no

With many

bitter

a

m\

w

thought.

rong

that

hitter thought, God help me!
i >i<l not enter my brain.
Hint kiss of mine, bv w ord or
sign,
Ht would never seek again.
But as evening shadows
gathered.
My heart began to burn
With a quickened sense of his influence.
And 1 longed for his return.

mu<

an

.-ye

Mi" >mit!i
hind '.)

'\ake

1 her.
comes
more!

i do
■"■ I
1
v:1'

I

Mode.

toother-' failings blind.
bun net's quite
fright be-

that

i

the -tillering poor.
contribution plate once

my soul ail feelings covetous,
a -bawl like that or make a fu--!>

i;\im

e

in Truth's fair pages
!! n-ad Unit other m-vel

-i

V|
!

Take delight,
throughjto-njght!

me

"'Mi 1

1

lii-

M>'

<

a

Ib
lind

heart of faith in nil my kind.

iW

-.'-

:t-

big

a

hvpocrite

a-

you'll

11-

Ip me t«- -ec m\ -elf as other- -ee.
Ihi- dress i- quite becoming unto uir!

1

nit' act

iiit no

falsehood,

appeal.
an

real:

Make inv heart of humility the fount,
lb-w dad 1 am our pew's
near the front:.
1

with patience and strength to wait.
kir*w he'll preach until our dinner s late!

.11
1

me

i ah
I mi

fr<-in my heart each grain of self-conceit.
the gentlemen must think me >w ert:1

'lire

b-

Vtihi.y w i-d mu be my daily lbod.
I Wonder what l.hey'11 have lor dinner good :'

bet

feet ache in do- road to light,
N‘,!"-i> know how tin
-hoc- pineh and
bite:

b'i

ii

-t

m\

ill!' Worn [oaeh me t'- deserve ilit1 next,
-hiireh out ? 11aj !(**» d » you recollect the text r 1

r.,mpress, tiiougii plain

m

We

::

DO YOU WANT A

Business
Education ?
The Aiitioiiiil

College

special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial 1'eeth Manufactured.
1»eth tilled in the best manner.

^

?

—

seen,

1

v

p

a

few brambles

on

it- side.

One

i-

tiie cu*tntn

in

cuter),rising Yankee attempted to climb, and
dually -tieri-ed-d ill gaining tiie top.but found Its

three
loudly together
will gain admittance.

b more difficult. After
bruising
himself t,, hi.- -alisfaction.
shinning down its
ri„ ky -id,
ind a eonfliet with the

The Brazilians are. in general, very kind and
courteous in their manners, especially toward

in

which

inti,

brambles,

wc 1

i liign scratched out his
eyes, without
rat, hing them in
again, unlike the old nurserv
iliyme. he picked himself up more dead than
alii'1, at the t-M't oi llje mountain,
fully 0011hin d in his own mind, lhat tiie
path was not
a way of pleasantness and
peace.

,'elightful excursion for

A

a

day.

i- uvi-it to

Mount Ti in a. which i- iiSlh feet high. To the
•*,v«-r t Uie beautiful in nature, this is indeed
rich feu.-t of good things, even if hi- bones
ir ul,: ache f,,1 a week afterward. The tramway or horse < ill's: lead front the city to the foot
"! tie mountain, whence a diligence will be obtained drawn bv -ix mule-, three abreast.
M ben tin- hour for starting arrives, tlie
passenger- uimp in, all aspii ing for the front seat, in
■‘I'der P. of,tain the best view, then tiie
postilt
-h-hi- long whip, and we are off. Adte ... winds around the
mountain, now here
and now tie-re, cn a slightly elevated
plain, the
’■ 1,ienchanting beyond
Each

description.

"oi a

in

tiie road reveals

beauties. On one
ide we are distracted at the
sight of a cosy
*
n,
>d a cottage, nestling in a
charming v alley.
"
have sc;,ret time to look on the other side.
in-re a stately mansion i- situated, on an eminew

•Just received, rich patterns of

SCISSORS and SHEARS
Selected tmm tl.e host makers.
goo* 1 article < ill at

l

.»r

a

Custom

tdimfhii;

among cultivated grounds, half hidden
turn in tiie road brings to
by tiie ti',',*s. ere
view the pcrpenoieular -ide of tin mountain,
from who-,' top a lovely cascade comes turn,
“ling ,f vvn it- to, kv side lo our feel. And s,
b i- all the wav till we reach the hotel,
neiie,

part

up tin mountain, which is a- far as the
di'igeijr, can go.
Then tiie more energetic
one- will push on with the mules to the extern c top. vvhere it i- to la*
hoped the view
will repay tie'to for their tiresome
jaunt. On
thi- part of tin iourney are the falls of
n

ay

for

«-i

four time-.ami thi-

strangers. They do not laugh at our peculiarities, a- in reason thev might, for they an* too
well bred for that, a virtu, which more Christian nations might practice with sonic effect.

Which come from

Tijuea,

an immense
height. Close
romantic spot, on a rocky shelf in the
mountain
side, is planted an iron

bv

in a

railing,

painted green, where the Emperor and his suit
stand when they come to view tiie fall*

I hiving the summer months the wealths of
lie flee into the mountains to escape the heat
and -moke of the city, which is not strange, for
'be air i- -o pure and invigorating, it would
cm that a longer lease of life could be ob-

r>SVPH((M.\.N< Yt I)K SOI L PI1AKMIN<i,
T Hoyy either >ex may fascinate and gain the
love and atlections ot any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free by mail fur
Li cents; together yvith a Marriage (juide, Egyptian
oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, &c. 1,000,oo'n sold.
A <jiie» r hook. Addle
I WILLIAM X Co, Rubs.,
Philadelphia.

euliar to this climate.
It derives its nourish,
ment wholly Irorn the air. The probability is,
that it would notthrive;in ebangeable climates
like Maine. These plants almost invariably at-

or pays his respects to other ladies, and ia- a
J
good time generally, while she, poor meek taing.
is a prisoner in her own house,
‘-oh, the !
I
wretch," our high spirited girls will -:r\
would like t<» see him lock me up! I would let
him know that while 1 had the spirit of a women in me. it could not be done, or if it wa re.

U.

kl.M* >\ 1.1) to their new Mali kin:/ Moom
House >.piare, in prepar' d to re.
depo-it'. placing the sann on interest on the
lira day> ot .Inin*. July.
August and >eptember, and
December, January, 1-• bruai v and March
Interest
b.-nig computed on same, the first M mda\ s ot June
and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Suudavs and
Legal Holidays,: from to lv A. \L, and : u, ■'} 1*. M
S:*turda\s bank closes at 1
noon.
.I"ii n II **\ m l:
I reas.
As \ 1 A I At 1.. Mr.
t
Belfast, June sth Is, i.
,,

Farm For Sale !
"*•11 known ‘‘Lewis I avis”
>Ull:lte.i i,; the south West pot*ot tin.* town of Jackson, about
mile- from Brooks station and
1 he farm contains one him.
ore,i mill nity acre' ol mo lam!.
( ut* from
fifty to
seventy-live tons of ham ainl i> one of the best stock
in town ; has a large orchard in
good bearing
condition, building-good and convenient. Terms
tavorable to jmrcasher. For birther particulars apM.Mo.N KNOWLKs
ply to
Jackson, Sept. 7th, 1".' 1. -tfl 1.

faring

GROCERY1 STORE!

would contrive to get out and have a good
time as well as lie." But this system of Bluebeardisin is being done away with, lik* the custom that it was considered, until recently, high-

ly improper fora lady to appear on the street
unattended by a gentleman.
The ladies dress in a v ery stylish manner. The
coquettish French hats and bonnets have superseded the lovely black lace vails they u-ed to

carelessly

thrown over their heads. The
high ruffs and tichus. now so stylish, are put on
with such a charming air, and then the overskirts arc looped up and hang so elegant Iv that
altogether they make a very graceful appearance on the street.
The cost of dressing must
be considerable, for the goods come from 'France
chiefly, and the duties on these are very great.
Her Majesty surely does not set an example of
extravagance in dress, although slices a French
lady, a member of the Orleans family, for she
dresses in the* old fashioned wav. When sin*
appeared at the ball the other evening, it was
said, she was, of all the ladies, the most plainly
dressed. But this charming style of dress, so

becoming

to

showy people,

must

end like all other styles; and

hr.

-<»

come

to

an

ries ol all kinds.

A Team will deliver all artieles
purchased of us at any part of the

City

free of Charge,
We im ite our old friends

j

GASKETS

<

»l

ami Size

Style

every

T II! M M i: 1
a r

SHORT

lhames. The vessel has sustained no injury and will probably be in the possession of the
I end ol the Brazilian Government by the

A

>

NOTICE
—

N

Reasonable.

1)

-:o:-

HANDSOME

LOT

Will IK LOAF UKKAD will be baked
daily, at my Bakery on ( rodsStreet, during the
warm u eat her.
A Iso a

>11

i

*

rim

'•

CART

aft. moon, Sundav’s

every

excepted,

t<’»

chance

a

Buv Fresh Bread anil Save Making A Fire!

t rackers. Pilot,
Ship and Soda Bread, Ovstc
Crackers, Pies, ( ak. s, &e., constantly on hand a
wholesale and retail. Brou n Bread every Sunday
A. F RIGGS, Baker.

A

tig.

nth. l.*>74.

tf7.

a n n

CD

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
CURES

171

■ 1UTI.1
lueiits with
selling the

a

AND

A

1 In
hav» recent!) made arrange
inunufactuivr. I * / which tiny ai-

I'

J. c

BEST THICK BOOTS,
MADE IN M AN

i..\(i

LAND, and they

Warrant Every Pair!

They also have

on

hand

a

to

BELFAST

FOUNDRY CO.

(iood Stock of

Men's llaml-Sewed Goods!!

Foundry & Machinists

•*

*•

Such as Fine Calf Hoots- Alexis and Britton Boots,
with and without cork soles, and have them ma le to
order to lit any foot.

They

are

also

introducing

a

Head of the Tid<
Belfast, am i -applying it with
superior tool- of e\ ery descript i< n, l.atlies, Planers,
&C., and ij

Prepared

line of

with

Ladies’ Fine French Kid Button

Boots, Ladies’ Heavy Goat and
Glove Walking Boots, Ladies’
Fine Am’n Kid Button Boots,
Ladies’ Finest Serge Button
Boots

and

give

a

New Pair for any that do not
Give Satisfaction.

to Fill all Orders

]»romptm-- amt

to

turn out

Filial

('LASS

Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will
be found

at

the

new

place, ready

to

wait upon

cus-

tomers.

Manager’s oflice in

Phenix

How,

over

(bo. F.

are prepared lo do jig sawing and wood turn
ing, in any amount and stxle. Jinxing just put on
some new and expensix <• tools for the purpose, \\ <
can now

execute iron

planing

to

incite--,

and

up to 10 feet lengths.
Orders left at the office over (ieo. F. Whitt
Phenix How, will meet with prompt attention.

Per

Pair Cash.

IV Call ami sec them for they have the
(hauls ami can ami will sell them at Low
Prices.

DINSMORE & SON.
t)

She is one of the most
in the world; is nl
5,200
burden; will be fitted with
Penn's expanding trunk engines of 1,200

K-i*

tons

indicated

horse-power; has a prominent
gun-metal stem forming a ram ; will draw

Sept. Id,

24 feet 0 inches forward and 25 feet aft,
when fully armed and in
sea-going trim

■

tl 1J

o

ts

4wl4

HERVEY’S.

at

POSITIVELY

NO FURTHER POSTPONEMENT.
Ol

II K

IN All) OF Till

Masonic Relief Association

matter

..f l'K ED

IS
'•pillS
been

TO

<.

y

1 \ I

I.' "i >> ablo, ibciai-. tl, bavjiig
11:.
j»i'i
tor ail allow alio from the err-,.mil
deceased.
< M dered,
i hat the -:ti• l Margaret gis

NOTH I. that

show

a

Petition has

District Court of the l nited Stales,
.Maim.
In the matter of NICHOLAS 1*
1,1
y

is to 0I \ i: NOTICE that

District

In

the

NOVEMBER.

of CAs.-Il

>•

_JB.OOO

—1

<

$250,000

2:

i:i.on;ii. .iu iI-n.u», Kegi t«

!

z

LJ
1/2

ON1: GRAN D CAS11 GI FT OF.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF..
ON D hit A N D C AS 11 GI FT O F.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT OF.
ON E GRAND CASH GIFT'OF.
10 Cash Gifts of $1000 each.
s Cash Gifts of
5oO each
200 each.
•id Cash Gifts ol
70 Cash Gifts of
150 each.
loo each.
200 Cash Gifts of
00 each.
078 Casdi Gifts of
lo each.
5000 Cash Gifts of

a Probate Court h. i 1
tbt* < 'ountv of H'al.l...
Ictober, A. D. 1 s, p

|||
tin-

...
<

v!,

n

„

.......

GILEAD

This is an extract, from the Balm Of Gilead
Bud, with a few other ingredients. Each one like
theHalm of Gilead is a medicine of itself.
The formula of t his < >il has been examined by some
of the most eminent physicians, and pronounced by
them to do all it is recommended.

Throat, Horseness,

No better medicine for Headache, Toothache,
Itheumatisin, Neuralgia. Pains in the Side, Back or
Stomach, than the Genuine Balm of Gilead Oil.
Is there no Jlalm in (Ulead ? .N'n /’hgsician there ?
/‘rare all things; hold Just that which is good?"
Prominent among its many cures are Ill'll XS,
SCALDS, FltESH CI TS, SPIIAJXS, 1111 USES,
FROSTED LI MRS, and 1)1 A RR IKEA.
Be sure to buy the Genuine, with the name of II.

.J. Stkvkxs blown in the shoulder of the bottle.
fair Price 35 cents per bottle.
Apply to STEVENS & CO Bangor, Maine.
Sold bv Druggists and Apothecaries.
C»m51

.......

1*000 CASH PRIZES

2,500
2,000
10,000

H.000
10,750
ll,h5o
25,000
28,000

50,000

aggregating.$200,000

1'KH K UK

I

K K I. I

S

NY hole rickets,$10; llulf'Tickets, fi; Quarter Tick
Kleven NYhoie Tickets or Twenty-two
(ts,
Half Tickets for $100.
This Concert is strictly for MASONIC l»m*
noses, and will be conducted with the same liberality,
honesty, and fairness which characterized the first
JOHN E,. ItOPElt, Prw’t
enterprise.

HENRY V, MOORE,

Secretary,

Norfolk, Ya.
For Tickets and Circulars giving lull particulars,
apply at Branch Office of the Association,
(Kooni «*.) ?M A MO Rroailway, W. If,
Or address MASONIC KELIKF ASSOCIATION,
2mosll
1*. O. Box 1417, New York City

ot
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COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
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»
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barn.
mill &

and UrooksvtUo

STEAMBOAT LINE.
Fall

Arrangement!

STEAMER

PIONEER.
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Capt.
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Commissioners’ Notice.
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-11;;
N\ aldo on the J.l lues.lay ..* >. pt, ud.er A.D.,
t
* 'oinniissiotiers to r. < .-ivand examine t m
ela.mof creditors against tb- .-ta;< ot William I. ..*.
late of Searsmont, in said County, d.-cea d. reprs.-uted insolvent, her. by give n•• t. a that mx m..n: t.
from, the date of said appointment ar>- .:i..w. .*,
said creditors in which to present and pi-.-,
th ir
claims, and that they will he in -"ion .it tin- to l,,,v
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times,
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p
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t he same viz --At t he otlic- of \V. 11. I- .gh t,
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clock \ M
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-aid Fogler's office.
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Adiiiinistration. 1 will '*-11 at pnDID• .m ti i. :i ;;i
first Monday of Decc tuber lie\ i. Ml tin r;_!.* t it b
and interest said decease.1 bad in or to tin !'• run
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Ii. EDDY
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur I in till inns, Trail** Marks

LECTURE

No. 7G State
A 1 Ih I i

or

an

extensive

of

Just

I’nb/is/n-d, ina Settled Kn relope. l‘rict i)c< nts
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment,
anti Itailical cure of Seminal Weakness, or
Spermatorrliaai, induced by Self.Abuse, Involuntary
Emissions, linpotency, Nervous1 Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental and IMn-ical Incapacitv.
&c. —By ROBERT d. CTEVEUWl-lU,. M. D
author of the “(Jreen Book.” Ac.
file world-renowed author, in this admirable I.ecture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consorpiruces of Self Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which
every sufferer,
no matter what his condition
may be, may cure himself
privately and radically.
4ItfThis Lecture, trill prove a boon to thonsam/;:
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps.
Address to Publishers,
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tits, and all pap*t- Idr Patents executed mi n
able terms, wit h despatch. K«-.eareht ma.I. ml.
n
termiiie tin validity and utility of Pat* nt ot 1
I m nil
lions, and legal and otlier ad' ice r<-ml*
!•1 *n•
"I
<‘t th<
( ..pi*
matters touching the saute.
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As
any patent furnished hv remitting >m
signm«*nts recor»l**d in Washington.
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rior
JS'o Agency in the t’nited states /»<
xitjn
fuci/i/ic.'i for obtainin'/ t’id> id'
/Hdt'idabiUtj/ of inn idi<ar<.
All necessity of a journey to \\ ashiugton to procure a Patent,*aml the usual gr* at d* la\
there, anil* re -:i*. ol im eiitors
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111 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man inon- cnmprtt »f umi trust
and more capable of putting their applica
ti.ms in a torm to secure for them an earh ami fax or
able consideration at the Patent (Mlice.
l.l>.Mt M) Bl'HKK, late ComVr of Patents.”
“Mr. U. II. Ki>i»y has made for me over I'UlltlA
applications lor Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable prool of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
ai i. inventors to
apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure ol having the most faith
ful attention bestowed upon tlodr eases, and at veryreasonable charges.
.JOHN' .1 A Ol A It I ."
Boston, Jan. 1 1S74.
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Turk:

Henry Dunbar, Jr..I* v"
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l-all. <m W :is}ii11«rI<•
linn Ilf!'-’
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“I regard Mr Iddy as on. ol th most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had ..!
\ 1IAULKS ,M \sti\,
li. i;il int'-i'-ouisc.
ComVr ol Patents.”

cheaply,

THIS DATE, all persons are hereby for
bidden from harboring or trusting any person
whatever, on my account, without a written order
from me.
EZRA ANDREWS.
Detroit, Me., October 17th, 1874.—
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Belfast, Oastmo

I

11 K I NDKRsli.NED having been app.dut.-d l.v
JL ill. Hell. Judge of Probate tel the
intv
1
-<f Waldo on tin- .’>1 I uesday of August \. 1*
t 'oinmissiom-rs to reociv.- and examine the elaimot creditors against the .-state of Mar;
\. 11 pkmlate ot Frankfort in said < 'omity,■ 1. -c«*a-. I. r* p:-.
m
ed iiisoh.nt, hereby give notice that -ix monthfront tin date ot' said appointment are allow d t..
said creditors in which to present and pr-.
ih.it
cl aims, and that they will b« in session at the
,.w
ing places and times, lor tin- purpo-e ..i r- .-. ;■, in.*
the same —viz
At tin otlice ot
1
1* lr.-at
Thursday November I'.'tli, 1-71, at i>* o'clock \ M
ali.l on I httr'dav Fehruary 1-th, at b
bus, A
M.
at '.aid 1 real’s otlice in Frankim
Dated at Frankfort this s|
,j;M ,,i
\. D. !
T.. P. I Ml \ I
I.I.ORl 1 1*1.1 lit S

TO YOUNG MEN.

lyv

Richmond !

1‘iirll.iiul. IliKtiin.
■ an,,..
| ,, ,.||
Sdrm. I,rim. Hover and Hit, erllll I
aira,“l,„al and Evprrv. Train over
lx.Hi II,,. IS,«. i,,,, vV laliio and ta,,.
rru IK
IK.

[“"»■•

privilege 177.
SAMFI.I. FLI.TC1IFR, I'n-a-urer, of Belmont.
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Non Resident taxes in tin-town of lb-lin.i t in : he
County of W aldo, for the year, 1*.
lollowing list of taxes on Real b • at,. ,>t
1 non resident owners in the town Of P.elmont,
for the year 1*7:5, in bills committed to Samuel
Fletcher, collector of said town, on the sixteenth
day of August, 1*7:'.. has been returned by him to no
as remaining unpaid,on tin- sixteenth dav of August
1*71, by his certificate of that date and now remain
unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
and interest and charges are not paid into the l reaury of said tow'll, within eighteen mouth* Irom tin
date of the commitment ot said bill- so much of the
real estate taxed, as will be sufficient to pay tin
amount due thereon, including interc.-i and charge-,
will without further notice be sold at public auction
at tie ollice of the Treasurer of said town outlie
tirst day of March next, at two of the dock in tin
afternoon.
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Shaw, Tisdale,
Dow, W. W.
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CYRUS STURDIVANT
General At^ent
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I'll ami aft, I- MIIMU y,
o R R l-.N 1
l-.DMON Ds, late of Mum I. a m,
Ik: I, the Steamer
* 1
1:f' 11 vb IN i1 l' ill
nllcrt will, Steamboat
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased, by giving l...nd !
a
■■III
til,
Hum,III .v Man,’
a- the law directs; he therefore n .’iu. -t
all per"a, -i
sons who are indebted to said dec. a
.-ta’e p,
ovi
make immediate payment, ami tho-. wli.-hav. an-,
l‘a>.’,aii;, i> by llii- mute w ill arrive in Human at
demands thereon, to exhibit the same l'..r settle...
k
11,0 I'
ment to him.
AM* >> t. 1 1>M. .N Ds.
ll„
in
III, inn,Nt> w 11 lea,,. Kailrona
"1,0,1. I oi’tlaiiil. a
1
am,
,
•r
N I. stthseriber hereby give- public m. to
r. all
"l ,iJl. Ir ni.-, t.i:ikintr all th»* usual
'.V'1
1
concerned that In* lias been duly app. dnled and
l.iiniiii'j- ,.U tin !'»:!> :iti,i II, wr
\o-|,tm« I.iiumIh
taken upon hi nisei t the trust ot Administrator, ot
!l*'
;i:
*’ i'1it 1 •.111jfi,i .it fli*’ usual hour, Frt'icht
the estate of
I ;iki it :ii
|!i’-,t.'i lfatr- ',i Boston bv < it v u Kill*
Ml FI S J. FARRlN(rl'ON. late of Murt
I' " tlauil Mo..
\.. I
m H.n
inth.-County of Waldo, deceased, hygi. ingbomi a- be
law direct', he therefore re.|H.-'is ;dl p.
h- w
fa
i :s \s l 'SI a
are indebt, d to said de.-i a<ed*' .-t :.lto III.ike
(I III V
nit IK ran ITT,
mediate payment. and those who hav e artv d.-ma nd
kfii«>ral lifiiil, ]• rtlnll.i
thereon, to xh’bit tin- -.mu* tor set t b in n t to him.
1
I
l./.l K 111. 1. Dui
1 111 a l* inniMII
u-rni llelfnal

In the District Court of tin* I nit.-d State*, for tin
District of .Maine.
In
the
matter of < <>!.< <>RD,
1,1 >'in krupi. v
ltKKKY it ii., Itankrujils.
.
i* herobv given that the second ami
third gent ral meetings of the creditors of said
Bankrupts will be holdeii at tin Custom lion*. in
Belfast, in said District, on the-.-\ enteenth dav* ol
December, A. D. 1*71, at l*.’ o’clock, noon, b.j'on
('harles Hamlin, Fsq., one of the Registers in Bank
ruptcy in said District, for tin* purposes named in
tile grtli and -.lath sections of tin Bankrupt Act ol
March *J, 1m»7.
J< tSKl'Il WILLI \.M*n\
1
i.kwis si. i* a in lainii:.
Belfast, Oct. 14th, 1871.— Uw In
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Hazeltine, Samuel,

-'■■

v.

subscriber hereby gives public notie* to all
JL cone. rued, that
ha- !u d*dy
p.diged .. ,\
taken upon himself the trust of Tx.-u;- a
Kstute of

m

is To i,l\K MU li i; that u iViition hapresented to tie- < ourt, t h:- nth day ol
October, 1*71, by Freeman Wentworth -t kimx.
Bankrupt, pruv ing that In may be .lecre. .) t.. ba\.
full discharge from all his debt-, provable under tin
Bankrupt Act.
I
is uui>i i:t i) by tin- < Hurt that a hearing be hat
upon the same, on ihe tirst .Momlav ol
.unary, \
I). 187a, before the Court in Portland, ii said* Dis
trict, at 10 o’clock. A. M.t and that the second meet
ing of the creditors of-aid Bankrupt, be held b. fort
Charles Hamlin, ks<j.. liegister, an tin* 'jsth day o
October, 1*74, and the third meeting of the -aim* ol
tin- „’8th day of October, 1*71, and that notice there
of be published in the Bangor Daily Whig & Couri.
and the Republican .Journal, newspaper*
printed ii
said District, once a week for three .-ucee.-siv e w
kand once in tin- Bangor Weekly t ourier.tln- last pub
lication to be thirty days at least before tin* .lav
hearing, and that all creditors who have prove,
their debts and other persons in interest, may up
pear at said time and place, and show cause, ii unv
they have, why the prayer of said Petition -houli
not be granted.
WM.p. PRI.BLK.
:;wl7>
Clerk of District Court for said District.
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.1. Ceased, having presented |,i- third
1 rust.•■■'hip for allowatice.
< irder* d,
1 hat t he said
i
to all
persons interested by causing ;i ,•,.j.N ...
this ord. r to be published thive week- -n.ves.it,
in the Republican Journal pm,’, d at lb ita t.
h
t bey may appear at a Probate ( ourt. t ..be h« Id .*
Mel last, within and for said ( .unit \, n tiei
I in s.lav ot November next, at ten of r b«•.■ 1...-k h.
noon, and -how cause, if any tliey hav<
w In
the
same should not be allowed.
A> \ I III Ml.oi
ll.i
A true copy. Attest
1>. P. Fu.i i*. R
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HIS IS ro HIVE NOTICE that a Petition habeen presented to the Court, this loth day ol
September, 1-7A, by Cassius ( Roberts ol .-tock'toii
a Bankrupt, individually and a- a no mber ol tin
linn of Colcord, Berry & Company, praying that to
may he decreed to have a lull di.-charg'- from all hide bt-. indi\ idual and opartner-hip. provable titoh I
the Bankrupt Act, and now on t hi
nth day ..f<M.>
her, A. D. I.s7t, upon reading s;lid p, •,ti,.ii,
1 t Is ot:i>i;ut.i) by the ( ourt that a In aring lie ha.
upon th< same, on the first Monday ot March A. D
ls77), before the Court in Portland, in said Di-triet
at 10 o’clock, A M
and that the second me. ting o
the creditors ot -aid Bankrupt, he held hef.r.
(diaries Hamlin, Es.p, Register, on the s(-v elite, utr
dav of December 1.-7 4, and the third meeting of tin
same on the 17th day of December 1.-7 4, and t hat no
tice thereof be puldi-lied in the Bangor Daily Whi_
and Courier and the Republican Journal, new-paperprinted in said District, once a week for three -ue
cessive weeks,} and once* in tin- Bangor W.-.-kh
Courier, the last publication to he thirty day- a
least betore the day of hearing, and t hat all creditor
w ho have proved their debts and other per-on.-. ii
interest, may appear at said time and pine* am
<ho\v cause, if any they have, why the prayer
ah
Petition should not be granted.
Jwld
WM. P. PREBLE.
Clerk of District Court for -aid District.

Dickey, James

authority of the Virginia I egislature, fact
passed March 8th, 187R).
Cash Gilts.
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It Is OtiiH.KhJ) by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the lirst Monday of March A. D.
!-77>, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at lo o'clock. A. M., and that tile second
meeting ol
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held h. ton
Charles Hamlin, 1.. Register, on the seventeenth
day of December, ls74, and the third meeting of the
same on the 17th day of December, 1-74. and that
notice thereof be published in the Bangor Daily
Whig & Courier and the Republican Journal new.-*
papers printed in said 1 district, once a w eek tor t tiro
successive weeks, and once in the Bangor Weekly
Courier, the last publication to be thirty day at
least before the day of hearing, and that all creditor.who have proved their debts ami other persons in
interest, may appear at said time and place, and
-how cause, if any they have, w by the pray »-r of -ai<i
Petition should not bt granted.
Iwi:»
WM. P. PREBLE,
Cb-rk of District ( ourt for -aid Di-trict.
l nited

r,,

-e.

presented to the Court, this loth day ol
September l>7.'i, by Nicholas 1*. Berry of Stockton, a
Bankrupt, indi\ idaally and as a member of the tirm
of Colcord. Berry x Company, praying that he ma\
be decreed to have a full discharge from all Ids
debts, individual and copartnership, provable under
the Baukrupt Act, and now on this oth day of t
her A. D. Is7t. upon reading said Petition,*

of the
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they
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A true Copy.
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A! a Probate on rt In !il at lb If a r, within and for
tin- * on 11 tv of Waldo, on the
mid | -, -d
,,1
iK tober, A. D., 1>; j.
I 1 / A 1 i l 11 II
IMIA
kl..,\ni
w
oi
I:
a
1
u
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1^
1 J late -d I.iueolnviln in -aid omits of \\ a;,i
d.-c.-asetl, having pre-. nt ed a pat it ion f, ,r an alh-ss
-Hire from the personal e-tatr of -aid deceased.
Ordered, liiat the -aid l.li/.abeth gi\*- indie*
to all persons inter*-ted
hy eau-iug a
px ,.|
this- older to be published three Weeks Sinvessjx t’p ill
tlie lb-publican .lourual. printed at Iblta-r, that
tl,* } mas appear at a Pn-hale Court, Io !., t
I*' I la't, within a in I for said < **unt \. on tin- -re aid
I in-.-das of Novemb. next. at t n *-f lie chiek b* for,noon, and show can--, ii aus tins has <■. w h.
prayer oi < id petition -hoitld not be granted.
AS.\ I II l Plot «. II. .lud
A In.- c.pv.
\m.
it. 1' | u
|;.
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next, at
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cause,

petition should not be grunted.
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BeUusI.Apri!

personsinterested by causing a cops ,,| hi-,,rd-r to
be [lUbllslled tlll-f,, weeks
sma-es-hely ill tl„- 11 1,lib
hcaii Journal, printed at
Belfast, tl, ,t tin y iiini an
pfiir at a I’rnbate Court, to l„ In-ldat liella-i aiiliin
and lor said County, on the second
lm-day oi
November

upon the same, on the first Monday of March A. D.
1
betore tin- Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock, A. M., and that the second
meeting ot
the creditors of said Bankrupt, he held before
Charles Hamlin, K-«j., Regi>ter, on the seveni enth
day of December 1—7 4, and tin- third meeting of the
same on the 17th day of December 1-71, and tliat no
tice tliereof lie published in the Bangor Daily Whig
& Courier and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three ,-uc
cessive weeks, and once in the Bangor Weekly
Courier, the la-t publication to be thirty days at
least before the day ol hearing, and that all credit
or- who have proved their debts and other per-ons
in interest, may appear at said time and place, and
show cause, it any they have, why the piayer of -aid
Petition should not be granted.
\\ M. p. PREBLE.
dwi:.
Clerk of District Court for said District.

White,,I W,Bo-ton,

c>

Ko\V

U

S2 50
3 65
All freight 111u-I lr.
a.-iimijKilii.r.l l.v Bill uf I adiliK
in
AH
lr,
duplioiti-.
itrlu blip m„-i Be paid afi
in lr.
n ut

LOWELL.

l

presented to the ( ourt, this loth day id
September, Is?:*., by l ied \\ l owh r ot Stockton, a
Bankrupt, individually and as a member of the tirm
of Colcord, Berry & Company, pray
iug that lie mav
he decreed to havo a full discharge ii om all his debts,
individual and copartnership, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and now on this nth day of »ctoh. r,
A. L>. 1>74, upon reading said Petition.
1
i-. < )i:i>i-.uKi> by the ( ourt that a hearing he had

NORFOLK, VA.

THURSDAY. 19TH

WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.

GQ

s

SECOND AND LAST

Inflammation
ol‘ the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and excelling all others I'm- Scratches on Horses.

o

t-v.

OF

For Sore

is 300 feet in length between perpendiculars, and has 03 feet of extreme breadth.
Her armament, which is to be
partly in
two turrets and
partly in bow and stern
batteries, will consist of 35 ton Whitworth
guns, and she will be bark rigged. She
is expected to make filteen or sixteen
knots an hour with a
single screw, and on
the whole is a vessel to which an
enemy
wdl do yery well to
give as wide a berth

wi-iik

’s,

t-

year.

COLORED EYE GLASSES
good for

shafting

h
81.00

Glasses!

Eye

A large and full a->ortment, with the FINEST
LENM\>, adapted to all ages and conditions of the

turn

LC
Lii

For

and

Spectacles

We

BOOTS,

LOT OF

Cwenorul Agent,
llt:i.i ant, Mi:

::mosi2

White’s store.

AT LOW PRICKS,

A

IV|i.

RICHARD M. MOODY.
Druggist and Apothecary,

Di-trict

\

FARE TO BOSTON,

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

A,“ i’tobutr
flirt laid at la-lUf l. witlmi an,I I
hr COUIUJ Of Waldo, HU tin,1'Coml n,,.. i,,
< Ktober, A. 1)., 1>: l.
ANN 1»K\ I.KKI X.« i,|.,w
MAlMAin
Dt-vert-ux, Son. late ol lTo-pi-a, in said,

steamer

(
\\ m. i:.
p. JOPNSON.
"''1 l';iVl
1 ‘If;i-1 tor P»' ton (-very
Mo\D\T
\\ i.l i\E>i)A T
111! li.SU A \ unit >.\lll;DAT
at
o'rloi k p. M
lo tiiriiiiiir, will leavi* P>«*ston <‘vi rv
MONDAY
II K>UAY, IIUKSDAT & 1 KID AT at a 1-'p A,

persons

«

They also Keep All Kinds of

And in fact, every kind of Boots and Shoes that are
L ASS BOOT A M) SHoF.
usually kept in I T ItST
MO It IS.

EMERY SAYYY Ell,

WORK.

Bel List,

FOXED

OTUKIt.s.

SKA I {SPORT, AIK.

W. W. CASTLF., President & Manager.
ISA AC <'. A BR<»1 I Seo’y & Superintendent.

■*

MANY

PrepamlBy

The

.Manager of this establ'.-hment announces to
its customers and the public that since the lire he
lias leased and fitted up the Wi'der Foundry, at the

ANIMALS.

S^-Witness the names ol'Gentlemen who testify
its extraordinary merits
A. Huvford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Rella-t Me.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison Hay fold. Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
s. ,l. Dean, Prop, of Livery stable Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keej>er, N«> Sear>poi i,
Robert (L Ames, Teamster,
,1. W. black, Deputy Sheri If,
•*
.1. M. Hale & Do.. Stage Props., Ellsworth,
\Y. L. ( leaves, Prop ot l.iv. Stable Stockton,
AND

h ennui

SORES ON ALL

DOMESTIC

now

state

i e in hi:

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
aj.t.
liOlA,
(apt.

1>l

States, District of

WKNTUUUTU, liiliiknii’t.

OTHER II.I.S OF

SELLING LOW HORSE-FLESH!

W ILL MALI. A sllom* STA IT M 1 N 1.

l nited

AliliAMitHEYrS Full Ti!F SEASON OF 1S74
T«'» J'teamors «n ill Emile! Four
Trips per Week.

>

day

tin-

BOSTOY AND LOWELL

At a Probate Court In Id at Belfast, w ithin and for
the < ounty of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday ot
October, A. I>. BnC
1SY PIPKK, widow of Wm. (i. Piper, late
) of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deeea>
« d,
having presented a petition for an allowance
tiom the personal estate of said decoa-'ed.
( tnlered, That the said Bctsv
give notice to all
interested by eausiug a copv of this order
1,1
published threj weeks -moc -Mvelv in the He.
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev mav
appear at a Prohate Court, to h. held ..t Belfast,
within and tor said Countv. on the ".cond fue>da\
ot .November
next, at ten oft),., duck before m-n,
amt "hew cause, if
any they have, why the pia'er
ut said petition should not lie
granted
AS V 1 III KLnUt.H, Judge.
4
A true copy. Attest -B P | ,iii> K.

11 is OitDKKi'.n by the Court that a
hearing he had
upon the same, on t he tir<t Monday of March A. D.
1 >7A, before the Court in
Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second
meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before C harles
Hamlin. Ks.j., Register, on the 17th day of December 1*71, and the third
meeting ot the same on the
17th
ot December H74, and that notice thereof
be published in the Bangor
Daily Whig & Courier
and the Republican Journal, m-w-paperprinted in
-ai«l District, once a w eek for three w «•. kand mice
in the Bangor Weekly < ottrier. and that all creditors
who have proved their debts ami other persons in
interest, may appear at -aid time ami place, ami
show cause, it any they Imve, w In the praver <>t
-aid Petit it* n should Hot be granted,
Bvl'.
W.M. P. PRI KI.I
t’lerk of District rourt tor <aid I »i-t ti«t.

In
AND

Widow of Francis t
said County of
ing presented a petition for an
allowance from the personal estate of said deceesed.
Ordered, That the said Hannah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of tills order to
he published three w« rks successively in the lit pub
lican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may ap
pear at a Probatt Court, to be held at Belfast, within
ami lor said County, on tin second Tuesday ol .\«n
ember next, at ten ot tin- clock before noon, and
"how cait-e. if any they have, why tin pfayer ol
said petition should not be granted.
ASA ! Ill HI urtill. Judge.
B. P. FIKi.l), llegtsu r.
A true copy.
Attest

Petition,

Court ot'

FOR-

CIIADWIl

I;,
Chadwick, late of Palermo, in
HAWAII
U aldo, deceased, iia\

npms

District Court
Maim-

Dinsmore & Son

Bankruptcy.

In the matter of JoSIAH A. C< >1. /
■mnkruptcy.
COEU, Bankrupt.
>
IS TO Givi: NOTH’K that a Petition has
X been presented to tin- Court this loth day of
September, ls73, by Josiah A. Colcord of Stockton,
a
Bankrupt, praying that lie may be decreed to have
a lull
discharge from all his debts, provable under
the Bankrupt Act, individually andas member of the
firm Colcord, Kerry &
Company, and now on this
nth day ol October, A. 1). 1>7-1,
upon leading said

District Court
Maim-.

BREAD!BREAD!

►“j

powerful iron-clads

possible.

Price**

|

Bellas!

Bi.an* hi:.

Brazilian iron-clad Iiiriependmicia
been successfully launched on flic

|

—

ar

l uited

Maine.

been
TM1I-

baud aiul

ou

District Court of the

BERRY, Bankrupt.

call.
( ALVIN .1. HR AY
N. 1 l'A Tll.KSo.V
iielta>t, Aug. liOth, 1>74.- tIT
to

A NEW

CROCKERY

ought my let-

1 lie

tile stock
store tor-

occupied by SANBORN & SI Al’LF.S in 1 le
graph building, corner of Main and High streets
when- they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season a Herds. Also >'ro

ca

,u

j

LEIt, Bankrupt.

MARKET

unrlv

SON, Bankrupt.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wi'hin and for
the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesdn\ ut
October, A. I)., 1871.

riMlIS IS FO HIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
-1- been presented to the Court, this nth dav ol
Oct. ISM, by Joseph {Jacksou of
Prospect, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full
discharge from all his debts provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is OKDKULl) by the Court that a
hearing be
had upon the same, cm the first
Monday of January
A. D. 1&75, before the Court in Portland, in said
District, at 1U o'clock, A. M., and that tin -eeond
meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held
before Clias. Hamlin, Esq,, Register, on the >th dav
of October, lt>74, and the third meeting of the
on.
on the 'JMh day of Oct., l.sM, and that notice then-,
of be published in the Bangor Daily Whig „S: (
and the Republican Journal, newspaper'
printed, m
said District, once a week for three .'ucce>siv. wnk-,
and once in the Weekly Bangor Courier, the la.'i
publication to be thirty days at least In lore tie dav
of hearing, and that all creditors who have
prow d
their debts and other persons in interest, mav
ap
pear at said time and place, and show came, if any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
•>w Id
Clerk of District C ourt for said District.

In the

compounded

I NDKUSiii.VKh have purchased
r|MlI
JL and trade .it’ the Meat and (irocerv

JACK-

PORBATE NOTICES.

District of

Maine.

In the matter of JOSEPH

Maim-,

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
An <• i which he oilers
very cheap for
cash.
Please call and examine Indore
parching elsewhere.
TTTl’hv'ician:' prescriptions care I ally

MEAT

NOTICES.

District Court of the United States.

Di-trict

II. MOODY’S

<

I

as

SPONGES, &C.,

through tin prii.eipal -tre.-t-gl\ ing all
pureha-

B

w ill, oil leaving the house, lock his
young wife up, for the girls marry voting between twelve and fourteen years of age ; and
then bis lordship takes himself off to the < pern

there,

magnificent avenue as far as the eye can see.
The pain from whoso loaves fans are made, is
easily .kstinguished from all oilier trees, not
only fioni the immense height to which it
grows, hut the numerous rings around its body.
It is said a new ring appears
every seven
yeti’., which indicates its growth in that period
Near
a
time.
of
pond in another part of the
gardens we not iced an immense arbor formed
of bamboo trees. The stalks of each tree were
tied together, so that their foliage,
resembling
our willow trees, touched each other.
Their
stalks are very strong and useful in many
ways; they are used in this country chiefly for
fencing purposes. The air plant is a kind pe

FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,

Cor. Main and High Street.**,
M lio li:is also a large assortment of

« 11 -1• >ui

o

O

tion, that he

lias

Medicine

BREAD

CQ

taches. while the eyes of the females are more
languishing, and their movements exceedingly
graceful. Handsome though the Brazilian inav
be, lie i- such an animal; for. will you believe
it. he is so jealous and imperious in hi- disposi-

HERVEY’S.

PURE DRUGS
and CHEMICALS,

ME.

I

UAin
cei\«

_C.

fgills Patent

Savings Bank.

g

generally speaking, very handsome. Tinmen have clear brunette complexions, black
hair, bold black eye-, and such killing mous-

I'he Dubuque Times relates that tlie
other night a prominent citizen
being
aroused by the lire bells rushed to the doin'
of his house in his night clothes to see
mountain, is not permitted by tiie government where the lire was.
The door was providto live there, for
cruelty to one of bis servants, ed with a night lock, and when he closed
a female slave, wliom.it i-said, lie
killed in a it, it fastened itself, and there lie was out
in the night, with no way to get back. 11is
-jtit of passion.
ue city oi Kjo «l«* Janeiro was founded
by a wife was out ot town, the servants were
Portugese colony, ami I hat language is chiefly off to a dance, the son was down to the
spoken here. The population in and around it fire. Several desperate jerks ot the bell
number* about live hundred thousand. Among and frantic pounding on the door—the
tie American residents we were glad to meet more frantic by the thought that his property on Main street might lie burning' or
with Mr. and Mrs. Jackson; the latter will be
endangered—failed to bring a response.
Letter known to your citizens as Miss Emily
Notwithstanding his cool attire, sweat
daughtef of < apt. Jackson itoss, who live*! in
dropped from every pore. .Just as he had
the house now ucc.ipkd by lion. AVm. II. Me- reached that
nearly crazed condition w.iich
Leilan. They have resided here live y »ars, and would render him unaccountable for
any
are now on the point of returning to the I'nited
act, one of the servants came rushing
States for a six months’ vacation.
home. The woman, shocked at finding
There is not much of special interest to be her master in so slightly clad a condition*,
'ecu in the city, except the churches and pubput Mr hands over tier eyes, gave a slight
•‘Colne’
lic gardens, and one visit to these is generally shriek and started quickly away,
'■ufliciont. The elm relies are all Catholic with back here, confound you. ‘Let me in P fairhissed the master. But the woman, now
the exception of one small English chapel. ly
and then there was a foot
The interior of these, like the < atholie churches lightened, ran,
and a lively 11 utter the ghostly
garin other lands, are ornamented with paintings race,
ment kept up, as a cadence to the swiftand figures of the Virgin Mary, the infant
of
the
feet
man.
Just
as the man
flying
Jesus and the Saints. The public and botanical
had been brought to a sudden stop by a
gardens are very Uaut.ifuily arranged and painful bruise of his foot, and was nursinocleanly kept. The artificial ponds, cascades, it with curses loud and deep, his son pul
arbors, &c.. with rustic seats, placed here and in an appearance witii a key.
under the luxurious shade of the trees,
In the botanical gardens
are worthy of notice.
we were particularly struck with two rows ol
palm trees, facing the entrance, which form a

great variety, al! selling at very low prices at

TIIK l’UAt'K TO BUY YOUB

**

are,

tained, and some poor invalid, gasping for
breath, might feel as if lie were ‘•born again.”
11,,- owner of one of the tinest estates on tlie

—

in

e

WEEK guaranteed to Male and
M
M Female Agents, m their locality.
m
M Posts XUTHINM to trv it. ParticwM M u’.ars Free. P. U. VICKERY, All
gusta, Me.

Thev will lake off their hats, when passing a
church or a funeral procession. These peopb-

w ear,

PINS, EARRINGS, STUDS,
SLEEVE BUTTONS, COLLAR
BUTTONS, LOCKETS, CHARMS,
__

C. HERVEY’S.

■■ \

>'

■

NEW JEWELRY!

v

■■

each

by the week on treasonable Terms.
BURNHAM & BAKEMAN, Prop s.
JfairPrivate Dining Rooms for Parties.
tl' 1'

s

this country, when exchanging calls, not to knock at the door or ring
tin- door-bell, as vv* do. but strike the hands
It

fisAJte*™

or

person,

lrylO.

LOMBARD.

throne.

«N SUNDAYS-

PLAN.

SEARSPORT, ME.

DE2TTXSTR1T!

and it- top ha> an inclination to the west. so
Unit it ha- t:u appearance of
being bent in the
middr
There i- -careely any vegetation to be

HOUSE,

LADIES' EXTItAXCE, 70 l-_>.
Hoorna per day, fifty cent-, to one dollar for

,

expressed mingled goodness ami dignilv. We
Will send full information as to terms, condition of
had scarce time to note this, acknowledge her
entrance, \e.. n application. Addres
bow. and observe that the Emj»eror was buried
PH AK1.ES K. WELLS, President.
urn-spomlenct* of the Journal.
Ne\V lla\ eli, < ollli.
in his newspaper when they were rapidly
Letter from Rio de Janeiro*
wl iided out of sight.
Win never the Emperor
DR. G. P.
No Charge* for obtaining
Ki« > nr. Janeiro, a in', “id. js74.
rides, lie always appears to be busily intent on
TWT7T7XrTfMJC Patents unless successful.
iU LW ViLii lUXWO Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
A- our u<»od ship passed the fort of .Santa
110 Tremout Street, Boston.
reading his newspaper. This is thought t<» be
lomul at tlo .<l«l >taml of
.nay "tin
< i’ll/, wiiii
k
!»r. Aluon-, conn r >>l Church aiol
streaming colors, to >lu>w our na- a ruse of his to escape the recognition of the
■
StPct<. Ila- all I lo- lat.-t
the
Soring
for
Life
ami
AI-ESfS,
we
wenUII&jTtPi
reminded of an article which
iiunality.
i»e< pic.
VrV MW 8 LU Exploration* of Hr. Liv>
improved instruments lor operatinj upon teeth, in
appeared m your column* some montli* since,
'1 heir oniy child, the Princess Isabella, vvlio ing'Niono. complete and authentic. A fresh hook. eluding
Suited
to
the
times.
Address
B.
B
Rl'SSELL,
entitled, '•.'saluting the American Flag."
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
is married to a French Duke, gave birth to a Publisher, Boston, Mass.
Tiie entrance to thi* magnificent harbor i.* Prince on the
by which the process i- rendered much less painful
twenty-tirst of Iasi month. ID 11
and tedious than by the old method-.
feetli insert
on tlie eft i- a
'■i'll narrow
from Epileptic Pits shouhf address
eonspieuous w-ie rung, guns tired, and the vessels in the
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer.
Sl'I-TEKEKS
for a //•»■<• circular, !.. P. 1 y \\s, Druggist, i,ar.mdinark called ihe -Sugar i.iaf Mountain, harbor
He has the country right for the use of
gaily dressed with Hags, in houor of the laiid, M.
which i- a g.i guide for any one
Dr. Folsom s Improved Dental Plates.
approaching event. But now the young Prince is dead, to j
‘hi* mountain coast. The Sugar l.oai'is a won- the
Particular att< ntion given to making and inserting
090 l,,,r dav at home. Terms free. Address
disappointment of the Emperor. as well as CC\
S>^
Vt-Oi.i.,1.
i.Xst>.n & p«»., Portland, Me.
artificial teeth.
derful “freak of nature"; it i- 1071) feet high, the
iftr.
people, who hoped to have an heir to the
•

School tttrrrt. BOliTO.H,

ON EUROPEAN

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

\

ability,"

samples and

BELKNAP & FITTON,

SURGEON, ESSEX
Maine.

DEMTIST !

X

■

3

Office and residence at the house ol J. I,, llavner,
corner of Cedar and Franklin Streets.
tt4

Belfast

ATT’ANTED A situation as Book-keeper, or in
YY >*'ine business capacity. 1'lie country preferred.
Have m-en engaged in mercantile pursuits
or in book k<
pin:/ tor years, l-'eel competent t<> do
thorough work and give entire satisfaction. Kev.
Edyvard Cooke, D. D.. late Principal and Treasurer
t Wesleyan Acad- uiy. Wilhrahum, Mass., sacs—
lias been employed b. me for live year.- as book
lb has performed "his duty yy i111
keeper her--.
marked ability, fidelity, and honesty. Has’shoyyn
executive
ami financial
superior
itc., &c.
Other testimonials and references can be given
\d
»lres>
ALBERTS. NEWTON, Rochester, \ t.

stamp

terms, (no postal cards) to

FLETCHER, M.D.,

M. L. M A GOON

Rirrer Sta.mi’>.

vulcanized

our

Stamps and Ink are first class, best made. Wo
waut Local Agents in
every town and city throughout the l nited States.
Send
for

a determination to more than ■ ver merit
reputation <o generally accorded me, 1
added new and improved t'aeilitie- for
doing
good work in my mills, and am now prepared to
grind all -opts of grain in tie- l-e.-t manner at short
\\ heat, corn and rw nie.d tor sale.
notice.
W.M > 1 ( I.LLIL
1 reedoin <>et. 1 a h, Is.* t.
bw

^

P3
fc

favored last week,
will) a view M' the Empeior and Empress while
driving out, for they seldom ride together, seated in tli- ir covered private carriage, with a

Soliciting for

sox,
1 lio

ITU
WJ'
>> tin-

«

were

FROM $15 TO $20

Jw,i

Belfast,

BANKRUPT

TAMl’1,0 YAIF.XT us a Printer, Storekeeper, Uook!JJ keeper, &e., &c.. either of above namtd, I
have worked at for some time and feel myself oualilied to undertake, with a determination to
give satisfaction. Soliciting the patronage of those in want
ot such a person, l will say that good references cun
be given. Address, care of Journal < tffice,
AI.KX. M. liUAISBAKV.
B lfa st, Aug, Slat, ISM—tfl>

SON,

STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by 11. K. Boyle.

J. M.

lia\

S3
U 7

l- \ el*v

retinue of officials and servants on horseback.
Her Majesty was plainly dressed in a green silk.
with a 1*0.id d a! of lace around her neck. She
had no covering on her lo ad, jler eyes an
dark hrewn. Her hair, which is of the same
color, was smoothly and plainly combed over
her ears, in the old fashioned way. Her face

Office

will receive

at Law!

Attorney
MAIN
14

him

to

FREE!K)?r,

Eh'

affable in her manners. She is not a bit “sim k
up." and will converse readily with any who

approach her.

Belfast, Mo.

E. JO HN

Go..

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN COMPANY.
Boston, New York or Chicago.

ui** toilet soap, combs, brushes Ac., a No a copy
of Longfellow*- poems, ami other standard
work-, all of w hich he profe-s* d t<> !.< \cr>
mill'll pleased with.
in-

1

woieh-r if they think these curl-

I

!

Organ

Winner* el tin THREE HKillKST MEHALMiimt l)ll>l.inu
HO.tiVR ill lienna, ls7't, anil l*ari«, l.S<i7, now oiler the Ef!V>
KST AStORTnCIT of the Unas i'abinrl
Oriifan. in the n'ORLR, inemlinn new -I\h
wit it recent improvements, not only v.n/nsire/y j\>r
rush, as formerly, but also on NKlt' 1*1.4 4* of
EASY PAI R DSTN. the most favorable ever
offered. ORGANS RETTED W ITH PR|.
VILEIeEO!' PIRCMA«E,Ui almost anv
First payment
or up
part of the country
\\ ards.
lllnstrated €atalo&ueii and Circular:;, with
full particulars, sent free on request. Address

admirer of tin* Lnited States, ami her institutions. our countrymen have given him. at <1 it
feivnt times, presents of Yankee notion-, like

■-ntented with my earthly state.
I married rich.
But it's ioo late!)

tne

or

gent person, and rattier -.the d ot* hi- time, is
not satisfied with the slow way <>t his subject-,
therefore employs those who will promptly forward his plans into execution. 11* is a great

love tor all my kind my
spirit stir.
Mrs. June- ! I'll n. \, ^pt ak to her

G.

►

The Mason & Hamlin

and hor-e ear- have been lately introduced, under the management of English and American
superintendents ami engineers. Tin- measure
ex* ites the jealousy «»i some of the
leading men
of Bio. who think that the managers should be
Brazilians. But the Emperor being an intelli-

n

HAEADEN 1’iLOCk,
■ftarAll business entrusted
rompt atte ntion.

Des

ime-us money for Eastern lenders at ten
percent,
inter* d. net. pay able semi-annually at the Chemical
National Bank, New \ ork. All loans secured on improved Real Estate, and the collection in full guaranteed by the Company. Lenders subject to no ex
pc use. Lull abstract of Title, Coupon. Notes, Mortgage. iiv, (made direct to lender,) turwarded on
completion. New York and New England referent es
and full information sent on apnlication. Samu i.
Mkkku.i., (late Governor of Iowa,' I’res’t: .1 a B.
Hkahiwi i.l, Sec'y. Des Moines. Iowa.

the city travelling circular cars tilled with bread
and drinks to satisfy the wants of the poorer
class«Floating bath houses are -ecu in the
harbor-, a No -team ferry boat- cros-ing the ba\,
and other boat- ot' all description-.
The steam

new

ehanty

in me

and Trust Company,
Moines, Iowa.,

IVter the Second, is a fan looking, portlv persou between titty and sixty year- of age.
He rules hi- empire with a kind and beneficent
hand. There are scattered in different parts of

Find at laM their cures.
But rune retain th? old, old pain
As i'.aui a- life endures.
1 did not know in the morning
\\h*-n 1 coldly tin ned awn\.
1 hat 1 Mo uld
and mourn that hiPow n t
inv d\ ing day !
La

The Iowa Loan

it looks more like a grocer*- shop.
-habb}
His country seat, where he spends the greater
part of hi- time. N rather more respectah e.
though neither of them are to be compared in i
point of elegance to Stewart’s establishment in !
New \ ork.
file Emperor. Don Pedro Seeon-'

do.

at Law!

PHYSICIAN &

The famous bug jewelry i- found
IVagruin
in these place-,
rin se hugs are mostly green
in color, ami vary in size and shape: they are
u ed chiefly for pins, ear-rings and studs, ami
can be set in gold in any -t\ie required.
The Emperor*- palace in town i- exceedingly

grief, though deep and hitter.

A

almost cheat the senses, and one can
restrain an inclination to inhale their
i.

caning against the window
1 hat overlooked the street.
1 -trained my ear his
step to hear
In the crowd of
hurrying feet.
Tar off. in the dimmest'distance.
i should have known it well:
But there came instead a muffled tread.
And a sharp alarm of the hell.

Prayer

ANT i n—Agents for C'HAWLIC* *1*11KK. bv (Jen. N P. Banks, Bishop (in,mil 11 av n and Wm. H. Couxei.l, LL D.. with
eulogies of < arl Schurz. Geo. XV. Curtis and otheis.
Lxcinsi. »■ territory. No competition. Address ,1.
H Larle. Publisher, Boston.
r

they

scarce

I

M»me

ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
Lor the best and cheapest family Bible ever
published, will be sent free of charge to any book agent.
It contains Over 700 line Scripture Illustrations,
and agents are meeting with unparalleled success.
Address, stating experience, &c., and we will show
you what our agents are doing. NATIONAL IT B
1.1>IiING CO., Philadelphia, l’a., (. hieago, ill., and
Nt. Louis, M».
AN

desirable

plant for the garden, a- it requires neither food
>r drink or tending of
any kind.
Oil line de Ovulor, one "i tin
principal
streets in the city, are several feather flower
shops, with a tempting array of flower- in the
windows, made of the feather- or birds. There
at*' the red, white, and blush roses,
pink-. 01"
ange blossoms. Ac., perfect in form and color.
So closely do they resemble the natural flowers

spirit

eighs

a

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

WANTED!

WALLACE,

Attorney

a

indolent florist, this would seem

the

GEO. E.

Ecb) Jbbcrttsements.

11• 1 f:i-f,

a

| •:*

iiH1

.^l»t

»

Horses. Now
Harnesses,

Carriages,

d for ill occaMons and ut all 1 iim--*
I ill drive.- furnished \\ In n re.piir .t
a call ami tr\ m\ team-'.
Ik

.July *Stl». 1>T I.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Ml

IN )RTLAN 1

Business

>

College

!

H INTS A l *.M 1 I I I I > at any time when thenAll parties interested are invited
are vacancies.
to examine into its merits.
For full information address.
L. A. OKAY, A. M
imosU
Principal.
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